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Foreword

Welcome to the sixth volume of the Kluwer International Series on
ADVANCES IN INFORMATION SECURITY� The goals of this series
are� one� to establish the state of the art of� and set the course for
future research in information security and� two� to serve as a central
reference source for advanced and timely topics in information security
research and development� The scope of this series includes all aspects of
computer and network security and related areas such as fault tolerance
and software assurance�
ADVANCES IN INFORMATION SECURITY aims to publish thor�

ough and cohesive overviews of speci�c topics in information security�
as well as works that are larger in scope or contain more detailed back�
ground information than can be accommodated in shorter survey arti�
cles� The series also serves as a forum for topics that may not have
reached a level of maturity to warrant a comprehensive textbook treat�
ment�
The success of this series depends on contributions by researchers and

developers such as you� If you have an idea for a book that is appropriate
for this series� I encourage you to contact me� I would be happy to
discuss any potential projects with you� Additional information about
this series can be obtained from www�wkap�nl�series�htm�ADIS�

About This Volume

This sixth volume of the series is entitled Applications of Data Mining
in Computer Security� edited by Daniel Barbar�a and Sushil Jajodia�
Computer intrusions are becoming commonplace and outpacing our

capacity to detect� analyze� and counteract them� Since intrusions usu�
ally leave traces in the audit data trails� it is only natural to think about
this problem in a data�centered way� Some research groups have been
successfully using data mining techniques for e�ectively implementing
tools to detect and analyze intrusions�
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This volume o�ers nine articles from leading researchers	 eight of these
articles focus on the use of data mining for intrusion detection� including
one that surveys the state of modern intrusion detection using data min�
ing approaches and another that critically examines these approaches�
The last article deals with the application of data mining to computer
forensics� Collectively� these articles provide a comprehensive summary
of current �ndings in this fruitful research �eld�

SUSHIL JAJODIA

CONSULTING EDITOR
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Preface

Data mining is becoming a pervasive technology in activities as diverse
as using historical data to predict the success of a marketing campaign�
looking for patterns in �nancial transactions to discover illegal activities�
or analyzing genome sequences� From this perspective� it was just a
matter of time for the discipline to reach the important area of computer
security� This book presents a collection of research e�orts on the use of
data mining in computer security�
Data mining has been loosely de�ned as the process of extracting in�

formation from large amounts of data� In the context of security� the
information we are seeking is the knowledge of whether a security breach
has been experienced� and� if the answer is yes� who is the perpetrator�
This information could be collected in the context of discovering intru�
sions that aim to breach the privacy of services� or data in a computer
system or� alternatively� in the context of discovering evidence left in a
computer system as part of a criminal activity�
This collection concentrates heavily on the use of data mining in the

area of intrusion detection� The reason for this is twofold� First� the vol�
ume of data dealing with both network and host activity is so large that
it makes it an ideal candidate for using data mining techniques� Second�
intrusion detection is an extremely critical activity� To understand this it
is enough to look at the current statistics� Ten major government agen�
cies accounting for ��� of the federal budget have been compromised
in the recent past� In the year ����� a massive� coordinated attack suc�
cessfully brought down some of the major e�commerce web sites in the
United States� Moreover� it is estimated that less than � of the at�
tacks are actually detected or reported� As a society� we have become
extremely dependent of the use of information systems� so much so that
the danger of serious disruption of crucial operations is frightening� As
a result� it is no surprise that researchers have produced a relatively
large volume of work in the area of data mining in support of intrusion
detection�

xix



xx

The rest of the work presented in this volume addresses the application
of data mining to an equally pressing area� computer forensics� This area
has widened recently to address activities such as law enforcement using
digital evidence� Although the amount of work is not as large as in
intrusion detection� computer forensics proves to be a fruitful arena for
research in data mining techniques�
Data mining holds the promise of being an e�ective tool to help se�

curity activities and� in some sense� the proof of its applicability can be
found in the pages of this book� However� there is still a long road to
travel and we hope that this volume will inspire researchers and practi�
tioners to undertake some steps in this direction�
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Abstract

This chapter examines the state of modern intrusion detection� with
a particular emphasis on the emerging approach of data mining� The
discussion parallels two important aspects of intrusion detection� gen�
eral detection strategy �misuse detection versus anomaly detection� and
data source �individual hosts versus network tra�c�� Misuse detection
attempts to match known patterns of intrusion� while anomaly detec�
tion searches for deviations from normal behavior� Between the two
approaches� only anomaly detection has the ability to detect unknown
attacks� A particularly promising approach to anomaly detection com�
bines association mining with other forms of machine learning such as
classi	cation� Moreover� the data source that an intrusion detection
system employs signi	cantly impacts the types of attacks it can detect�
There is a tradeo
 in the level of detailed information available ver�

�
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sus data volume� We introduce a novel way of characterizing intrusion
detection activities� degree of attack guilt� It is useful for qualifying
the degree of con	dence associated with detection events� providing a
framework in which we analyze detection quality versus cost�

Keywords� Information security� Intrusion detection� data mining

�� Introduction

The goal of intrusion detection is to discover intrusions into a com�
puter or network� by observing various network activities or attributes�
Here intrusion refers to any set of actions that threatens the integrity�
availability� or con�dentiality of a network resource�
Given the explosive growth of the Internet and the increased avail�

ability of tools for attacking networks� intrusion detection becomes a
critical component of network security� While such detection usually
includes some form of manual analysis� we focus on software systems for
automating the analysis�
One useful method of classi�cation for intrusion detection systems is

according to general strategy for detection� There are two categories
under this classi�cation� misuse detection and anomaly detection�
Misuse detection �nds intrusions by looking for activity corresponding

to known techniques for intrusion� This generally involves the monitor�
ing of network tra�c in search of direct matches to known patterns of
attack �called signatures�� This is essentially a rule�based approach� A
disadvantage of this approach is that it can only detect intrusions that
follow pre�de�ned patterns�
In anomaly detection� the system de�nes the expected behavior of

the network �or pro�le� in advance� Any signi�cant deviations from this
expected behavior are then reported as possible attacks� Such deviations
are not necessarily actual attacks� They may simply be new network
behavior that needs to be added to the pro�le� The primary advantage
of anomaly�based detection is the ability to detect novel attacks for which
signatures have not been de�ned�
Another useful method of classi�cation for intrusion detection systems

is according to data source� The two general categories are host�based
detection and network�based detection�
For host�based intrusion detection� the data source is collected from an

individual host on the network� Host�based detection systems directly
monitor the host data �les and operating system processes that will
potentially be targets of attack� They can� therefore� determine exactly
which host resources are the targets of a particular attack�
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For network�based intrusion detection� the data source is tra�c across
the network� This involves placing a set of tra�c sensors within the
network� The sensors typically perform local analysis and detection
and report suspicious events to a central location� Since such monitors
perform only the intrusion detection function� they are usually much
easier to harden against attack and to hide from the attackers�
We propose another way of characterizing intrusion detection activ�

ities� through degree of attack guilt� That is� it is interesting to un�
derstand how well a system can correctly separate genuine attacks from
normal activity in terms of attack guilt� This is not a classi�cation of
detection systems� but rather of network activities� Intrusion degree of
guilt is useful for qualifying the degree of con�dence associated with
detection events� providing a framework for analyzing detection quality
versus cost�
This chapter examines the state of modern intrusion detection� Sec�

tion � discusses the state of the art with respect to generally strategy
for detection� Section � then considers intrusion detection systems in
terms of their data sources� In Section � we introduce degree of attack
guilt as a way of characterizing intrusion detection activities� providing
a framework in which we analyze detection quality versus cost� Section �
has our concluding comments�

�� Detection Strategies

The current generation of commercial intrusion detection systems is
largely network�based� and employs misuse detection� As such� cur�
rent tools completely lack the ability to detect attacks that do not �t a
pre�de�ned signature� Several other researchers have reached this con�
clusion �CTC�Corporation� ����	 Jackson� 
���	 LaPadula� 
���	 La�
Padula� ����	 Allen et al�� ����	 Axelsson� 
���	 Axelsson� ����b	 Kvarn�
strom� 
�����
Given the shortcomings of misuse detection in commercial systems�

an important research focus is anomaly detection� rather than mere ex�
tensions of misuse detection� Research is also needed in systems that
combine the two approaches� A critical issue for anomaly detection
is the need to reduce false alarms� since any activity outside a known
pro�le raises an alarm� Indeed� false alarm rate is the limiting factor
in the performance of current intrusion detection systems �Axelsson�
����a	 Lundin and Jonsson� 
�����
Increased network speeds� switched networks� and the application of

encryption have prompted a trend toward host�based detection� An�
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other interesting new approach is distributed intrusion detection� in
which host�based systems monitor a number of hosts on the network
and transfer the monitored information to a central site�
Overall� intrusion detection technology is immature and rapidly evolv�

ing� In the commercial realm� new vendors appear frequently but are
often absorbed by others� On the research front� a variety of approaches
are being investigated� However� an overall theoretical framework is still
lacking �Allen et al�� ������

��� Misuse Detection

Misuse detection searches for known patterns of attack� This is the
strategy employed by the current generation of commercial intrusion
detection systems� A disadvantage of this strategy is that it can only
detect intrusions that follow pre�de�ned patterns�
The major approaches that have been proposed for misuse detection

are expert systems� signature analysis� state�transition analysis� and
data mining� Approaches have also been proposed involving colored
Petri nets and case�based reasoning�
Misuse detection searches for known patterns of attack� This is the

strategy employed by the current generation of commercial intrusion
detection systems� A disadvantage of this strategy is that it can only
detect intrusions that follow pre�de�ned patterns�
The major approaches that have been proposed for misuse detection

are expert systems� signature analysis� state�transition analysis� and
data mining� Approaches have also been proposed involving colored
Petri nets and case�based reasoning�

����� Expert Systems� The expert system approach to mis�
use detection uses a set of rules to describe attacks� Audit events are
translated into facts carrying their semantic signi�cance in the expert
system� An inference engine then draws conclusions using these rules
and facts�
Examples of misuse detection systems using expert systems are IDES

�Intrusion Detection Expert System� �Denning� 
���	 Lunt� 
���	 Lunt
et al�� 
���	 Javitz and Valdes� 
��
�� ComputerWatch �Dowell and
Ramstedt� 
����� NIDX �Network Intrusion Detection Expert System�
�Bauer and Koblentz� 
����� P�BEST �Production� Based Expert Sys�
tem Toolset� �Lindqvist and Porras� 
����� and ISOA �Information Se�
curity O�cer�s Assistant� �Winkler and Landry� 
���	 Winkler� 
�����
IDES �developed at SRI� uses an expert system that encodes known

intrusion scenarios� known system vulnerabilities� and site�speci�c se�
curity policies� It addresses external attacks from unauthorized users�
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authorized users who masquerade as other users� and authorized users
who abuse their privileges by evading access controls�
ComputerWatch �developed at AT�T� takes an expert system ap�

proach to summarize security sensitive events and apply rules to detect
anomalous behavior� It checks users� actions according to a set of rules
that describe proper usage policy� and  ags any action that does not �t
the acceptable patterns�
NIDX �developed at Bell Communication Research� is a knowledge�

based prototype intrusion detection expert system for Unix System V� It
combines knowledge of the target system� history pro�les of users� past
activities� and intrusion detection heuristics� The result is a knowledge�
based system capable of detecting speci�c violations that occur on the
target system� A unique feature of NIDX is that it includes facts de�
scribing the target system and heuristics embodied in rules that detect
particular violations from the target system audit trail� NIDX is thus
operating system dependent�
P�BEST �developed at SRI� is a rule�based� forward�chaining expert

system that has been applied to signature�based intrusion detection for
many years� The main idea is to specify the characteristics of a malicious
behavior and then monitor the stream of events generated by system
activity� hoping to recognize an intrusion signature�
P�BEST is a general�purpose programmable expert system shell� sport�

ing a rule de�nition language that is simple enough to be used by non�
experts� The system was �rst deployed in the MIDAS ID system at
the National Computer Security Center� Later� P�BEST was chosen as
the rule�based inference engine of NIDES� a successor to the IDES pro�
totype� The P�BEST expert system shell is also used in EMERALD�s
expert� a generic signature�analysis engine �Porras and Neumann� 
�����
ISOA �developed at Planning Research Corporation� is a real time se�

curity monitor that supports automated as well as interactive audit trail
analysis� It contains a statistical analysis module and an expert system�
For the events not constituting direct violations of security policy� their
expected behavior is compared against pro�les that specify thresholds
and the reliability factor for the events� Deviations are identi�ed by
statistical checks of expected versus actual behavior� For events that
cannot be monitored by examining the thresholds� the expert system
component can specify the possible relationships and implied meaning
of the events�

����� Signature Analysis� Signature analysis transforms the
semantic description of attacks into information that can be found in
the audit trail in a straightforward way� Examples of such information
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include the sequences of audit events that attacks generate� or patterns
of data that can be sought in the audit trail�
Systems that use signature analysis include Haystack �Smaha� 
�����

NetRanger �Net�Ranger� 
����� RealSecure �Real�Secure� 
����� and
MuSig �Misuse Signatures� �Lin et al�� 
�����
Haystack is a misuse detection system that helps Air Force security

o�cers detect misuse of Unisys mainframes� Working on the reduced
audit trails data� it performs misuse detection based on behavioral con�
straints imposed by o�cial security policies and on models of typical
user behavior�
NetRanger �developed at Cisco� is composed of two modules� sen�

sors and directors� Sensors are network security monitors that analyze
the network tra�c on a network segment and the logging information
produced by Cisco routers to detect network�based attacks� Directors
are responsible for the management of a group of sensors and can be
structured hierarchically to manage large networks�
RealSecure �developed at Internet Security Systems� is composed of

three modules� network engines� system agents� and managers� The net�
work engines are network monitors equipped with attack signatures that
are matched against the tra�c on a network link� The system agents
are host�based intrusion detection systems that monitor security sensi�
tive log �les on a host� These modules report their �nds to the central
manager� which displays the information to the user and provides func�
tionalities for remote administration system agents and network engines�
MuSig �developed at George Mason University�s Center for Secure

Information Systems� applies a high�level language for abstract signa�
tures� It attempts to overcome certain limitations of traditional misuse
detection systems� including the limited expressiveness of signatures ex�
pressed in low�level language� and �xed monitoring algorithms for misuse
that have di�culty adapting to a changing operating environment or se�
curity objectives� Through its high�level language� MuSig can represent
misuses in a simple form with high expressiveness�

����� State�Transition Analysis� State�transition analysis
describes attacks with a set of goals and transitions based on state�
transition diagrams� Any event that triggers an attack state will be
considered an intrusion� Examples of systems applying state transi�
tion analysis are USTAT �Unix State Transition Analysis Tool� �Porras
and Kemmerer� 
���	 Ilgun� 
���� and NetSTAT �Network�based State
Transition Analysis Tool� �Vigna and Kemmerer� 
�����
USTAT �developed at UC Santa Barbara� is a real�time intrusion de�

tection system for Unix� The original design was STAT �State Transition
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Analysis Tool� �Porras� 
����� STAT employs rule�based analysis of the
audit trails of multi�user computer systems� In STAT� an intrusion is
identi�ed as a sequence of state changes that lead the computer system
from some initial state to a target compromised state� USTAT makes
use of the audit trails that are collected by the C� Basic Security Module
of SunOS� It keeps track of only those critical actions that must occur
for the successful completion of the penetration� This approach di�ers
from other rule�based penetration identi�cation tools that pattern match
sequences of audit records�
NetStat �developed at UCSB� performs real�time network�based in�

trusion detection by extending the state transition analysis technique
��rst introduced in STAT� to the networked environment� The system
works on complex networks composed of several sub�networks� Using
state transition diagrams to represent network attacks entails a number
of advantages� including the ability to automatically determine the data
to be collected to support intrusion analysis� This enables a lightweight
and scalable implementation of the network probes�

����� Data Mining� Data mining refers to a process of non�
trivial extraction of implicit� previously unknown� and potentially useful
information from databases� Example misuse detection systems that use
data mining include JAM �Java Agents for Meta�learning� �W� Lee and
Mok� 
���	 Lee and Stolfo� 
���	 Lee et al�� 
���	 Lee et al�� ����	 Lee�

���� MADAM ID �Mining Audit Data for Automated Models for Intru�
sion Detection� �Lee et al�� ������ and Automated Discovery of Concise
Predictive Rules for Intrusion Detection �Lee� 
�����
JAM �developed at Columbia University� uses data mining techniques

to discover patterns of intrusions� It then applies a meta�learning clas�
si�er to learn the signature of attacks� The association rules algorithm
determines relationships between �elds in the audit trail records� and the
frequent episodes algorithm models sequential patterns of audit events�
Features are then extracted from both algorithms and used to compute
models of intrusion behavior� The classi�ers build the signature of at�
tacks� So essentially� data mining in JAM builds a misuse detection
model�
JAM generates classi�ers using a rule learning program on training

data of system usage� After training� resulting classi�cation rules is used
to recognize anomalies and detect known intrusions� The system has
been tested with data from Sendmail�based attacks� and with network
attacks using TCP dump data� MADAM ID uses data mining to de�
velop rules for misuse detection� The motivation is that current systems
require extensive manual e�ort to develop rules for misuse detection�






MADAM ID applies data mining to audit data to compute models
that accurately capture behavioral patterns of intrusions and normal
activities� MADAM ID performed well in the 
��� DARPA evaluation
of intrusion detection systems in detecting known attacks �Lippmann
et al�� ������
Researchers at Iowa State University report on Automated Discov�

ery of Concise Predictive Rules for Intrusion Detection �Helmer et al��

����� This system performs data mining to provide global� temporal
views of intrusions on a distributed system� The rules detect intrusions
against privileged programs �such as Sendmail� using feature vectors to
describe the system calls executed by each process� A genetic algorithm
selects feature subsets to reduce the number of observed features while
maintaining or improving learning accuracy� This is another example of
data mining being used to develop rules for misuse detection�

����� Other Approaches� The colored Petri nets approach is
a graphical language for design� speci�cation� simulation and veri�cation
of systems� It is particularly well�suited for systems in which commu�
nication� synchronization and resource sharing are important �Jensen�

�����
The only known example of an intrusion detection system that uses

colored Petri nets is IDIOT �Intrusion Detection in Our Time� �Crosbie
et al�� 
����� developed at Purdue University� In particular� IDIOT
applies colored Petri nets to represent attack signatures� Advantages of
colored Petri nets include their generality� their conceptual simplicity�
and their ability to be represented as graphs� However� matching a
complex signature against the audit trail can become computationally
expensive�
Another approach to misuse detection involves case�based reasoning�

Case�based reasoning is a problem solving methodology in which pre�
vious problem solving situations are used in solving new problems� It
is most suitable when it is di�cult or impossible to break down the
knowledge into a set of rules� and only records of prior cases exist�
The only known application of case�based reasoning to intrusion de�

tection is AUTOGUARD �Esmaili et al�� 
���	 Esmaili et al�� 
�����
although it is not clear if the system has been fully implemented�
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��� Anomaly Detection

A signi�cant disadvantage of misuse detection is the inability to detect
attacks for which signatures have not been de�ned� A detection strategy
that addresses this shortcoming is anomaly detection�
In anomaly detection� the system de�nes the expected network behav�

ior �known as the pro�le� in advance� Any signi�cant deviations from
the pro�le are then reported as possible attacks� Such deviations are not
necessarily actual attacks� They may simply be new network behavior
that needs to be added to the pro�le� Anomaly detection systems have
emerged that have very promising performance against novel attacks�
The major approaches to anomaly detection include statistical meth�

ods� expert systems� and data mining� Approaches have also been pro�
posed involving neural networks and computer immunology�

����� Statistical Methods� Statistical methods measure the
user and system behavior by a number of variables sampled over time�
and build pro�les based on the variables of normal behavior� The ac�
tual variables are then compared against the pro�les� and deviations are
considered abnormal�
Example systems employing statistical methods for anomaly detection

are IDES �Intrusion Detection Expert System� �Denning� 
���	 Lunt�

���	 Javitz and Valdes� 
��
	 Lunt et al�� 
���� NIDES �Next� Genera�
tion Intrusion Detection Expert System� �Anderson et al�� 
���a	 Ander�
son et al�� 
���b�� and Event Monitoring Enabling Responses to Anoma�
lous Live Disturbances �EMERALD� �Porras and Neumann� 
���	 Neu�
mann and Porras� 
�����
Section ��
�
 describes the IDES system in the context of misuse de�

tection� IDES also employs statistical anomaly detection� In particular�
it uses audit data to characterize user activity and detect deviations from
normal user behavior� Information extracted from audit data includes
user login� logout� program execution� directory modi�cation� �le access�
system calls� session location change� and network activity� The NIDES
system extends IDES by integrating its response logic with the results
produced by the anomaly detection subsystem�
EMERALD �developed at SRI� aims to detect intrusions in large net�

works� and focuses on the scalability of the system� It is a hybrid of
misuse detection and anomaly detection that contains an expert sys�
tem P�BEST and a statistical anomaly detector� It allows hierarchical
composition of decentralized service monitors that apply the statistical
analysis to network data�
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In other work� Cabrera et al��Cabrera et al�� ����� examine the appli�
cation of statistical tra�c modeling for detecting novel attacks against
networks� They show that network activity models e�ciently detect
denial of service and probe attacks by monitoring the network tra�c
volume� For application models� they use the Kolmogorov�Smirnov test
to demonstrate that attacks using telnet connections in the DARPA
dataset �Lippmann et al�� ����� are statistically di�erent from normal
telnet connections�

����� Expert Systems� For anomaly detection� expert sys�
tems describe users� normal behavior by a set of rules� Examples of ex�
pert systems applied to anomaly detection include ComputerWatch �Dow�
ell and Ramstedt� 
���� and Wisdom � Sense �Liepins and Vaccaro�

���	 Vaccaro and Liepins� 
���	 Liepins and Vaccaro� 
�����
ComputerWatch �developed at AT�T� uses an expert system ap�

proach to summarize security sensitive events and apply rules to detect
anomalous behavior� It checks users� actions according to a set of rules
that describe proper usage policy� and  ags any action that does not �t
the acceptable patterns�
Wisdom � Sense �developed at the Los Alamos National Lab� detects

statistical anomalies in users� behavior� It �rst builds a set of rules that
statistically describe behavior based on recordings of user activities over
a given period of time� Subsequent activity is then compared against
these rules to detect inconsistent behavior� The rule base is rebuilt
regularly to accommodate new usage patterns�
Terran Lane of Purdue University studied machine learning techniques

for anomaly detection �Lane� ������ The project pro�les Unix user com�
mand line data� It shows that anomaly detection is e�ective at user
di�erentiation under some conditions� but that alone it is insu�cient for
high�con�dence defense� This approach assumes the false alarms gener�
ated by an intrusion detection sensor will be �ltered out by a higher�level
decision maker� The results are also tentative because they do not in�
clude any data known to be hostile�

����� Data Mining� Data mining attempts to extract implicit�
previously unknown� and potentially useful information from data� Ap�
plications of data mining to anomaly detection include ADAM �Audit
Data Analysis and Mining� �Wu� ���
a	 Barbara et al�� ���
	 Barbara
et al�� 
����� IDDM �Intrusion Detection using Data Mining� �Abraham�
���
�� and eBayes �Valdes and Skinner� ������
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ADAM �developed at George Mason University Center for Secure In�
formation Systems� uses a combination of association rules mining and
classi�cation to discover attacks in TCP dump data� Section ��
� dis�
cusses the JAM system� which also combines association mining and
classi�cation� But there are two signi�cant di�erences between ADAM
and JAM� First� ADAM builds a repository of normal frequent itemsets
that hold during attack�free periods� It does so by mining data that
is known to be free of attacks� Then� ADAM runs a sliding�window
algorithm that �nds frequent itemsets in the most recent set of TCP
connections� and compares them with those stored in the normal item�
set repository� discarding those that are deemed normal� With the rest�
ADAM uses a classi�er that has been previously trained to classify the
suspicious connections as a known type of attack� an unknown type� or
a false alarm� The system performs especially well with denial of service
and probe attacks�
The ADAM system is able to detect network intrusions in real time

with a very low false alarm rate� One of the most signi�cant advantages
of ADAM is the ability to detect novel attacks� without depending on
attack training data� through a novel application of the pseudo�Bayes es�
timator �Barbara et al�� ���
�� In the 
��� DARPA Intrusion Detection
Evaluation �Lippmann et al�� ������ ADAM ranked �rd overall� Among
the top �� ADAM is the only system employing anomaly detection �Wu�
���
a�� Note also that the DARPA evaluation has no criterion that sin�
gles out performance on new attacks� In short� there is no known system
that is more e�ective at detecting unknown attacks than ADAM�
Abraham of the Defense Science and Technology Organization in Aus�

tralia recently reported on IDDM� The system characterizes change be�
tween network data descriptions at di�erent times� and produces alarms
when detecting large deviations between descriptions� However� IDDM
has problems achieving real�time operation� In particular� results are
produced only after su�cient amounts of data are collected and ana�
lyzed�
The eBayes system is a newly developed component for the statisti�

cal anomaly detector of EMERALD� De�ning a session as temporally
contiguous bursts of TCP�IP tra�c from a given IP� it applies Bayesian
inference on observed and derived variables of the session� to obtain a
belief for the session over the states of hypotheses� Hypotheses can be
either normal events or attacks� Given a naive Bayes model� training
data� and a set of hypotheses� a conditional probability table is built for
the hypotheses and variables� and is adjusted for the current observa�
tions� By adding a dummy state of hypothesis and a new conditional
probability table row initialized by a uniform distribution� eBayes can
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dynamically generate the new hypothesis that helps it detect new at�
tacks� But eBayes may be computationally expensive as the number of
hypothesis states increases�
Kohavi et al��Kohavi et al�� 
���� study di�erent approaches for han�

dling unknowns and zero counts when estimating probabilities for naive
Bayes classi�ers� and propose a new variant of the Laplace estimator
that shows better performance� The method works well if some cells of
a row contain zeros� However� if a row is composed of all zeros� each cell
of the row will have same conditional probability�
Data mining techniques have also been explored to detect new mali�

cious executables �Schultz et al�� ���
��

����� Other Approaches� Neural networks are used to learn
users� normal behavior and predict the expected behavior of users� Ghosh
and Schwartzbard �Ghosh and Schwartzbard� 
���� propose applying a
neural network to learn a pro�le of normality�
Somayaji� Hofmeyr� and Forrest of the University of New Mexico have

proposed a method of detecting intrusions that is based on the human
immune system �Forrest et al�� 
���	 Somayaji et al�� 
����� The tech�
nique �rst collects a set of reference audits representing the appropriate
behavior of the service� and extracts a reference table containing all the
known good sequences of system calls� These patterns are then used for
live monitoring to check whether the sequences generated are listed in
the table or not� If they do not� an alarm is generated� Although the
immune system approach is interesting and intuitively appealing� so far
it has proven to be di�cult to apply �Engelhardt� 
�����
Wespi et al� �Wespi et al�� ����� propose a technique to build a table

of variable length patterns based on Teiresias algorithm� They claim
that� compared to a �xed length approach� the variable length pattern
model uses fewer patterns to describe the normal process behavior and
achieves better detection� Some research has exploited new techniques
to model system and users� normal behavior� Lee et al� �Lee and Xi�
ang� ���
� propose several information theoretic measures to describe
the characteristics of an audit data set� and suggest the appropriate
anomaly detection models� Each proposed measure could describe dif�
ferent regularities in the dataset�
Wagner et al� �Wagner and Dean� ���
� propose static analysis to

automatically derive a model of application behavior� Assuming the
system call traces of a program�s execution are consistent with the pro�
gram�s source code� the approach �rst computes a model of expected
application behavior� built statically from program source code� At run
time� it then monitors the program and checks its system call trace for
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compliance to the model� Since the proposed models need to include ev�
ery possible path of system call trace of a program�s normal execution�
the approach may be not feasible� The run time overhead is high�

�� Data Sources

A useful classi�cation for intrusion detection systems is according to
their data source� To a large extent� the data source determines the
types of intrusions that can be detected� The two general categories are
host�based detection and network�based detection�
For host�based systems� the data source is collected from an indi�

vidual host on the network� In particular� these systems employ their
host�s operating system audit trail as the main source of input� Because
host�based systems directly monitor the host data �les and operating
system processes� they can determine exactly which host resources are
the targets of a particular attack�
Given the rapid development of computer networks� some traditional

single�host intrusion detection systems have been modi�ed to monitor
a number of hosts on a network� They transfer the monitored infor�
mation from multiple monitored hosts to a central site for processing�
These are termed distributed intrusion detection systems� Example dis�
tributed systems are IDES �Denning� 
���	 Lunt� 
���	 Lunt et al��

����� NSTAT �Kemmerer� 
����� and AAFID �Spa�ord and Zamboni�
������
Network�based intrusion detection employs network tra�c as the main

source of input� This involves placing a set of tra�c sensors within the
network� The sensors typically perform local analysis and detection and
report suspicious events to a central location� These sensors are generally
easier to harden against attack and to hide from attackers� since they
perform only the intrusion detection function�
Recent trends in computer networks� speci�cally� the increased use

of encryption� increased speed of networks� and greater use of switched
network segments have led to a greater emphasis on host�based intru�
sion detection �Allen et al�� ������ However� there are also an increasing
number of attacks where the target of the attack is the network in�
frastructure� such as the domain name service �DNS�� Since 
���� the
CERT�CC at Carnegie Mellon University has published twelve docu�
ments describing vulnerabilities or exploitation of vulnerabilities in a
common implementation of DNS ����
� �CERT Advisory� ���
�� There
are e�orts to use network�based intrusion detection to detect attacks on
the network infrastructure�
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Examples of this trend are NSM �Network Security Monitor� �Heber�
lein et al�� 
����� DIDS �Distributed Intrusion Detection System� �Snapp
et al�� 
��
�� the JiNao system �Wu et al�� 
����� and NADIR �Network
Anomaly Detection and Intrusion Reporter� �Hochberg et al�� 
�����
Network�based intrusion detection systems have been widened to ad�

dress large� complex network environments� Examples include GrIDS
�Graph�based Intrusion Detection System� �Staniford�Chen et al�� 
�����
EMERALD �Porras and Neumann� 
����� NetStat �Vigna and Kem�
merer� 
����� CARDS �Coordinated Attack Response and Detection
System� developed at the Center for Secure Information Systems at
George Mason University �Yang et al�� ������ NetRanger �Net�Ranger�

����� and RealSecure �Real�Secure� 
�����
As an internal research and development e�ort� the MITRE Corpo�

ration has studied the use of data mining on intrusion detection alarms
to reduce the false alarm rate �Staniford�Chen et al�� 
���	 Clifton and
Gengo� ������ These reports include some interesting statistics on the
level of alarms generated by sensors at MITRE �over 
�������� alarms
per week��
IBM�s emergency response service provides real�time intrusion detec�

tion �RTID� services through the Internet for a variety of clients� The
emergency response service needs to analyze and respond to thousands of
alerts per day� Data mining techniques were used to analyze a database
of RTID alerts� They developed pro�les of normal alerts and of their
clients� Several di�erent types of clients were discovered� each with dif�
ferent alert behaviors and thus di�erent monitoring needs �Manganaris
et al�� ������

�� Degrees of Attack Guilt

In this section� we introduce an interesting way of characterizing in�
trusion detection activities� degree of attack guilt� This characteristic
focuses on how well an intrusion detection system can correctly sepa�
rate genuine attacks from normal activity� Unlike detection strategy
and data source� this characteristic does not apply to the classi�cation
of detection systems themselves� Rather� it applies to the classi�cation
of network activities� though still with respect to intrusion detection�
In essence� degree of attack guilt is a generalization of detection accu�

racy� That is� detection accuracy considers whether positive or negative
detections are true or false� Degrees of attack guilt consider a continu�
ous spectrum� rather than simply positive or negative detections� This
captures something about the degree of con�dence of detections� and
provides a framework for discussing the costs of improving con�dence�
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Figure �	�	 General Degrees of Attack Guilt

Degree of attack guilt spans the spectrum from absolute innocence to
provable guilt� as shown in Figure 
�
� Provable guilt means that there
is no question that the behavior is malicious or unauthorized� Absolute
innocence refers to normal� authorized behavior that shows no sign of
attack guilt� Actually� absolute innocence is impossible to prove� For
example� a user may be involved in activity that is� strictly speaking�
authorized and non�malicious� But that same behavior may be part of
some subsequent malicious activity�
There is really a continuous spectrum of guilt between the two ex�

tremes of absolute innocence and provable guilt� But for general discus�
sion� it is convenient to de�ne a discreet set of degrees of known guilt�
The complete lack of knowledge of guilt falls in the center of the scale�
though we do not include it in Figure 
�
� Moving further from the cen�
ter of the scale corresponds to increased knowledge of the nature of the
behavior� towards either guilt or innocence� We introduce the categories
possible and probable corresponding to increasing levels of known guilt
or innocence�
Because degree of attack guilt concerns the con�dence associated with

detection events� it provides a framework for analyzing cost versus con�
�dence� For example� there is additional cost associated with moving
an activity from possible to provable guilt� In intrusion detection� it is
often important to understand these types of quality�to�cost tradeo�s�
Moreover� di�erent levels of monitoring may be warranted for partic�

ular desired degrees of guilt� That is� di�erent operating environments
may have varying needs of detection� For example� highly secure systems
may want to investigate all activity that cannot be considered absolutely
innocent� Other environments may allow activities to proceed as long
as they are probably innocent�
The remainder of this section applies the idea of degree of attack guilt

to the various forms of intrusion detection� Just as for Section �� the
discussion is organized by the general detection strategy� either misuse
detection or anomaly detection�
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Figure �	�	 Degrees of Attack Guilt for Knowledge�based Misuse Detection

��� Misuse Detection

This section discusses degrees of attack guilt for misuse detection�
Section ��
 reviews speci�c systems that perform misuse detection� and
is organized by the predominant approach that a system takes� Here
the discussion is more general� though the organization is still based
on the detection approach� In particular� the various approaches in
Section ��
 are coalesced to two general types� knowledge�based methods
and machine�learning methods�

����� Knowledge�Based Methods� In knowledge�based meth�
ods for misuse detection� network or host events are checked against pre�
de�ned rules or patterns of attack� The goal is to employ representations
of known attacks that are general enough to handle actual occurrences of
the attacks� Examples of knowledge�based methods are expert systems�
signature analysis� and state�transition analysis�
Figure 
�� shows degrees of attack guilt for knowledge�based misuse

detection� These approaches search for instances of known attacks� by
attempting to match with pre�determined attack representations� The
search begins as all intrusion detection approaches begin� with a com�
plete lack of knowledge of any attacker guilt This corresponds to the
center of the attack�guilt scale�
But when a particular activity is matched with a known attack� the

system gains the knowledge of the attack� For knowledge�based misuse
detection� the activity matches a rule or pattern of known guilt� This
gained knowledge corresponds to moving to the right of the known�guilt
scale� To the extent that the system has a correct attack representa�
tion and matching scheme� this method would be expected to provide
provable guilt�
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Such provable guilt is expensive� because it is very time consuming to
design general representations for detecting possible variations of speci�c
attacks� Also� a di�erent representation must be created for each type
of attack� and there are many possible types of attacks�
For activities that are not matched to a known attack� no real guilt

information is provided� All that has been proven is that such activities
do not match known attacks� In particular� new attacks or even su��
ciently di�erent variations of known attacks are missed� This complete
lack of attack knowledge corresponds to remaining in the center of the
attack�guilt scale� with no additional cost incurred�

����� Machine�Learning Methods� In machine�learning
methods for misuse detection� patterns and classes of attacks are dis�
covered rather than being pre�de�ned� Such methods exploit any regu�
larities or strong associations inherent in data such as network tra�c�
The goal is still to create general representations of attacks� just as for
knowledge� based methods� The di�erence is that the representations
are automatically induced� avoiding the costly design of representations
in knowledge�based approaches�
Examples of machine�learning methods are data mining and classi��

cation� In facts� these two methods are usually combined in intrusion
detection systems� Data mining discovers strong associations among
data elements� which often correspond to attack patterns� Classi�ers
then induce classes of attacks� based on data mining results and other
attributes from training data with known attacks�
Figure 
�� shows degrees of attack guilt for machine�learning misuse

detection� These approaches attempt to classify according to known
attacks� by comparing them with previously learned attack representa�
tions� Before classi�cation� there is a complete lack of knowledge of any
attacker guilt� corresponding to the center of the attack�guilt scale�
During classi�cation� a particular activity may be classi�ed as a known

attack� Just as for knowledge�based misuse detection� this corresponds
to moving to the right of the known�guilt scale� But because the classi��
cation process is inherently a statistical summary that is prone to error�
machine�learning methods can move us only as far as probable guilt�
Here we see the tradeo� in quality �degree of known guilt� versus

cost� It is less expensive to automatically induce attack representations�
but the resulting classi�cations are less reliable �not as provably guilt�
compared to handcrafted representations�
In machine�learning approaches to misuse detection� classi�ers are

only trained for known attacks� not for normal events� That is� the
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intrusion detection system has attack signatures that have been learned�
but no model for normal activity� As such� activity not classi�ed as a
known attack really corresponds to remaining in the center of the attack
guilt scale �lack of guilt knowledge�� In particular� misuse detection
based on machine�learning methods has no ability to detect unknown
attacks� and will misclassify them as normal behavior�

��� Anomaly Detection

This section discusses degrees of attack guilt for anomaly detection�
Section ��� reviews speci�c systems that perform anomaly detection� and
is organized by a system�s predominant approach� In this section� the
discussion is more general� though it still organizes the material based
on the approach to detection� In particular� the various approaches
in Section ��� are coalesced to three general types� knowledge�based
methods� statistical methods� and machine� learning methods�

����� Knowledge�Based Methods� In knowledge�based meth�
ods for anomaly detection� network or host activity is checked against
pre�de�ned rules or patterns of normal behavior� The goal is to employ
a representation of normal behavior �a pro�le�� from which anomalous
behavior is identi�ed as possible attacks� An example knowledge� based
method is the expert systems approach�
Figure 
� shows degrees of attack guilt for knowledge�based anomaly

detection� These approaches search for instances anomalous behavior�
by comparing activities to a pre�determined pro�le� The search begins
with a complete lack of knowledge of any attacker guilt� corresponding
to the center of the attack�guilt scale�
When a particular activity is found in the pro�le� the system gains the

knowledge that the activity is not an attack� corresponding to moving to
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the left of the known�guilt scale� Assuming that that the system has a
correct representation in the pro�le and a correct matching scheme� this
method would be expected to prove absolute innocence� at least with
respect to current activities�
Obtaining such knowledge of absolute innocence is expensive� because

it is involves the time consuming crafting of rules to represent normal be�
havior� This is particularly true when a comprehensive pro�le of normal
behavior is needed that contains many rules�
For activities that are not found in the pro�le� no real guilt informa�

tion is provided� All that has been proven is that such activities match
known normal behavior� In particular� activities not in the pro�le may
simply represent normal behavior that needs to be added to the pro�le�
This lack of knowledge corresponds to remaining in the center of the
attack�guilt scale� with no additional cost incurred�

����� Statistical Methods� In statistical methods for anomaly
detection� pro�les of normal behavior are generated by statistical crite�
ria rather than being handcrafted� The goal is still to create repre�
sentations of normal behavior� just as for knowledge�based methods of
anomaly detection� The di�erence is that the representations are gener�
ated automatically as parameters of pre�determined statistical models�
This automatic generation avoids the more costly handcrafting of pro�les
found in knowledge� based approaches�
Figure 
�� shows degrees of attack guilt for statistical anomaly detec�

tion� This class of approaches attempts to statistically model normal
behavior� and compare new behavior to the statistical pro�le� Before
the comparison� there is a complete lack of knowledge of any attacker
guilt� corresponding to the center of the attack�guilt scale�
When new behavior is compared to the statistical pro�le� a particular

activity may be associated with normal behavior� Just as for knowledge�
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	 Degrees of Attack Guilt for Statistical Anomaly Detection

based anomaly detection� this corresponds to moving to the right of the
known�guilt scale� But because the pro�le model is statistical� it is prone
to error� Thus statistical methods of anomaly detection can move us only
as far as probable innocence�
Again we see the tradeo� in quality versus cost� It is less expensive to

automatically generate statistical pro�les� but the resulting models are
less reliable compared to pro�les with handcrafted rules�
In statistical approaches to anomaly detection� statistical models are

only built for normal behavior� not actual attacks� Thus activity not
found in the pro�le really corresponds to remaining in the center of
the attack guilt scale� i�e� lack of guilt knowledge� That is� statistical
anomaly detection can identify normal behavior not in the pro�le as a
possible attack� leading to higher false�alarm rates�

����� Machine�Learning Methods� A more recent direc�
tion in intrusion detection is the application of machine�learning meth�
ods to anomaly detection� This approach is particularly promising for
the detection of novel attacks� Example machine�learning methods for
anomaly detection include data mining and classi�cation� We consider
this approach in more depth with respect to degree of attack guilt�
In machine�learning methods for anomaly detection� pro�les of nor�

mal behavior are automatically discovered� This automatic discovery
avoids the costly handcrafting of pro�les �via rules� found in knowledge�
based approaches� It also avoids the labor�intensive process of carefully
designing the applicable models needed for statistical approaches�
An example machine�learning approach to anomaly detection is the

application of association mining to network audit data� This discovers
rules that capture the predominant associations among tra�c senders
and receivers� Assuming that the mining is done initially during known
attack�free times� the discovered rules then form the pro�le against which
subsequently mined rules are compared�
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Figure �	�	 Combining data mining and classi	cation for anomaly detection

A current limitation of this approach is that it has di�culty detecting
very stealthy attacks� In other words� it detects attacks that involve a
relatively large number of events within a period of time� This is because
it sends an alarm only when the number of occurrences of an unexpected
rule exceeds a threshold� This limitation is not unique to this approach	
most of the anomaly detection models have the same problem �Ning�
���
��
A primary focus of research in anomaly detection is in detecting novel

attacks while maintaining su�ciently low numbers of false alarms� This
is particularly challenging because anomaly detection in general is prone
to higher false�alarm rates� It is hard to de�ne abnormal deviations as
attacks if they cannot predictably be distinguished from variations of
normal behavior�
An approach to this problem is to employ classi�ers that are trained to

learn the di�erence between normal and abnormal deviations from user
pro�les� These classi�ers sift true intrusions from normal deviations�
greatly reducing false alarms�
Figure 
�� shows an architecture combining data mining and classi��

cation for anomaly detection� An initial training phase builds the pro�le
of normal user behavior� by mining rules from network tra�c known to
be attack free� Also during training� rule classi�ers learn attack classes
through network tra�c that has been labeled with known attacks� In
the case of TCP�IP tra�c� a preprocessing module extracts information
from packet headers and builds records of TCP connections� which are
subsequently mined and classi�ed�
In the detection phase� a dynamic on�line mining algorithm produces

suspicious rules� Suspicious rules are those that exceed a particular
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support level and are missing from the pro�le of normal behavior� To
achieve real�time performance� an incremental mining method can �nd
suspicious rules within a sliding time window� so that datasets need only
be scanned once �Wu� ���
b��
In principle� anomaly detection has the ability to detect novel attacks�

But in practice this is far from easy� since detecting attacks for which no
knowledge is available may seem an ill�posed problem� But attacks can
be seen as violations of normal activity whose behavior can be estimated
from the existing information�
A pseudo�Bayesian approach can enhance the ability of classi�ers to

detect new attacks while keeping the false�alarm rate low �Barbara et al��
���
�� Pseudo�Bayes estimators estimate the prior and posterior proba�
bilities of new attacks� A naive Bayes classi�er can then classify instances
as normal� known attacks� or new attacks� One advantage of pseudo�
Bayes estimators is that no knowledge about new attacks is needed�
since the estimated probabilities of new attacks are derived from the
information of normal instances and known attacks�
In the training phase� the degrees of guilt are perfectly known� as

illustrated in Figure 
�� Network connections known to be guilt free are
mined� and the discovered connection rules form the pro�le of normal
behavior� Network connections with known attack labels are then mined
for connection rules� which are used to train the attack classi�ers�
At the beginning of the detection phase� the degrees of guilt for mon�

itored network connections are completely unknown� This corresponds
to the center of the known�guilt scale� The connection association min�
ing process then discards mined connection rules that are already in the
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pro�le� and retains those not in the pro�le for further classi�cation� This
corresponds to moving from completely unknown guilt to innocence be�
yond suspicion for rules already in the pro�le� or to possible guilt for
rules not in the pro�le� This process is illustrated in Figure 
���
Next� mined connection rules not found in the pro�le are submitted to

the rule classi�cation engine� This corresponds to moving from possible
guilt to either probable or possible innocence �for rules in the pro�le�� or
to probable or possible guilt �for rules not in the pro�le�� This is shown
in Figure 
���
The potential ambiguity in degrees of guilt in Figure 
�� arises because

of the nature of the attack classi�ers� The classi�ers undergo supervised
training� in which class decision surfaces are induced that minimize some
statistical measure of misclassi�cation based on training data� Because
of the statistical nature of the classi�ers and their dependence on the
quality of training data� a question of classi�cation con�dence arises�
Figure 
�
� illustrates possible con�dence scenarios for the attack clas�

si�ers� For connection rules relatively far from the decision surface� the
probability of misclassi�cation is small� For these rules� we could thus
say that either innocence or guilt �respectively� is very probable� But
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connection rules relatively close to the decision surface have a higher
chance of being misclassi�ed� Innocence or guilt is then less probable�
One possible classi�er is the naive Bayes classi�er with pseudo�Bayes

estimators� This classi�er includes a class for unknown attacks� which
is missing from the supervised classi�ers� This class handles connection
rules that cannot be classi�ed either normal or known attacks� The
Bayes classi�er avoids the misclassi�cation of unknown attacks �as either
normal or known attacks� that plague supervised classi�ers�
Connection rules classi�ed as unknown remain in the center of the

degree�of�guilt scale� That is� such a rule is known to belong to neither
the normal class nor a known attack class� At this point we have no
knowledge of whether it is an unknown attack or anomalous attack�free
behavior� But at least is has not been misclassi�ed as normal or known
attack� and can be further investigated to determine its true nature�
Figure 
�

 shows the overall degrees of guilt for this machine�learning

approach to anomaly detection� Initially� there is no knowledge of the
state of network intrusion� This complete lack of knowledge corresponds
to the center of the guilt scale� Connection rules either found in the



��

pro�le or classi�ed as normal generate no alarms� This corresponds to
moving from the center of the scale to probable innocence� Connection
rules classi�ed as known attacks correspond to moving from the center
of the scale to probable guilt� Rules classi�ed as unknown remain in the
center of the scale� pending further investigation�

�� Conclusion

In this chapter� we examine the state of modern intrusion detection�
The discussion follows two well�known criteria for categorizing intru�
sion detection systems� detection strategy and data source� The general
detection strategies are misuse detection and anomaly detection� and
data source categories are host�based and network�based� We introduce
degree of attack guilt as an interesting way of characterizing intrusion
detection activities� It provides a framework in which we analyze detec�
tion quality versus cost�
Intrusion detection systems have been an area of active research for

over 
� years� Current commercial intrusion detection systems employ
misuse detection� As such� they completely lack the ability to detect new
attacks� The absence of this capability is a recognized gap in current
systems�
Given the shortcomings of current commercial systems� an important

research focus is anomaly detection through machine learning� partic�
ularly through data mining� A critical issue for anomaly detection is
the need to reduce false alarms� since any activity outside a known pro�
�le raises an alarm� Research prototypes combining data mining and
classi�cation have shown great promise in this area�
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Abstract Data mining techniques have been successfully applied in many di
er�
ent 	elds including marketing� manufacturing� process control� fraud
detection� and network management� Over the past 	ve years� a grow�
ing number of research projects have applied data mining to various
problems in intrusion detection� This chapter surveys a representative
cross section of these research e
orts� Moreover� four characteristics of
contemporary research are identi	ed and discussed in a critical manner�
Conclusions are drawn and directions for future research are suggested�
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�� Introduction

Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring and analyzing the
events occurring in a computer system in order to detect signs of secu�
rity problems �Bace� ������ Over the past ten years� intrusion detection
and other security technologies such as cryptography� authentication�
and �rewalls have increasingly gained in importance �Allen et al�� ������
However� intrusion detection is not yet a perfect technology �Lippmann
et al�� ����	 Allen et al�� ������ This has given data mining the oppor�

��



��

tunity to make several important contributions to the �eld of intrusion
detection �cf� Section ���
This chapter gives a critical account of the past �ve years of data min�

ing research in intrusion detection� To this end� we begin by introducing
data mining basics in Section �� Section � surveys a representative se�
lection of research projects that used data mining to address problems
in intrusion detection� In Section � we identify and discuss four char�
acteristics of contemporary and past research e�orts� This discussion
leads to Section �� where we suggest new directions for future research�
Section � summarizes the chapter�
We have attempted to make this chapter as self�contained as possi�

ble� However� given the interdisciplinary nature of the topic� it was not
possible to write complete introductions to both� intrusion detection
and data mining� We assumed that the reader has an intrusion detec�
tion background� and consequently put more emphasis on data mining
basics� Complementary to this chapter� there is an abundance of excel�
lent introductory material to both intrusion detection �Bace� ����	 Allen
et al�� ����	 Debar et al�� ����� as well as data mining �Han and Kamber�
����	 Mannila et al�� ���
	 Berry and Lino�� 
���� that can be consulted
if needed�

�� Data Mining Basics

Historically� the notion of �nding useful patterns in data has been
given a variety of names including data mining� knowledge discovery
in databases� information harvesting� data archaeology� and data pat�
tern analysis �Fayyad et al�� 
���a	 Han and Kamber� ������ Moreover�
there has been some confusion about how data mining relates to the
�elds machine learning and statistics �Mannila� 
����� In Subsection
��
� we clarify the terminology and the link to related �elds� Section
��� describes four well�known data mining techniques that have been
extensively used in intrusion detection� Section ��� concludes the dis�
cussion by summarizing several open research challenges in the �eld of
data mining�

��� Data Mining� KDD� and Related Fields

The term data mining is frequently used to designate the process of
extracting useful information from large databases� In this chapter� we
adopt a slightly di�erent view� which is identical to the one expressed
by Fayyad et al� �
���b� Chapter 
� �� In this view� the term knowledge
discovery in databases �KDD� is used to denote the process of extract�
ing useful knowledge from large data sets� Data mining� by contrast�
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refers to one particular step in this process� Speci�cally� the data min�
ing step applies so�called data mining techniques to extract patterns
from the data� Additionally� it is preceded and followed by other KDD
steps� which ensure that the extracted patterns actually correspond to
useful knowledge� Indeed� without these additional KDD steps� there
is a high risk of �nding meaningless or uninteresting patterns �Fayyad�

���	 Klemettinen et al�� 
���	 Stedman� 
�����
In other words� the KDD process uses data mining techniques along

with any required pre� and post�processing to extract high�level knowl�
edge from low�level data� In practice� the KDD process is interactive
and iterative� involving numerous steps with many decisions being made
by the user �Fayyad et al�� 
���b� Chapter ��� Here� we broadly outline
some of the most basic KDD steps�

�� Understanding the application domain� First is developing an
understanding of the application domain� the relevant background
knowledge� and the speci�c goals of the KDD endeavor�

�� Data integration and selection� Second is the integration of mul�
tiple �potentially heterogeneous� data sources and the selection of
the subset of data that is relevant to the analysis task�

�� Data mining� Third is the application of speci�c algorithms for ex�
tracting patterns from data�

�� Pattern evaluation� Fourth is the interpretation and validation of
the discovered patterns� The goal of this step is to guarantee that
actual knowledge is being discovered�

�� Knowledge representation� This step involves documenting and
using the discovered knowledge�

We next turn to the link between data mining and the related disci�
plines of machine learning and statistics� To begin with� data mining
extensively uses known techniques from machine learning� statistics� and
other �elds� Nevertheless� several di�erences between data mining and
related �elds have been identi�ed in the literature �Mannila� 
���	 Gly�
mour et al�� 
���	 Fayyad et al�� 
���a�� Speci�cally� one of the most
frequently cited characteristics of data mining is its focus on �nding
relatively simple� but interpretable models in an e�cient and scalable
manner�
In other words� data mining emphasizes the e�cient discovery of sim�

ple� but understandable models that can be interpreted as interesting
or useful knowledge� Thus� for example� neural networks " although
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a powerful modeling tool " are relatively di�cult to understand com�
pared to rules �Cohen� 
����� trees �Quinlan� 
����� sequential patterns
�Rigoutsos and Floratos� 
����� or associations �Agrawal et al�� 
�����
As a consequence� neural networks are of less practical importance in
data mining� This should not come as a surprise� In fact� data mining is
just a step in the KDD process� As such� it has to contribute to the over�
all goal of knowledge discovery� Clearly� only understandable patterns
can qualify as �knowledge�� Hence the importance of understandability
in data mining�

��� Some Data Mining Techniques

Data mining techniques essentially are pattern discovery algorithms�
Some techniques such as association rules �Agrawal et al�� 
���� are
unique to data mining� but most are drawn from related �elds such as
machine learning or pattern recognition� In this section� we introduce
four well�known data mining techniques that have been widely used in
intrusion detection� A broader and more detailed treatment of data min�
ing techniques can be found elsewhere �Han and Kamber� ����	 Mannila
et al�� ���
	 Berry and Lino�� 
�����
A potential source of confusion is that di�erent data mining tech�

niques assume di�erent input data representations� For example� as�
sociation rules have historically been discussed under the assumption
that the input data is represented as a set of transactions �Agrawal
et al�� 
���	 Agrawal and Srikant� 
���� Later� association rule mining
over relational databases has been investigated �Srikant and Agrawal�

���	 Miller and Yang� 
����� Depending on the input data representa�
tions �sets of transactions versus relational databases�� the association
rule concept is presented di�erently� A related problem is that there
are many di�erent ways to represent the same data set in a relational
database �Elmasri and Navathe� 
���� So one might wonder whether
all these representations are equally adequate for the purpose of data
mining� To avoid issues of data representation� we next de�ne a uni�
�ed input data format� for which all subsequent data mining techniques
will be described� In practice� the available input data does not nec�
essarily follow this format� Then� it is the responsibility of the second
KDD step ��Data integration and selection�� as de�ned on page ��� to
transform the available data into the format required by the data mining
techniques�
To be concrete� this section describes data mining techniques in the

context of mining a single relational database table� The columns of this
table are called attributes or features� and the rows are called records�
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Table �	�	 Sample database table�

SourcePort SourceIP DestPort DestIP AlarmNo Time

��� ���������� �� ������������ �� ��������
��� ����������� �� ������������ �� ��������
��� ����������� � ������������ � ��������
���� ���������� �� ������������ �� ��������
��� ���������� �� ������������ �� �������
���� ����������� �� ������������ �� �������
��� ����������� �� ������������ � �������

Attributes are identi�ers that allow humans to interpret the columns�
Records are actual database entries� For example� knowing the at�
tributes �SourcePort�� �SourceIP�� � � � � �AlarmNo�� and �Time�� we
are able to interpret the records in Table ��
 as intrusion detection alarm
messages� Finally� for a database record r and an attribute A� we write
r#A$ to denote the projection of r on the attribute A� For example�
let r � �
��� 
���
������� ��� 
������
���
�� ��� 
�����
�� be the �rst
record in Table ��
 and be A � Time� Then� we have r#A$ � 
�����
��

����� Association Rules� Association rules� which were �rst
proposed by Agrawal et al� �
����� capture implications between at�
tribute values� More formally� association rules have the form

�
m�
i��

Ai � vi

�
��

�
n�

i�m��

Ai � vi

�
#s� c$ � ���
�

where the Ai �for i � f
� � � � � ng� are pairwise distinct attributes� and the
vi are attribute values� The parameters s and c are called support and
con	dence� The support s indicates the percentage of database records
that satisfy the conjunction of the rule�s left� and right�hand side �i�e�
the conjunction ��ni��Ai � vi��� The con�dence c is the conditional
probability that a database record satis�es the rule�s right�hand side�
provided it satis�es the left�hand side�
Support and con�dence are generally used to measure the relevance

of association rules� Indeed� a high support value implies that the rule
is statistically signi�cant� Similarly� a high con�dence value is charac�
teristic of a strong association rule� whose left�hand side is predictive
of its right�hand side� Obviously� strong and statistically signi�cant as�
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sociation rules are attractive� Therefore� the association rule mining
problem is formulated as ��nd all association rules that have support
and con�dence beyond a user�speci�ed minimum value�� For exam�
ple� imposing a minimum support of �� and a minimum con�dence of
����� we �nd� among others� the following association rule in Table ��
�
�AlarmNo � ��� �� �DestIP � 
������
���
� � DestPort � ���� From
Table ��
� we can see that this association rule has support of ��� �that
is� � of the � records in the table satisfy the left� and right�hand side of
this rule� and con�dence of 
�� �that is all the records that satisfy the
rule�s left�hand side also satisfy its right�hand side��

����� Frequent Episode Rules� Most data mining tech�
niques are adapted to the analysis of unordered collections of records�
Association rules are a typical representative of this class of data mining
techniques� Sometimes� however� the order of records contains important
information that must not be ignored� This is frequently the case when
records represent events such as intrusion detection alarms� Frequent
episode rules take record order into account by revealing correlations
among temporally close records� Clearly� frequent episode rules are only
applicable for database records that have a time attribute� as temporal
proximity is otherwise unde�ned�
The data mining literature contains several variants of frequent episode

rules �Mannila et al�� 
���	 Lee et al�� 
����� The commonality of all
these variants is that they describe implications between records that fre�
quently occur together �i�e� at approximately the same time�� In their
simplest form� frequent episode rules are expressed as

�P �Q �� R� #s� c� w$ � �����

where P � Q� and R are predicates over a user�de�ned class of admissible
predicates �H�at�onen et al�� 
����� Intuitively� this rule says that two
records that satisfy P and Q� respectively� are generally accompanied
by a third record that satis�es R� The parameters s� c� and w are called
support� con	dence� and window width� and their interpretation in this
context is as follows�

The support s is the probability that a time window of w seconds con�
tains three records p� q� and r that satisfy P � Q� and R� respectively�
Moreover� consider a time window of w seconds that contains a record
p satisfying P and a record q satisfying Q� then� the con	dence c is
the probability that a record r satisfying R is also contained within the
same time window�
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Note that the terms support and con�dence have already been used
in the context of association rules� Here� however� they are rede�ned
to re ect the new semantics of the implication� which is implication
between records� rather than between attribute values�
The problem of �nding frequent episode rules is stated in analogy to

the problem of �nding association rules� Speci�cally� given the triple
#s� c� w$� the problem is to �nd all frequent episode rules that have sup�
port and con�dence of at least s and c� respectively� In particular� this
also involves �nding appropriate predicates P � Q� and R out of the user�
de�ned class of admissible predicates� Algorithms for �nding frequent
episode rules have been described in the literature �Mannila et al�� 
�����
but are beyond the scope of this section�
By way of illustration� be s � ���� c � ����� and w �  sec� For these

values we �nd� among others� the following frequent episode rule in Table
��
� �AlarmNo � ��� � �AlarmNo � �� �� �AlarmNo � 
��� This rule
holds in Table ��
 because a �sec time window that contains the alarm
numbers �� and � also contains the alarm number 
� with a probability
that exceeds the con�dence of ���� Moreover� the probability of a �sec
time window to contain all three alarm numbers �i�e� ��� �� and 
�� is
higher than the support of ���� The exact support and con�dence values
in this example are �
� and ��� respectively�

����� Classi�cation� Classi�cation �Mitchell� 
���	 Han and
Kamber� ����� is the task of assigning database records to one out of a
pre�de�ned set of target classes� The di�culty is that the target classes
are not explicitly given in the database records� but must be derived
from the available attribute values� In practice� building classi�ers is far
more di�cult than using them� Therefore� most classi�cation texts con�
centrate on how classi�ers can be built� Moreover� building a classi�er
generally means �learning� it from examples�
An example will illustrate these concepts� Consider Table ��
 and

suppose we want to classify these alarms into true positives and false
positives� To build a classi�er for this task� we follow common practice
and use a so�called training data set� The training data set consists of
alarm messages that have already been classi�ed into true positives and
false positives� From these examples� it is possible to automatically learn
a classi�er that predicts the class labels of future� previously unknown
database records �Mitchell� 
����� Clearly� such a classi�er can be used
to solve the initial task� namely� to classify the records in Table ��
�
Classi�ers can use di�erent representations to store their classi�ca�

tion knowledge� Two common knowledge representations are if�then
rules and decision trees� If�then rules check record attributes in their
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if�parts and postulate class labels in their then�parts� In continuation
of the above example� a possible if�then rule would be �if SourceIP �

���
�����
 and DestPort � �� then false positive�� A decision tree is
a  ow�chart�like tree structure� in which each node denotes a test on an
attribute value� each branch represents an outcome of the test� and each
leaf indicates a class label� Algorithms for learning classi�ers� as well as
techniques for evaluating their accuracy would exceed the scope of this
chapter� but can be found in the book by Han and Kamber �������

����� Clustering� Clustering �Gordon� 
���	 Jain and Dubes�

���� seeks to group database records so that the records within a given
group�cluster are similar� whereas the records of di�erent groups�clusters
are dissimilar� Obviously� the notion of similarity is key to this de�ni�
tion� In practice� similarity is relatively easy to de�ne for numerical
attributes� but categorical attributes such as IP addresses or port num�
bers are more di�cult to handle �Han and Kamber� ����	 Guha et al��
����	 Ganti et al�� 
����� Speci�cally� categorical attributes assume dis�
crete and unordered values� which makes it di�cult to de�ne similarity�
In contrast� Euclidean distance o�ers a widely accepted similarity mea�
sure for numerical attributes �Jain et al�� 
�����
It is important to clearly distinguish clustering from classi�cation�

In classi�cation� we are given labeled training records and our task is
to learn a discrimination rule that classi�es future records according to
their class membership� Clustering� on the other hand� cannot rely on
training data� Instead� clustering methods group records based on their
similarity� This is also called �unsupervised learning� because there is
no teacher that would know the correct clustering� Classi�cation� on the
other hand� is known as �supervised learning��
Clustering methods can be roughly classi�ed into partitioning meth�

ods and hierarchical methods �Jain and Dubes� 
���	 Han and Kamber�
������ This distinction is based on the type of structure the methods
impose on the data� Speci�cally� partitioning methods split a given data
set into a user�de�ned number of disjoint partitions� Occasionally� how�
ever� it is desirable to obtain fuller information about the structure of a
data set� In these cases� hierarchical methods may be preferable� as they
decompose a data set into a hierarchically structured sequence of parti�
tions� The root of this hierarchy is the complete data set� the leaves are
the individual data records� and intermediate layers represent partitions
of varying granularity� For more detailed information on clustering� we
refer the reader to the already mentioned textbooks�
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��� Research Challenges in Data Mining

In a recent paper� Smyth ����
� has identi�ed research challenges in
data mining� Three years earlier� a similar list had been compiled by
di�erent authors �Grossman et al�� 
����� In this section� we summa�
rize the subset of the research challenges that are of direct relevance to
intrusion detection�

Self	tuning data mining techniques� A problem with current data
mining techniques is that they often require long years of experi�
ence to be used e�ectively� To make data mining accessible to a
broader audience� research into what could be called �self�tuning�
data mining techniques is needed�

Pattern	
nding and prior knowledge� Finding interesting patterns
that are both useful and novel in the context of what is already
known constitutes a di�cult problem� In fact� it has been observed
both by researchers �Brin et al�� 
���	 Klemettinen et al�� 
��	 Liu
and Hsu� 
���	 Silberschatz and Tuzhilin� 
���� and practitioners
�Stedman� 
���� that many existing tools tend to generate large
numbers of obvious or irrelevant patterns� This problem has also
been observed by intrusion detection researchers �Li et al�� ����	
Lee et al�� 
�����

Modeling of temporal data� Today� most data mining algorithms
work with vector�valued data� It is an important challenge to
extend data mining algorithms to better support time series data�
For example� advances in the areas of trend analysis� periodicity
analysis� sequential pattern analysis� or similarity search in time
series �Han and Kamber� ����� could be of immediate bene�t to
intrusion detection�

Scalability� Most data mining algorithms assume that the data �ts
into main memory� Although success on large data sets is often
claimed� this usually is the result of sampling the data sets until
they �t into memory� As audit data is abundant� scalability is of
clear relevance to intrusion detection�

Incremental mining� Security logging produces an endless stream of
audit records� Similarly� intrusion detection systems continuously
trigger new alerts� This motivates the need for incremental data
mining techniques that incorporate new information as it becomes
available without having to mine the entire data set again �from
scratch� �Ester et al�� 
���	 Domingos and Hulten� ������
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�� Data Mining Meets Intrusion Detection

The goal of intrusion detection is to detect security violations in in�
formation systems� Intrusion detection is a passive approach to security
as it monitors information systems and raises alarms when security vi�
olations are detected� Examples of security violations include the abuse
of privileges or the use of attacks to exploit software or protocol vulner�
abilities�
Traditionally� intrusion detection techniques are classi�ed into two

broad categories� misuse detection and anomaly detection �Mounji� 
����
Chapter ��� Misuse detection works by searching for the traces or pat�
terns of well�known attacks� Clearly� only known attacks that leave char�
acteristic traces can be detected that way� Anomaly detection� on the
other hand� uses a model of normal user or system behavior and  ags sig�
ni�cant deviations from this model as potentially malicious� This model
of normal user or system behavior is commonly known as the user or
system pro	le� A strength of anomaly detection is its ability to detect
previously unknown attacks�
Additionally� intrusion detection systems �IDSs� are categorized ac�

cording to the kind of input information they analyze� This leads to
the distinction between host�based and network�based IDSs� Host�based
IDSs analyze host�bound audit sources such as operating system audit
trails� system logs� or application logs� Network�based IDSs analyze
network packets that are captured on a network� More information on
intrusion detection in general can be found� for example� in a recent
book by Bace �������
In the past �ve years� a growing number of research projects have

applied data mining to intrusion detection� Here� we survey a repre�
sentative cross section of these projects� The intention of this survey
is to give the reader a broad overview of the work that has been done
at the intersection between intrusion detection and data mining� As a
consequence� this section includes the most prominent projects in the
�eld as well as some interesting niche projects that pursue less known
avenues� Speci�cally� our rationale for including the various projects
into this survey is as follows�

MADAM ID �cf� Section ��
� is one of the �rst and� with almost
a dozen conference and journal papers� certainly one of the best�
known data mining projects in intrusion detection�

In our eyes� ADAM �cf� Section ���� is the second most widely
known and well�published project in the �eld�
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The clustering project of Section ��� is still very young and prob�
ably less known� but represents a novel and interesting research
thrust�

All of the above projects perform data mining on raw network data�
In Section ��� we present three projects that apply data mining
to intrusion detection alarms� This will broaden and balance our
overview of the �eld�

Section ��� rounds o� this review and brie y mentions some of the
other projects that we could not discuss in more detail�

��� MADAM ID

The MADAM ID project at Columbia University �Lee et al�� 
���a	
Lee et al�� 
���b	 Lee and Stolfo� ����� has shown how data mining
techniques can be used to construct IDSs in a more systematic and auto�
mated manner than by manual knowledge engineering� Speci�cally� the
approach pursued by MADAM ID is to learn classi�ers that distinguish
between intrusions and normal activities� Unfortunately� classi�ers can
perform really poorly when they have to rely on attributes that are not
predictive of the target concept �Lee et al�� 
����� Therefore� MADAM
ID proposes association rules and frequent episode rules as means to
construct additional� more predictive attributes� In the terminology of
MADAM ID� these attributes are called features�
MADAM ID has been most extensively documented for the case of

building network�based misuse detection systems� Therefore� this sec�
tion also describes MADAM ID in the context of network�based misuse
detection� Note� however� that there have also been experiments in ap�
plying MADAM ID to anomaly detection as well as to host�based misuse
detection �Lee and Stolfo� ������ Because of space limitations� these ex�
periments are not described here�
Let us now consider how MADAM ID is used to construct network�

based misuse detection systems� The base version of MADAM ID that
we discuss here does not consider the packet payload of network tra�c�
Indeed� all network tra�c is abstracted to so�called connection records�
The attributes of connection records are intrinsic connection character�
istics such as the source host� the destination host� the source and des�
tination ports� the start time� the duration� the header  ags� etc� In the
case of TCP�IP networks� connection records summarize TCP sessions�
The most notable characteristic of MADAM ID is that it learns a

misuse detection model from examples� Thus� in order to apply MADAM
ID� one needs a large set of connection records that have already been
classi�ed into �normal records� or some kind of intrusion records� If
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Figure �	�	 Data mining process of building misuse detection systems�

these training records are available� then MADAM ID proceeds in two
steps� The feature�construction step augments the connection records by
additional attributes that are deemed to be relevant for distinguishing
intrusions from normal activities� For example� this step might add a
new attribute that counts the number of connections that have been
initiated during the preceding two seconds to the same destination host
as the current connection� The feature�construction step is followed by
the classi	er�learning step� which learns a classi�er from the augmented
training records �i�e� the original training records extended by the newly
constructed attributes�� The entire process is illustrated in more detail
in Figure ��
�
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�
� The training connection records are partitioned into two sets� name�
ly� the normal connection records and the intrusion connection
records�

��� Association rules and frequent episode rules are mined separately
from the normal connection records and from the intrusion connec�
tion records� The resulting patterns are compared� and all patterns
that are exclusively contained in the intrusion connection records
are collected to form the intrusion�only patterns�

��� The intrusion�only patterns are used in a mostly automatic proce�
dure to derive additional attributes� which are expected to be in�
dicative of intrusive behavior� These additional attributes are the
count� average� or percentage over connection records that share
some attribute values with the current connection record�

�� The initial training connection records are augmented by the newly
constructed attributes� Note that the augmented training connec�
tion records still have their original labels�

��� A classi�er is learned that distinguishes normal connection records
from intrusion connection records� This classi�er " the misuse
IDS " is the end product of MADAM ID�

It is worth pointing out that the MADAM ID process of Figure ��

heavily relies on intrusion detection expert knowledge� For example�
expert knowledge is used to prune the number of patterns produced
during association and frequent episode mining� Also� feature construc�
tion is restricted to adding attributes that an intrusion detection expert
would consider promising� Moreover� separate classi�ers are constructed
for di�erent attack classes� and these classi�ers are subsequently com�
bined� Finally� domain knowledge is used to manually de�ne suitable
features that summarize payload contents� All these advanced aspects
of MADAM ID have been thoroughly described in numerous publications
�Lee et al�� 
���a	 Lee et al�� 
���b	 Lee and Stolfo� ������

��� ADAM

ADAM �Barbar�a et al�� ���
a	 Barbar�a et al�� ���
b	 Li et al�� �����
is a network�based anomaly detection system� Like the base version of
MADAM ID� it does not use the packet payload� but solely operates
on connection records� ADAM learns normal network behavior from
attack�free training data and represents it as a set of association rules�
the so�called pro�le� At run�time� the connection records of the past
� seconds �� being a parameter� are continuously mined for new asso�
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ciation rules that are not contained in the pro�le� These �anomalous�
association rules are sent to a classi�er that has previously been trained
to distinguish �real� anomalies �i�e� attacks� from false positives� Only
anomalies that are classi�ed as real attacks are presented to the operator�
It has been observed that association rule mining can lead to a large

number of redundant or irrelevant association rules �Klemettinen et al��

���� ADAM addresses this problem by using the following variant of
the association rule concept of Section ����
�

�
� The left� and right�hand sides of association rules are combined�
Thus� in the ADAM system� association rules have the form �ni��Ai

� vi� instead of ���
�� Note that the con�dence concept is obsolete
for this kind of association rules�

��� Only association rules that have the source host as well as the
destination host or port among their attributes are allowed� i�e
�ni��Ai � vi must satisfy �k� l � �Ak � SourceIP � Al � fDestIP �
DestPortg��

The basic ADAM system as described above has been extended in
several directions� First� the normal association rules that were derived
from attack�free training data have been cataloged according to the time
of the day and the day of the week �Li et al�� ������ In that way� it is
possible to further re�ne the speci�city of the pro�le to variations during
di�erent time periods� Second� multi�level association rules �Han and
Fu� 
���� have been introduced to capture coordinated and distributed
attacks �Barbar�a et al�� ���
b��

��� Clustering of Unlabeled ID Data

Traditional anomaly detection systems require �clean� training data
�i�e� training data without anomalies� in order to learn the model of nor�
mal behavior� A major drawback of these systems is that clean training
data is not always easy to obtain� Moreover� if trained over imperfect
��noisy�� data� then these systems might learn to accept intrusive be�
havior as normal� To overcome these weaknesses� more recent research
has investigated the possibility of training anomaly detection systems
over noisy data �Eskin� ����	 Portnoy et al�� ���
�� This section surveys
one such approach�
Anomaly detection over noisy data makes two key assumptions about

the training data� First� the number of normal elements in the training
data is assumed to be signi�cantly larger than the number of anomalous
elements� Second� anomalous elements are assumed to be qualitatively
di�erent from normal ones� Then� given that anomalies are both rare
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and di�erent� they are expected to appear as outliers that stand out
from the normal baseline data� By explicitly modeling outliers� it is
attempted to factor out anomalies and only learn the normal baseline
behavior�
Speci�cally� the work presented by Portnoy et al� ����
� applies clus�

tering to the training data� Here� the hope is that under a reasonable
de�nition of similarity� intrusive elements should bundle with other in�
trusive elements� whereas normal elements should bundle with normal
ones� Moreover� as intrusive elements are assumed to be rare� they
should end up in small clusters� Thus� all small clusters are assumed
to contain intrusions�anomalies� whereas large clusters are assumed to
represent normal activities� At run�time� new elements are compared
against all clusters� and the most similar cluster determines the new
element�s classi�cation �i�e� �normal� or �intrusive���
Based on this idea� a network�based anomaly detection system has

been built� Like MADAM ID� this system operates on connection records
that are derived from the raw network tra�c� Aside from the intrinsic
attributes �e�g� source host� destination host� start time� etc�� connec�
tion records also include derived attributes such as the number of failed
login attempts� the number of �le�creation operations� as well as various
counts and averages over temporally adjacent connection records� Simi�
larity between connection records is de�ned via the Euclidean distance�
Moreover� in the de�nition of Euclidean distance� a constant value is
added whenever categorical �i�e� discrete and unordered� attributes as�
sume distinct values�
A greedy algorithm is used to derive clusters from the training data�

This algorithm starts with an empty set of clusters and generates clusters
as it passes through the training data� Speci�cally� each connection
record from the training data is compared with all existing clusters� If
the distance to all existing clusters exceeds some threshold W � then the
connection record starts a new cluster of its own� Otherwise� it is inserted
into the most similar existing cluster� When clustering is complete� the
N biggest clusters are labeled �normal� �N being a parameter�� whereas
all other clusters are labeled �intrusive�� At this point� the system is
operational and can classify new connection records according to their
distance to the closest labeled cluster�

��� Mining the Alarm Stream

This section summarizes three research projects that applied data
mining to the alarms triggered by an IDS� In the �rst project �Man�
ganaris et al�� ������ the goal was to model the normal alarm stream
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so as to henceforth raise the severity of �abnormal� alarms� which were
deemed to be particularly noteworthy� The other two projects �Clifton
and Gengo� ����	 Julisch� ���
� use data mining to extract predominant
alarm patterns� which a human expert can understand and act upon� For
example� based on his or her understanding� the human expert might
decide to write �ltering rules� �x some con�guration problem� or patch
a weak IDS signature� This approach is related to work that has been
done in the �eld of network management �Klemettinen� 
���	 Hellerstein
and Ma� ����	 Garofalakis and Rastogi� ���
��
A preliminary remark on our terminology is in order� We need to

distinguish between alarm types and alarms� the latter being instances
of alarm types� For example� a source host that scans a target host will
trigger an alarm of type �Reconnaissance Scan�� Clearly� there can be
many alarms of type �Reconnaissance Scan�� but they describe di�erent
instances of the same attack�
We �rst discuss the work by Manganaris et al� ������� which applies

anomaly detection to the intrusion detection alarm stream� The fore�
most characteristics of this work is that it models alarms as tuples �t� A��
where t is a timestamp and A an alarm type� In particular� all other
alarm attributes such as source IP� destination IP� or port numbers are
not considered in this model� The pro�le of normal alarm behavior is
learned in two steps from historical alarm data� First� the time�ordered
stream of historical alarms is partitioned into bursts� and second� as�
sociation rules are mined from these bursts �more on this later�� The
resulting association rules constitute the pro�le of normal alarm behav�
ior�
Alarm bursts are groups of alarms that are separated by prolonged

alarm�free periods� Internally� alarm bursts are represented as records
that have one attribute Ai for each possible alarm type Ai� Speci�cally�
let B be an alarm burst� and let r be its internal representation� Then�
r#Ai$ � 
 holds if and only if B contains an alarm of type Ai� Other�
wise� attribute Ai is set to �� i�e� r#Ai$ � �� Note that this representation
suppresses all temporal information about alarms� The records corre�
sponding to alarm bursts are mined for association rules of the form
��i�������mAi � 
� � ��i�m�������nAi � 
�� However� association rules
about non�existing alarm types �e�g� �A� � 
� � �A� � ��� are explic�
itly not searched for�
The set of discovered association rules forms the pro�le of normal

alarm behavior� At run�time� deviations from this pro�le are detected
as follows� The incoming alarm stream is partitioned into bursts� and
each burst is considered on its own� Various tests are used to decide
whether an alarm burst B is anomalous� For example� suppose the
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pro�le contains the association rule ��iAi � 
� � ��j %Aj � 
�� More�
over� let us assume that alarm burst B contains all the alarm types
Ai �i�e� �i � Ai � B�� but lacks some of the %Aj �i�e� �j � %Aj �� B��
Then� alarm burst B is considered anomalous as it does not contain all
the %Aj � which would have been expected based on the association rule

��iAi � 
�� ��j %Aj � 
�� As has been said above� there are more tests
like this� but these are beyond the scope of this survey�
We now summarize the two other research projects that perform data

mining on intrusion detection alarms �Clifton and Gengo� ����	 Julisch�
���
�� Both projects are identical in spirit as they both mine his�
torical alarm logs in quest for new and actionable knowledge� More�
over� the intended use of this knowledge is to reduce the future alarm
load� for instance� by writing �ltering rules that automatically discard
well�understood false positives� The major di�erence between the two
projects lies in the choice of data mining techniques� Clifton and Gengo
������ use frequent episode rules� whereas Julisch ����
� uses a variant
of attribute�oriented induction �Han et al�� 
����� Moreover� Julisch
����
� o�ers a more detailed experimental validation�
Attribute�oriented induction� as used by Julisch ����
�� can be viewed

as a data summarization technique� which operates by repeatedly re�
placing attribute values by more abstract values� These more abstract
values are taken from user�de�ned generalization hierarchies� which� for
example� might state that IP addresses can be generalized to networks�
timestamps to weekdays� and ports to port ranges� Because of general�
ization� previously distinct alarms become identical and can be merged�
In this way� huge alarm logs can be condensed into short and highly com�
prehensible summaries that make it easy to identify alarm root causes�
In practice� knowledge of alarm root causes can be used to either �x
them or to write �ltering rules that speci�cally remove their associated
alarms� This approach has been shown to reduce the future alarm load
by an average of ����

��� Further Reading

In this section� we brie y survey other relevant work that has not yet
been mentioned�� Wisdom � Sense �Vaccaro and Liepins� 
���� is prob�
ably the earliest system that can be considered as being based on data
mining� Wisdom � Sense is an anomaly detection system that mines as�
sociation rules from historical audit data to represent normal behavior�
Similarly� Teng et al� �
���� use a form of automatically learned frequent
episode rules to represent normal user behavior� The idea of Lankewicz
and Benard �
��
� is to cluster audit log records and to represent each
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cluster by a single �typical� audit record� These typical audit records
form the model of normal behavior against which future audit records
are compared� A similar idea has been pursued by Lane and Brodley
�
����� who cluster attack�free shell command sequences and de�ne the
�cluster centers� to represent normal behavior� Subsequently� anoma�
lous command sequences can be detected based on their distance to the
cluster centers� Mukkamala et al� �
���� use data mining techniques
to reduce the amount of audit data that needs to be maintained and
analyzed for intrusion detection� Similar work in audit data reduction
has been reported by Lam et al� �
����� Finally� there is a long list of
research projects that have tried to model system call sequences by a
variety of di�erent models� including neural networks� hidden Markov
models� as well as �xed and variable length patterns� The work by War�
render et al� �
���� and Debar et al� �
���� is representative of this
thrust of research�

�� Observations on the State of the Art

This section makes the following four observations about contempo�
rary data mining e�orts in intrusion detection�

Most research concentrates on the construction of operational IDSs�
rather than on the discovery of new and fundamental insights into
the nature of attacks and false positives�

It is very common to focus on the data mining step� while the other
KDD steps are largely ignored�

Much research is based on strong assumptions that complicate
practical application�

Up to now� data mining in intrusion detection focuses on a small
subset of the spectrum of possible applications�

In the following sections� these observations will be discussed in a
critical manner�

��� Data Mining� but no Knowledge Discovery

As discussed in Section ��
� data mining is a step towards the overall
goal of knowledge discovery� Data mining has� for example� been used
to identify the biological function of genes and proteins �Brejov�a et al��
������ Similarly� data mining has been used to discover correlation rules
for network management �Klemettinen et al�� 
����� An other case in
point is the Bank of America� which has used data mining to discover
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novel loan marketing strategies �Berry and Lino�� 
����� In all these
cases� data mining� along with any required pre� and post�processing
steps� has been used to create new and useful knowledge�
Admittedly� the position that data mining is a step towards knowledge

discovery might seem academic� For example� in �nancial investment ap�
plications� the accuracy of predicted developments is paramount� even
if the models that make these predictions are di�cult to understand
�Brachman et al�� 
����� However� if we want to di�erentiate data min�
ing from related �elds such as machine learning� then we support the
common position �Mannila� 
���	 Glymour et al�� 
���	 Fayyad et al��

���a� that data mining is directed towards knowledge discovery� In
other words� the focus on knowledge discovery is one of the key charac�
teristics that di�erentiate data mining from related �elds such as ma�
chine learning�
However� we have the impression that data mining in intrusion detec�

tion hardly ever contributes to the discovery of new knowledge �although
exceptions exist�� In intrusion detection� data mining is mainly used to
construct a �black box� that detects intrusions� This observation is con�
�rmed by virtually all the systems of Section �� including MADAM ID
and ADAM� In all these systems� the desire to build an operational in�
trusion detection system prevails over the ideal of gaining new insights
into the �eld of intrusion detection� As has been said before� this by no
means limits the scienti�c contributions of these systems� However� we
feel that these systems do not fully capitalize on the unique strength of
data mining� which is the discovery of new and useful knowledge�

��� Disregard of Other KDD Steps

We have observed that intrusion detection researchers tend to use
data mining as a stand�alone technique� rather than as a step in the
KDD process� The limited interest in knowledge discovery� which has
been discussed above� is a corollary of this observation� However� using
data mining in isolation can adversely a�ect the quality of the results
obtained� It is for this reason that we dedicate an entire section to this
point�
It has been observed that the isolated application of data mining

techniques can be a dangerous activity� easily leading to the discovery of
meaningless or even misleading patterns �Fayyad� 
����� In particular�
data mining without a proper understanding of the application domain
should be avoided� To illustrate the danger of insu�cient domain exper�
tise� we reconsider the work of Manganaris et al� �cf� Section ���� Recall
that they model alarms as tuples �t� A�� where t is a timestamp and A
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is an alarm type� Speci�cally� all other attributes such as source host or
target host are ignored� In our eyes� this model is an oversimpli�cation
of reality� which limits its practical usefulness� This could probably have
been avoided if more time had been spent in the early KDD steps �cf�
Section ��
��
The validation step of the KDD process is equally important� as it en�

sures the quality and meaningfulness of discovered patterns� By way of
illustration� we think that the clustering technique of Section ��� could
bene�t from a more pronounced validation step� Speci�cally� the use
of Euclidean distance as a similarity measure for connection records is
not fully convincing� Given the existence of categorical attributes and
given that attacks of one class are generally only similar in some� but not
all attributes� it is unclear why Euclidean distance is a sound similarity
measure� Moreover� the experiments by Portnoy et al� ����
� show that
normal and intrusive connection records get mixed in the same clus�
ters� Therefore� we believe that a thorough evaluation of the discovered
clusters is needed to prove the validity of this theoretically appealing
approach�

��� Too Strong Assumptions

There is a tendency in intrusion detection to base data mining projects
on two non�trivial assumptions� First� it is frequently assumed that
labeled training data is readily available� and second� it is assumed
that this training data is of high quality �i�e� representative and well�
distributed�� We will illustrate these assumptions by means of examples�
To begin with� MADAM ID and ADAM assume the availability of la�

beled training data� Recall that in labeled training data� all data records
have been marked as normal or some kind of intrusion� Di�erent authors
have remarked that in many cases� it is not easy to obtain labeled train�
ing data �Portnoy et al�� ���
	 Barbar�a et al�� ���
a�� Firstly� manual
classi�cation is error�prone and labor�intensive �Dain and Cunningham�
���
�� Second� even though one could obtain labeled training data by
simulating intrusions� this raises many other problems that have been
discussed by McHugh ������� Additionally� attack simulation limits the
approach to the set of known attacks� It becomes clear that the avail�
ability of labeled training data is a non�trivial assumption� to say the
least�
The second �frequently implicit� assumption is that training data is of

high quality� For example� the clustering technique of Section ��� makes
the following three assumptions about the quality of training data� First�
the amount of normal training data is assumed to outweigh the intrusive
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training data by a factor of � or more� Second� normal instances are
assumed to be qualitatively di�erent from intrusive ones� Third� the
training data is required to contain a broad and representative collection
of intrusions� Note that these intrusions do not have to be marked as
such� but they are required to be in the training data �Portnoy et al��
���
�� It follows that the training data has to abide by strict quality
standards in order to be usable�
MADAM ID makes some non�trivial assumptions about the quality

of training data� as well� Most notably� it is assumed that the training
data contains many instances of each intrusion type� To see why this is
necessary� let us assume that intrusion instances were rare in the train�
ing data� Then� the set of baseline intrusion patterns �cf� Figure ��
�
would be virtually empty as there are no association or frequent episode
rules that exceed their user�de�ned minimum support values� This� in
turn� blocks the entire MADAM ID approach� An additional di�culty
arises because classi�ers are not well equipped for learning �weak� sig�
nals �Cohen� 
���	 Mitchell� 
����� In an attempt to avoid �over�tting��
classi�ers generally prune away weak signals �or rare intrusion types� for
that matter�� Even though it is hard to quantify these e�ects� it seems
clear that �just any� training data will not be su�cient�
Given the di�culties associated with the generation of high�quality

training data� we come to the following conclusion� Data mining tech�
niques that rely on high�quality labeled training data will remain di�cult
to apply� unless we learn how to obtain such data more easily�

��� Narrow Scope of Research Activities

Most of the projects we have discussed in Section � roughly fall into
two broad categories� The �rst category consists of projects that use
data mining to build pro�les for anomaly detection� This is very similar
to early work in intrusion detection� except that data mining techniques
instead of statistics �Smaha� 
���	 Javitz and Valdes� 
��
� are used to
model normal behavior� The second category comprises projects that
investigate feature selection for intrusion detection� MADAM ID as well
as most audit log reduction projects fall into this category� Even though
anomaly detection and feature selection are important� we feel that the
�eld could bene�t from a wider spectrum of research activities�
The section on future directions will illustrate this point by suggesting

several new or hardly explored applications of data mining in intrusion
detection� Very brie y� interesting future applications of data mining
might include the discovery of new attacks� the development of better
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IDS signatures� the construction of alarm correlation systems� as well as
the adoption of techniques from bioinformatics� Even though this list
is not extensive� it illustrates the point that many interesting research
directions have not yet been su�ciently explored� Conversely� the above
list highlights the narrow scope of most of today�s research�

�� Future Research Directions

Building on the preceding review and discussion� we next suggest
directions for future research� We �rst list our recommendations for
future research and subsequently propose concrete example projects to
illustrate the new kind of research that we advocate� Speci�cally� we
believe that future research should address the following issues�

Data mining projects in intrusion detection should pay closer at�
tention to the KDD process� In that way� new and useful knowl�
edge might be discovered �cf� Section �
� and stronger results can
be obtained �cf� Section ����

Either more work must address the �semi��automatic generation of
high�quality labeled training data� or research should move away
from assuming that such data is available� This point has been
made in Section ���

Future research should investigate completely new applications of
data mining in intrusion detection� Speci�cally� it seems desirable
to break the tradition that data mining is mostly used for feature
selection and the construction of anomaly detection pro�les �cf�
Section ���

The development of data mining techniques that are speci�c to
intrusion detection might become important� Section ��� has listed
�ve research challenges in data mining that are of direct relevance
to intrusion detection� Even though the data mining community
is working on these challenges� it might be easier and faster to �nd
special�purpose solutions that are tailored to intrusion detection�

We shall now propose �ve example projects that illustrate the kind
of future research that we advocate� The commonality of the �rst four
project proposals is that they use data mining for knowledge discovery�
that they employ no training data� and that they pursue novel or largely
unexplored avenues� The �fth project proposal addresses the need for
intrusion detection speci�c data mining techniques� Wherever possible�
we include references to show that work into some of the suggested
directions has already begun�
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To begin with� data mining could be used to support the discovery
of novel attacks� It has been observed that �bad boys� that attacked a
site in the past most probably keep attacking it in the future� However�
it is not uncommon for IDSs to detect only a fraction of these attacks
�Almgren et al�� ������ Thus� there are new attacks hidden in the audit
logs of misfeasors� and it would be interesting to investigate how data
mining can be used to discover these attacks� The DEF CON �Capture
the Flag� attack logs �DEF CON� ����� could be an attractive starting
point for such a data mining project�
Another idea is to improve IDS signatures by means of data mining�

Speci�cally� IDS vendors could run their IDSs in operational environ�
ments where all alarms as well as the underlying audit logs are collected�
Then� data mining could be used to search for audit log patterns that are
closely correlated with particular alarms� This might yield new insights
into why false positives arise and how they could be avoided� In fact� it
has been shown that data mining on IDS alarms without access to au�
dit logs can identify weak signatures that cause false positives �Julisch�
���
�� We therefore believe that very interesting results can be obtained
if IDS alarms are correlated with the underlying audit events�
Bioinformatics inspires another possibility to add more breadth to

data mining in intrusion detection� Speci�cally� it seems that intrusion
detection could bene�t from the data mining techniques that have been
used to analyze DNA sequences� Biologists assume that ��� of the hu�
man DNA has no function whatsoever �so�called �junk�DNA��� Finding
the �ve percent of functional DNA� the so�called motifs� is a challeng�
ing problem that has received much attention �Pevzner and Sze� ������
There is a clear parallel between motif discovery and the detection of
attacks in huge audit logs� Exploring this parallel could be the subject
of an interesting and potentially very rewarding data mining project�
Moreover� we believe that more data mining projects should focus on

the construction of alarm correlation systems� The meta�classi�cation
idea of MADAM ID �Lee and Stolfo� ����� as well as the alert stream
fusion project by Dain and Cunningham ����
� are �rst steps into this
direction� However� more work along these lines would be desirable�
For example� we used data mining to analyze the alarm stream of a
commercial IDS in an operational environment� The experiments were
only preliminary� but we discovered many interesting alarm patterns
with immediate application to alarm correlation�

We discovered alarm sequences that were characteristic of partic�
ular attack tools�
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We found alarm sequences that provided an early warning about
forthcoming more aggressive attacks�

We learned that particular alarms are only relevant when they
occur in combination�

We saw that there are alarms that� for some IDS�speci�c reason�
always occur together�

We conclude this section by proposing a project that investigates a
�notion of interestingness� for intrusion detection� Many classical data
mining techniques� including association rules and frequent episode rules�
are restricted to �nding frequent �i�e� statistically signi�cant� patterns�
Such techniques have limitations in intrusion detection� where rare pat�
terns such as attack traces can be the most interesting and relevant
ones� This raises the need for data mining techniques that speci�cally
search for patterns that are interesting and relevant from an intrusion
detection point of view� Lee et al� �
���� have also seen this need when
introducing axis attributes� reference attributes� and level�wise mining�
We believe that more research along these lines is needed�

	� Summary

This chapter has reviewed the past �ve years of data mining in intru�
sion detection� Based on this review� we have made four observations
about contemporary and past research e�orts� Very brie y� we observed
a focus on building operational IDSs� a disregard for the overall KDD
process� the reliance on labeled high�quality training data� and the fo�
cus on a few� admittedly important problems� We have discussed these
observations in a critical manner� which has lead us to the following
recommendations for future research�

Future projects should pay closer attention to the KDD process�

Either more work should address the �semi��automatic generation
of high�quality labeled training data� or the existence of such data
should no longer be assumed�

Future projects should explore novel applications of data mining
that do not fall into the categories feature selection and anomaly
detection�

To deal with some of the general challenges in data mining� it might
be best to develop special�purpose solutions that are tailored to
intrusion detection�
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�� Introduction

Anomaly detection systems have become popular over the years� Their
basic principle is the comparison of the incoming tra�c with a previously�
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built pro�le that contains a representation of the �normal� or expected
tra�c� The system  ags anything that exceeds the normal activity �usu�
ally by means of thresholds� as an attack� Unfortunately� not everything
that surpasses the expected activity is indeed an attack� Thus� anomaly
detection systems have the proclivity of generating lots of false alarms�
In this chapter we present an e�cient architecture that can e�ectively
be used to design anomaly detection systems and keep false alarms at a
manageable level� We also present an implementation of this architec�
ture that we have realized and experimented with�
Some IDS systems #

� �� �� 
$ are built with a traditional signature�

based component that coexists with a statistical pro�ling unit� The
statistical pro�ling unit has as its guiding principle �nding behavior
that looks anomalous with respect to a pro�le �in data mining this is
known as �nding �outliers���
The statistical unit of these IDS maintains a knowledge base of pro�

�les� i�e�� descriptions of normal behavior with respect to a set of selected
measures� �Full details about the unit can be found in #
�� �$�� The idea
is to describe the audited activity as a vector of intrusion�detection vari�
ables and compare this vector to another one de�ned by the expected
values stored in the pro�les� If the audited activity vector proves to be
su�ciently far from the expected behavior� an anomaly is  agged� This
vector� or summary test statistic �in the terminology of IDES� is formed
from many individual measures� such as CPU usage and �le access� Each
measure re ects the extent to which a particular type of behavior is sim�
ilar to the historical pro�le built for it� The way that this is computed
is by associating each measure to a corresponding random variable� The
frequency distribution of is built �and updated� over time� as more audit
records are analyzed� Examples of measures are the rate of audit record
activity every �� seconds and the user CPU time�
The frequency distribution is computed as an exponential weighted

sum with a half�life of �� days� The half�life value makes audit records
that were gathered �� days in the past to contribute with half as much
weight as recent records	 those gathered �� days in the past contribute
one�quarter as much weight� and so on� This is� in e�ect� a way to con�
trol the number of audit records that play a role in the distribution�
The frequency distribution of Qi can be computed in this manner for
both continuous �numerical� and categorical measures� �For details see
#
�� �$�� The frequency distribution is kept in the form of a histogram
with probabilities associated with each one of the possible ranges� or
bins� that the measure can take� The cumulative frequency distribution
is then built by using the ordered set of bin probabilities� Using this fre�
quency distribution� and the value of the corresponding measure for the
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current audit record� it is possible to compute a value that re ects how
far away from the �normal� value of the measure the current value is�
The actual computation whose details can be found in #
�� �$� renders a
value that is correlated with how abnormal this measure is� Combining
the values obtained for each measure� and taking into consideration the
correlation between measures� the unit computes an index of how far the
current audit record is from the normal state� Records beyond a thresh�
old are  agged as possible intrusions� Again� this have the potential of
generating a large rate of false alarms�

�� Architecture

Figure ��
 shows the basic architecture� This is a generic architecture
that can be implemented in many ways� In fact two types of implemen�
tation choices have to be made� First� the type of events that the system
is going to deal with �e�g�� packets� connections� commands�� Secondly�
the ways that each of the di�erent modules are going to be implemented�
The architecture is composed of the following modules�

��� Filter

The role of this module is to reduce the number of events that need
attention� thereby improving the speed of the �nal diagnose� In this
way� the module that will diagnose the cases can take a more detailed
look at a series of features that characterize these events� In an ideal
situation� the pro�ler should choose events in a way that produces no
false negatives� In other word� every intrusion must be  agged by the
�lter� The reason for this is that events that are not  agged by the
�lter will not be looked upon anymore� so intrusions that are missed by
the �lter will go unnoticed� On the other hand� it is allright if events
that do not correspond to intrusions are  agged �false positives�� This
is done to allow more  exibility to the design of the �lter� and it is
precisely the reason why a diagnosing step is added later� This concept
is in tune with the well�known fact that anomaly systems do produce a
considerable amount of false alarms� Trying to cut down on false alarms
at this stage will also bring about the increase of false negatives�
In reality� it is impossible to design a �lter that does not allow any

false negatives �simply because it is always possible to conceive an attack
that goes unnoticed by a given system�� So we aim to minimize those
while sacri�cing the rate of false positives� In simple terms� if something
looks suspicious the �lter will  ag it� at the risk of including events that
are perfectly normal�
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The �lter bases its decisions on a database called the pro	le� whose
description is given in the next subsection� Simply put� the �lter will
compare incoming events to those included in the pro�le� If the event
is substantially di�erent �by a given measure� to the ones stored in the
pro�le� it will be  agged as suspicious�

��� Pro
le

As mentioned before� the pro�le is the guiding block for the �ltering
process� The pro�le can be viewed as a database of normal activities
in the system� The description of the activities in the pro�le has to be
formal and concrete� and well�understood by the �lter� The �lter has to
generate the same kind of activity format� based on the incoming events�
so these incoming activities can be compared with the ones stored in the
pro�le� Activities can range from rules to usage statistics� with the only
constraint that they ought to be readily generated by the �lter�

��� Pro
le Builder

This module takes the training data available �which is supposed to
consist of events labeled as attacks or normal activity� or even possibly
labeled with the name of the attack�� and produces the pro�le described
above�

��� Diagnoser

This module is the key to reducing the false alarm rate� The module
takes the suspicious events  agged by the �lter and� possibly using other
features from the stream of events� produces a �nal diagnose� This
diagnose could be as simple as deciding whether the event is an attack
or not� or more elaborate� identifying the class of attack� The diagnoser
may need to be previously using the training data available�

�� ADAM� an implementation of the
architecture

ADAM is a testbed for using data mining techniques to detect intru�
sions� ADAM #$ uses a combination of association rules mining and
classi�cation to discover attacks in a TCPdump audit trail� As an im�
plementation of the architecture shown in Figure ��
� ADAM uses as
events the TCP connections observed by sni�ng at network tra�c� It
obtains those by pre�processing an audit trail such as the one obtained
by TCPDUMP�
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First� ADAM builds a repository of �normal� frequent itemsets that
hold during attack�free periods� It does so by mining data that is known
to be free of attacks� Secondly� ADAM runs a sliding�window� on�line
algorithm that �nds frequent itemsets in the last D connections and
compares them with those stored in the normal itemset repository� dis�
carding those that are deemed normal� With the rest� ADAM uses a
classi�er which has been previously trained to classify the suspicious
connections as a know type of attack� an unknown type or a false alarm�
The �lter� pro�le� and pro�le builder of ADAM are all based on the

concept of association rules� Association rules are used to gather neces�
sary knowledge about the nature of the audit data� on the assumption
that discovering patterns within individual records in a trace can im�
prove the classi�cation task� The task of mining association rules� �rst
presented in #
$ consists in deriving a set of rules in the form of X �	 Y
where X and Y are sets of attribute�values� with X

T
Y � 
 and

kY k � 
� The set X is called the antecedent of the rule while the item
Y is called consequent� For example� in a market�basket data of super�
market transactions� one may �nd that customers who buymilk also buy
honey in the same transaction� generating the rule milk �	 honey�
There are two parameters associated with a rule� support and con	�
dence� The rule X �	 Y has support s in the transaction set T if s� of
transactions in T contain X � Y � The rule X �	 Y has con	dence c if
c� of transactions in T that contain X also contain Y � The most di��
cult and dominating part of an association rules discovery algorithm is
to �nd the itemsets X

S
Y � that have strong support� Once an itemset

is deemed to have strong support� it is an easy task to decide which item
in the itemset can be the consequent by using the con�dence threshold�
In fact� we are only interested in itemsets� rather than in rules�
ADAM uses connections as events� obtaining the connections from

the raw packet data of the audit trail� This preprocessing results in a
table with the following schema�
R�Ts� Src�IP� Src�Port�Dst�IP�Dst�Port� FLAG��
In this schema� Ts represents the beginning time of a connection�

Src�IP and Src�Port refer to source IP and port number respectively�
while Dst�IP and Dst�Port� represent the destination IP and port num�
ber� The attribute FLAG describes the status of a TCP connection� The
relation R contains the dataset that is subject of the association mining�
The number of potential itemsets is large� connections may come from
a large base of source IP addresses and ports� We focus in itemsets that
contain items that indicate the source of the connection �like source IP
and port�� and items that indicate its destination �like destination IP and
port�� We also consider itemsets that are �aggregations� of source IP or
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Port values� e�g�� connections that come from a source domain and have
the same destination IP� We call these itemsets domain�level itemsets�
�For instance� we want to discover frequent connections from Source IP
X to Destination IP Y� or from Source Domain W to Destination IP Y��
First� ADAM is trained using a data set in which the attacks and the

attack�free periods are correctly labeled� In a �rst step� association rule
mining is applied to the training set in order to create a pro�le� To make
the pro�le independent of individual IP addresses� ADAM manipulates
the results of the association rule mining to create generalized association
itemsets� These itemsets di�er from the ones explained above in that
the values of Source�IP and Source�Port are generic� In other words�
even though we perform a regular association mining task� the frequent
itemsets are transformed erasing the actual source IP and port addresses�
For example� an itemset in the pro�le could look as follows�
Source�IP� Source�Port� 
��������������� �� m� s
This indicates itemsets of connections coming from an speci�c source

IP and port to destination 
�������������� and port �� The values m
and s correspond to the mean and standard deviation support of all the
itemsets of this form found in the training data set� It is important
to remark that the itemset shown does not represent aggregated con�
nection tra�c to the destination IP and port� Rather it represents a
characterization of the tra�c going to that IP address and port�
Domain itemsets are found by the aggregated tra�c of selected IP

addresses over a destination� They are stored in the pro�le marking the
source as a generalized� domain level source� For instance� the itemset�
Domain� Sourcei� 
��������������� �� s

would indicate that the aggregation of several sources sending connec�
tions to 
�������������� port �� resulted in a frequent itemset� The
index i indicates what type of aggregation was used to �nd this frequent
domain itemset�
The itemsets in this pro�le database can be cataloged according to

the time of the day and day of the week� to further re�ne the speci�city
of these rules to variations of workload during the di�erent time peri�
ods� The mining algorithm used for this �rst step of the training phase
is an o��line algorithm� Thus� a conventional association rule mining
algorithm can be used to drive this phase� �Although we use an algo�
rithm tailored speci�cally for the kinds of itemsets we aim to �nd� and
which runs considerably faster than a general�purpose association rules
algorithm��
For the �lter� ADAM uses an incremental� on�line algorithm to de�

tect itemsets that receive strong support within a period of time� This
algorithm is driven by a sliding window of tunable size �� The algo�
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rithm outputs itemsets that have received strong support during this
window� and compares any itemset that starts receiving support with
itemsets in the pro�le database for an analogous time and day of the
week� Notice that the comparison has to be done with generalized item�
sets� So� for instance� if a frequent itemset of the form 
���������������

��������������� � is found by the �lter� indicating frequent tra�c that
generates in IP 
�������������� to the destination 
�������������� port
�� this itemset would be compared to a generalized itemset of the form
Source�IP� 
��������������� �� s�

if such itemset exists in the pro�le� If the generalized itemset is present
in the pro�le database� the �lter compares its support to the measure
m of the generalized itemset� As a rule of thumb� if the support of the
newly discovered itemset is greater that m plus a multiple of the stan�
dard deviation for the generalized itemset� s� �where the multiple can be
simply 
�� the itemset is  agged as suspicious� On the other hand� if the
itemset is not in the pro�le� and its support surpasses a threshold� that
itemset is also reported as suspicious� For a set of suspicious itemsets�
we provide two services� First the ability to drill down and �nd the
raw data in the audit trail that gives rise to these rules� Secondly� We
annotate suspicious itemsets with a vector of parameters �based on the
raw audit trail data that gave rise to the rules�� Since we know where
the attacks are in the training set� the corresponding suspicious item�
sets along with their feature vectors are used to train a classi�er� This
classi�er corresponds to the diagnoser module of our architecture� The
trained classi�er will be able to� given a suspicious itemset and a vector
of features� classify it as a known attack �and label it with the name of
the attack�� as an unknown attack �whose name is not known�� or as a
false alarm� It is important to remark here that ADAM has the ability
of classifying a suspicious event �itemset and features� as an unknown
attack� Notice that no training set can possibly prepare a classi�er for
an unknown attack �since there can be no examples of such an event��
In general labeling events as unknown attacks �or anomalies� is a very
di�cult problem� We are able to include such a provision by using an
artifact present in some classi�ers� the inclusion of a �default� label
by which the classi�er expresses its inability to recognize the class of
the event as one of the known classes� We take the approach that any
event  agged by the association rules software that cannot be classi�ed
as a known attack or as a normal event �false alarm� by the classi�er�
ought to be considered� conservatively� as an unknown attack� Using
this assumption� we change the label in the classi�er from �default� to
�unknown�� Our experiments have shown that this is a very e�cient way
to detect attacks whose nature is not fully understood�
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Figure ���� The training phase of ADAM�

ADAM is then ready to detect intrusions online� Again� the on�line
association rules mining algorithm is used to process a window of the
current connections� Suspicious connections are  agged and sent along
with their feature vectors to the trained classi�er� where they will be
labeled accordingly�
Figures ��� and ��� show the basic architecture of our system� Our

system performs its task in two phases� In the training mode � depicted
in Figure ���� we use a data stream for which we know where the attacks
�and their type� are located� The attack�free parts of the stream are fed
into a module that performs o��line association rules discovery� The
output of this module is a pro�le of rules that we call �normal�� i�e��
that depict the behavior during periods where there are no attacks� The
pro�le along with the training data set is also fed into a module that
uses a combination of a dynamic� on�line algorithm for association rules�
whose output consists of frequent itemsets that characterize attacks to
the system� These itemsets� along with a set of features extracted from
the data stream by a features selection module are used as the training
set for a classi�er �decision tree�� This whole phase takes place once
�o��line�� before we use the system to detect intrusions�
The other phase� i�e�� the actual detection of intrusions is implemented

as depicted in ���� Here the dynamic algorithm is used to produce item�
sets that are considered as suspicious and� along the features extracted
by the features selection module are fed to the �already trained� clas�
si�er� which labels the events as attacks �including its presumed type��
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false alarms� or unknown� When the classi�er labels connections as false
alarms� it is �ltering them out of the attacks set� avoiding passing these
alarms to the security o�cer� The last class� i�e�� unknown� is reserved for
events whose exact nature cannot be pinpointed by the classi�er �they
cannot be classi�ed as known attacks�� We consider those as attacks
and include them in the set of alarms passed to the security o�cer�

�� Experiences

An earlier version of ADAM competed successfully in the MIT Lincoln
Labs Intrusion Detection competition #
�$� ADAM ranked third� after
SRI�s EMERALD #
$ and the University of California Santa Barbara�s
STAT system #
�� �� �� 
�$� The attacks detected by those systems and
missed by ADAM were those that fell below our thresholds� being attacks
that involved usually only one connection and that can be best identi�ed
by signature�based systems� ADAM came very close to EMERALD in
overall attack identi�cation� A summary of these results can be found
in #$� The version of ADAM that competed in 
��� di�ers from the one
described here in two important ways�

It did not use generalized association itemsets in the pro�le� but
rather plain itemsets with their associated support� The itemsets
that were stored in the pro�le were the ones that exhibited high
support in the training data set�
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Figure �	�	 Results of using ADAM in the ���� Lincoln Labs competition data�

The �lter did not take anything but support �no mean or standard
deviation� for the comparison of itemsets in the discovery step�

Experiments conducted with the version of ADAM that uses gener�
alized rules and tagged with mean and standard deviation show a sub�
stantial improvement �around ���� in the ability of ADAM to detect
attacks over the old version of the system� Some of these results are sum�
marized in Figure ��� which shows the name of each attack detected�
the number of these attacks present in the test data set� and the number
detected by ADAM using two di�erent thresholds� the mean� and the
mean plus standard deviation �recall that a rule is  agged as suspicious
if its support is greater than the median plus a multiple of the standard
deviation�� The number of false alarms is kept under 
� per day�



	�

�� Breaking the dependency on training data

Training data is di�cult to come by for two reasons� First� organiza�
tions rarely keep logs of labeled attacks and normal connections� Sec�
ondly� labeling audit trails is a labor intensive task which will overtax
the already burdened security o�cers�
In #�$� we propose an investigate a method based on pseudo�Bayes

estimators to enhance the capabilities of ADAM� The method aims to
e�ectively detect novel attacks for which no training data is available�
Pseudo�Bayes estimators is a well used technique in the area of discrete
multivariate analysis #�$� It is used to provide the estimated cell values of
contingency tables which may contain a large number of sampling zeros�
All too often� the observed table of counts provides an unsatisfactory
table of estimated values since there are many cells and few observations
per cell� and some zeros are �smaller� than others� especially when we
are computing rates� For instance� it may be misleading to report both
��� and ����� as being equal to zero� since as rates they carry quite
di�erent information� In order to distinguish such zero properties from
one another � the observed counts need to be smoothed since the observed
table of counts seems too abrupt� The basic problem here is one of
simultaneously estimating a large number of parameters � the expected
cell frequencies�� One way to provide such estimates is to assume an
underlying parametric model for the expected frequencies� where the
number of parameters in the model is typically much smaller than the
total number of cells� pseudo�Bayes is another approach to solve the
problem which does not involve the problem of model selection� Our
experimental results show that the method is very e�ective� in detecting
the new attacks whose properties are di�erent and distinguishable from
the normal instances of training data�

	� Future

As pointed out early� ADAM is a testbed to research which data
mining techniques are appropriate for intrusion detection� To this e�ect
we continue enhancing the system by adding new methods of detection�
In particular we are now investigating the following two problems�

Breaking the dependency on training data for normal events� Even
though the pseudo�Bayes method allows us to avoid the depen�
dency on training data for attacks� ADAM still requires some train�
ing data to build the pro�le of normal activity� The next step is
to take a trail of audit data� and break it into chunks of certain
duration �e�g�� a day�� purging from each chunk the outliers� using
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statistical methods �for a good treatment of these methods see #�$��
and then merge the results �perhaps by voting� obtained on each
chunk to form a pro�le of normal activity�

Merging the results from di�erent sensors� In spite of the furious
activity in intrusion detection� the problem of false alarms and
missed attacks �false positives and negatives� is still prevalent� Al�
though we believe that no system will ever be built that completely
eliminate these problems� we are also convinced that the way to
minimize their e�ects is to deploy a network of sensors� each with
limited capacity� and to fusion their decisions to obtain a more
reliable assessment of the alarms� This idea is not new� the usage
of a set of less�than�perfect components to obtain a more robust
system has been a successful strategy used in di�erent �elds� such
as improving the reliability of hardware and software components�
improving the robustness of a model in machine learning and data
mining� and improving the accuracy decision�making systems such
as those used in air�tra�c control� oil exploration and radar and
sonar processing �see #
�$�� We propose to borrow some of the
successful techniques to fusion intrusion detection sensors� thereby
improving the diagnosing power of the whole system�
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Abstract

Most current intrusion detection systems employ signature�based
methods or data mining�based methods which rely on labeled train�
ing data� This training data is typically expensive to produce� We
present a new geometric framework for unsupervised anomaly detection�
which are algorithms that are designed to process unlabeled data� In
our framework� data elements are mapped to a feature space which is
typically a vector space �d� Anomalies are detected by determining
which points lies in sparse regions of the feature space� We present two
feature maps for mapping data elements to a feature space� Our 	rst
map is a data�dependent normalization feature map which we apply
to network connections� Our second feature map is a spectrum kernel
which we apply to system call traces� We present three algorithms for
detecting which points lie in sparse regions of the feature space� We
evaluate our methods by performing experiments over network records
from the KDD CUP ���� data set and system call traces from the ����
Lincoln Labs DARPA evaluation�

Keywords� Outlier Detection� Intrusion Detection� Kernel Functions�

�� Introduction

Intrusion detection systems �IDSs� are an integral part of any com�
plete security package of a modern� well managed network system� The
most widely deployed and commercially available methods for intrusion
detection employ signature�based detection� These methods extract fea�
tures from various audit streams� and detect intrusions by comparing the
feature values to a set of attack signatures provided by human experts�
Such methods can only detect previously known intrusions since these
intrusions have a corresponding signature� The signature database has
to be manually revised for each new type of attack that is discovered
and until this revision� systems are vulnerable to these attacks� Because
of this� there has been a lot of research in the use of data mining and
machine learning algorithms which train on labeled �i�e� with instances
preclassi�ed as being an attack or not� data to detect intrusions� These
approaches leverage the generalization ability of data mining methods
in order to detect new attacks�
There are two major paradigms for training data mining�based in�

trusion detection systems� misuse detection and anomaly detection� In
misuse detection approaches� each instance in a set of data is labeled
as normal or intrusion and a machine learning algorithm is trained over
the labeled data� For example� the MADAM�ID system Lee et al�� 
���
extracts features from network connections and builds detection models
over connection records that represent a summary of the tra�c from a
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given network connection� The detection models are generalized rules
that classify the data with the values of the extracted features� These
approaches have the advantage of being able to automatically retrain in�
trusion detection models on di�erent input data that include new types
of attacks�
Traditional anomaly detection approaches build models of normal

data and detect deviations from the normal model in observed data�
Anomaly detection applied to intrusion detection and computer secu�
rity has been an active area of research since it was originally proposed
by Denning Denning� 
���� Anomaly detection algorithms have the
advantage that they can detect new types of intrusions� because these
new intrusions� by assumption� will deviate from normal usage Denning�

���	 Javitz and Valdes� 
���� In this problem� given a set of normal
data to train from� and given a new piece of data� the goal of the algo�
rithm is to determine whether or not that piece of data is �normal� or is
an anomaly� The notion of �normal� depends on the speci�c application�
but without loss of generality� we can assume that this means stemming
from the same distribution� We refer to this problem for reasons that
will become clear below as supervised anomaly detection�
Most research in supervised anomaly detection can loosely be termed

as performing generative modeling� These approaches build some kind
of a model over the normal data and then check to see how well new data
�ts into that model� A survey of these techniques is given in Warrender
et al�� 
���� An approach for modeling normal sequences using look
ahead pairs and contiguous sequences is presented in Hofmeyr et al��

���� and a statistical method to determine sequences which occur more
frequently in intrusion data as opposed to normal data is presented in
Helman and Bhangoo� 
���� One approach uses a prediction model ob�
tained by training decision trees over normal data Lee and Stolfo� 
����
while another one uses neural networks to obtain the model Ghosh and
Schwartzbard� 
���� Ensemble�based approaches are presented in Fan
and Stolfo� ����� Lane and Brodley Lane and Brodley� 
��� evaluated
unlabeled data for anomaly detection by looking at user pro�les and
comparing the activity during an intrusion to the activity during nor�
mal use� A technique developed at SRI in the EMERALD system Javitz
and Valdes� 
��� uses historical records as its normal training data� It
then compares distributions of new data to the distributions obtained
from those historical records and di�erences between the distributions
indicate an intrusion� Recent works such as Ye� ���� and Eskin et al��
���
 estimate parameters of a probabilistic model over the normal data
and compute how well new data �ts into the model�




�

Supervised anomaly detection algorithms require a set of purely nor�
mal data from which they train their model� If the data contains some
intrusions buried within the training data� the algorithm may not detect
future instances of these attacks because it will assume that they are
normal�
However� in practice� we do not have either labeled or purely normal

data readily available� This makes the use of the traditional data mining�
based approaches impractical� Generally� we must deal with very large
volumes of audit data� and thus it is prohibitively expensive to classify
it manually� We can obtain labeled data by simulating intrusions� but
then we would be limited to the set of known attacks that we were able
to simulate and new types of attacks occurring in the future will not be
re ected in the training data� Even with manual classi�cation� we are
still limited to identifying only the known �at classi�cation time� types
of attacks� thus restricting our detection system to identifying only those
types� In addition� if we collect raw data from a network environment�
it is very hard to guarantee that there are no attacks during the time
we are collecting the data�
Recently there has been work on a third paradigm of intrusion detec�

tion algorithms� unsupervised anomaly detection �also known as anomaly
detection over noisy data Eskin� ������ to address these problems Port�
noy et al�� ���
� These algorithms takes as input a set of unlabeled data
and attempt to �nd intrusions buried within the data� In the unsuper�
vised anomaly detection problem� we are given a set of data where it is
unknown which are the normal elements and which are the anomalous
elements� The goal is to recover the anomalous elements� Unsupervised
anomaly detection is a variant of the classical outlier detection prob�
lem� After these anomalies or intrusions are detected and removed� we
can then train a misuse detection algorithm or a traditional anomaly
detection algorithm over the data�
In practice� unsupervised anomaly detection has many advantages

over supervised anomaly detection� The main advantage is that they
do not require a purely normal training set� Unsupervised anomaly
detection algorithms can be performed over unlabeled data� which is
easy to obtain since it is simply raw audit data collected from a system�
In addition� unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms can be used to
analyze historical data to use for forensic analysis�
In this paper� we present a geometric framework for unsupervised

anomaly detection� Our frameworks maps the data to a feature space
which are points in �d� We then determine what points are outliers
based on the position of the points in the feature space� We label points
that are in sparse regions of the feature space as anomalies� Exactly how
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we determine which points are in a sparse region of the feature space is
dependent on the speci�c algorithm within our framework that we are
using� However� in general� our algorithms will detect anomalies because
they will tend to be distant from other points�
A major advantage of our framework is its  exibility� We can de�ne

our mappings to feature spaces that better capture intrusions as outliers
in the feature space� We can de�ne mappings over di�erent types of
data such as network connection records and system call traces� Once
we perform the mapping to the feature space� we can apply the same
algorithm to these di�erent kinds of data� For network data� we present
a data�dependent normalization feature map speci�cally designed for
outlier detection� For system call traces� we apply a spectrum kernel
feature map� Using these feature maps� we are able to process both
network data which is a vector of features and system call traces which
are sequences of system calls using the same algorithms�
We present three algorithms for detecting outliers in the feature space�

All of the algorithms are very e�cient and can deal with high dimen�
sional data� This is required for the application of intrusion detection�
Our �rst algorithm is a variant of the cluster�based algorithm presented
in Portnoy et al� Portnoy et al�� ���
� The second algorithm is a k�
nearest neighbor based algorithm� The third algorithm is a Support
Vector Machine�based algorithm�
We evaluated our three unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms

over two types of data sets� a set of network connections and sets of
system call traces� The network data the we examined was from the
KDD CUP �� data KDD���Cup� 
���� which is a very popular and
widely used intrusion attack data set� The system call data set was
obtained from the 
��� Lincoln Labs DARPA intrusion detection eval�
uation Lippmann et al�� 
���� Over both data sets� the methods show
very promising results�

�� Unsupervised Anomaly Detection

In the unsupervised anomaly detection problem� we are given a large
data set where most of the elements are normal� and there are intrusions
buried within the data set Portnoy et al�� ���
� Unsupervised anomaly
detection algorithms have the major advantage of being able to process
unlabeled data and detect intrusions that otherwise could not be de�
tected� In addition� these types of algorithms can semi�automate the
manual inspection of data in forensic analysis by helping analysts focus
on the suspicious elements of the data�




�

Unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms make two assumptions
about the data which motivate the general approach� The �rst assump�
tion is that the number of normal instances vastly outnumbers the num�
ber of anomalies� The second assumption is that the anomalies them�
selves are qualitatively di�erent from the normal instances� The basic
idea is that since the anomalies are both di�erent from normal and are
rare� they will appear as outliers in the data which can be detected�
An example of an intrusion that an unsupervised algorithm will have a
di�culty detecting is a syn��ood DoS attack� The reason is that often
under such an attack there are so many instances of the intrusion that
it occurs in a similar number to normal instances� Our algorithms may
not label these instances as an attack because the region of the feature
space where they occur may be as dense as the normal regions of the
feature space�
Unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms are limited to being able

to detect attacks only when the assumptions hold over that data which
is not always the case� For example� these algorithms will not be able
to detect the malicious intent of someone who is authorized to use the
network and who uses it in a seemingly legitimate way� The reason is that
this intrusion is not qualitatively di�erent from normal instances of the
user� In our framework� these instances would be mapped very close to
each other in the feature space and the intrusion would be undetectable�
A previous approach to unsupervised anomaly detection involves build�

ing probabilistic models from the training data and then using them
to determine whether a given network data instance is an anomaly or
not Eskin� ����� In this algorithm� a mixture model for explaining the
presence of anomalies is presented� and machine learning techniques are
used to estimate the probability distributions of the mixture to detect
the anomalies�
There is recent work in distance based outliers which is similar to our

approach to unsupervised anomaly detection Knorr and Ng� 
���	 Knorr
and Ng� 
���	 Breunig et al�� ����� These approaches examine inter�
point distances between instances in the data to determine which points
are outliers� A di�erence between these approaches and the problem of
unsupervised anomaly detection is that the nature of the outliers are dif�
ferent� Often in network data� the same intrusion occurs multiple times
which means there are many similar instances in the data� However�
the number of instances of this intrusion is signi�cantly smaller than the
typical cluster of normal instances�
A problem related to unsupervised anomaly detection is the study of

outliers in the �eld of statistics� Various techniques have been developed
for detecting outliers in univariate� multivariate and structured data�
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using a given probability distribution� A survey of outliers in statistics
is given by Barnett and Lewis� 
���

�� A Geometric Framework for Unsupervised
Anomaly Detection

The key to our framework is mapping the records from the audit
stream to a feature space� The feature space is a vector space typically
of high dimension� Inside this feature space� we assume that some prob�
ability distribution generated the data� We wish to label the elements
that are in low density regions of the probability distribution as anoma�
lies� However� in general we do not know the probability distribution�
Instead we label as anomalies points that are in sparse regions of the
feature space� For each point� we examine the point�s location within
the feature space and determine whether or not it lies in a sparse region
of the feature space� Exactly how we determine this depends on the
algorithm that we are using�
The choice of algorithm to determine which points lie in sparse regions

and the choice of the feature map is application dependent� However�
critical to the practical use of these algorithms for intrusion detection is
the e�ciency of the algorithms� This is because the data sets in intrusion
detection are typically very large�

��� Feature Spaces

Our data is collected from some audit stream of the system� Without
loss of generality� this data is split into data elements x�� ���� xl� We
de�ne the space of all possible data elements as the input �instance�
space X� Exactly what our input space is depends on the type of data
that is being analyzed� Our input space can be the space of all possible
network connection records� event logs� system call traces� etc�
We map elements of our input space to points in a feature space Y �

In our framework a feature space is typically a real vector space of some
high dimension d� �d� or more generally a Hilbert space� The main
requirement for our applications in the feature space is that we can
de�ne a dot product between elements of the feature space�
We de�ne a feature map to be a function that takes as input an element

in the input space and maps it to a point in the feature space� In general�
we use � to de�ne a feature map and we get

� � X 	 Y � ��
�

We use the term image of a data element x to denote the point in the
feature space ��x��




�

Since our feature space is a Hilbert space� for any points y� and y�
their dot product � y�� y� � is de�ned� Any time we have a dot product�
we can also de�ne a norm on the space as well as a distance�
The norm of a point y in the feature space jjyjj is simply the square

root of the dot product of the point with itself� jjyjj � p
� y� y �� Using

this and the fact that a dot product is a symmetric bilinear form we can
de�ne the distance between two elements of the feature space y� and y�
with

jjy� � y�jj �
p
� y� � y�� y� � y� �

�
p
� y�� y� � �� � y�� y� � & � y�� y� � �

Using our framework� we can use the feature map to de�ne relations
between elements of the input space� Given two elements in the input
space x� and x�� we can use the feature map to de�ne a distance between
the two elements as the distance between their corresponding images in
the feature space� We can de�ne our distance function d� as

d��x�� x��

� jj��x��� ��x��jj ����

�
p
� ��x��� ��x�� � �� � ��x��� ��x�� � & � ��x��� ��x�� � �

For notational convenience� we often drop the subscript from d��
If the feature space is �d� this distance corresponds to standard Eu�

clidean distance in that space�

��� Kernel Functions

In many cases� it is di�cult to explicitly map a data instance to a
point in its feature space� One reason is that the feature space has a
very high dimension which makes it di�cult to explicitly store the points
in the feature space because of memory considerations� In some cases�
the explicit map may be very di�cult to determine�
However� for our purposes� we are interested in the dot products of

points in the feature space� If have a mechanism for computing the dot
product of the images of two data elements� we do not need to explicitly
map the data elements to their images�
We can de�ne a kernel function to compute these dot products in the

feature space� A kernel function is de�ned over a pair of elements in the
feature space and returns the dot product between the images of those
elements in the feature space� More formally

K��x�� x�� �� ��x��� ��x�� � � ����
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We can rede�ne our distance measure ��
� through a kernel function as

d��x�� x�� �
q
K��x�� x��� �K��x�� x�� &K��x�� x�� � ���

In many cases� the kernel function can be computed e�ciently without
explicitly mapping the elements from the input space to their images�
A function is a kernel function if there exists a feature space which is
a Hilbert space and for which the kernel function corresponds to a dot
product� There are conditions on whether or not a function is a kernel
which are described in detail in Cristianini and Shawe�Taylor� �����
An example of a kernel that performs the mapping implicitly is the

radial basis kernel� The radial basis kernel is a function of the form

Krb�x�� x�� � e�
jjx��x�jj

�

�� � ����

The radial basis kernel corresponds to an in�nite dimensional feature
space Cristianini and Shawe�Taylor� �����
In addition to the computational advantages of kernels� we can de�ne

kernels to take advantage of our intuitions about the application� We
can easily weight various features higher or lower depending on domain
knowledge�

��� Convolution Kernels

Although the examples of kernels we have given up to this point have
been de�ned over input spaces which are vector spaces� we can de�ne
kernels over arbitrary input spaces� These kinds of kernels are referred
to as convolution kernels Haussler� 
���	 Watkins� �����
In this framework� we can de�ne our kernels directly over our audit

data without needing to �rst convert our data into a vector in �n� In
addition� since kernels can be de�ned on not only numerical features�
but other types of structures such as sequences� we can de�ne kernels to
handle many di�erent types data such as sequences of system calls and
event logs� This allows us to handle di�erent kinds of data in a consistent
framework using di�erent kernels but using the same algorithms which
are de�ned in terms of kernels�

�� Detecting Outliers in Feature Spaces

After mapping our data to points in the feature space� we can more
easily formalize the problem of unsupervised anomaly detection� The
main idea is that we want to detect points that are distant from most




�

other points or in relatively sparse regions of the feature space� This is
similar to the problem of outlier detection�
We present three algorithms for detecting anomalies in the feature

space� All of the algorithms can be implemented in terms of dot products
of the input elements which allows us to use kernel functions to perform
implicit mappings to the feature space� Each algorithm detects points
that lie in sparse regions in a di�erent way�
The �rst algorithm is a variant of the cluster�based algorithm pre�

sented in Portnoy et al�� ���
� For each point� the algorithm approxi�
mates the density of points near the given point� The algorithm makes
this approximation by counting the number of points that are within a
sphere of radius w around the point� Points that are in a dense region
of the feature space and contain many points within the ball are con�
sidered normal� Points that are in a sparse region of the feature space
and contain few points within the ball are considered anomalies� We
implement an e�cient approximation to this algorithm� We �rst per�
form �xed�width clustering over the points with a radius of w� We then
sort the clusters based on the size� The points in the small clusters are
labeled anomalous� We present details of the e�cient algorithm below�
The second algorithm detects anomalies based on computing the k�

nearest neighbors of each point� If the sum of the distances to the
k�nearest neighbors is greater than a threshold� we consider the point
an anomaly� We present below an e�cient algorithm to detect outliers
which uses a �xed�width clustering algorithm to signi�cantly speed up
the computation of the k�nearest neighbors�
The third algorithm is a support vector machine based algorithm that

identi�es low support regions of a probability distribution by solving a
convex optimization problem Sch�olkopf et al�� 
���� The points in the
feature space are further mapped into another feature space using a
Gaussian kernel� In this second feature space� a hyperplane is drawn to
separate the majority of the points away from the origin� The remaining
points represent the outliers or anomalies�
Each of these three algorithms is optimizing a clearly de�ned objec�

tive function over points in the feature space� We can present e�cient
algorithms to solve these problems given their formulation�

�� Algorithm �� Cluster�based Estimation

The goal for our �rst algorithm is to compute how many points are
�near� each point in the feature space� A parameter to the algorithm is
a radius w also referred to as the cluster width� For any pair of points
x� and x� we consider the two points �near� each other if their distance
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is less that or equal to w� d�x�� x��  w with distance de�ned as in
equation ��
��
For each point x� we de�ne N�x� to be the number of points that are

within w of point x� More formally we de�ne

N�x� � jfsjd�x� s�  wgj � ����

The straightforward computation of N�x� for all points has a complexity
of O�n�� where n is the number of points� The reason is that we have
to compute the pairwise distances between all points�
However� since we are really only interested in determining what the

outliers are� we can e�ectively approximate the computation as follows�
We �rst perform �xed�width clustering over the entire data set with

cluster width w� Then we label the points in the small clusters as anoma�
lies�
A �xed width clustering algorithm is as follows� The �rst point is

center of the �rst cluster� For every subsequent point� if it is within w of
a cluster center� it is a added to that cluster� Otherwise it is a center of
a new cluster� Note that some points may be added to multiple clusters�
The �xed width clustering algorithm requires only one pass through the
data� The complexity of the algorithm is O�cn� where c is the number
of clusters and n is the number of data points� For a reasonable w� c
will be signi�cantly smaller than n�
Note that by the de�nition in ����� for each cluster� the number of

points near the cluster center� N�c�� is the number of points in the
cluster c� For each point x� not a center of a cluster� we approximate
N�x�� by N�c� for the cluster c that contains x� For points in very dense
regions where there is a lot of overlap between clusters� this will be an
inaccurate estimate� However� for points that are outliers� there will be
relatively few overlapping clusters in these regions and N�c� will be an
accurate approximation of N�x�� Since we are only interested in the
points that are outliers� the points in the dense regions will be higher
than the threshold anyway� Thus the approximation is reasonable in our
case�
With the e�cient approximation algorithm� we are able to process

signi�cantly larger data sets then possible with the straightforward al�
gorithm because we do not need to perform a pairwise comparison of
points�

	� Algorithm �� K�nearest neighbor

Our second algorithm determines whether or not a point lies in a
sparse region of the feature space by computing the sum of the the dis�







tances to the k�nearest neighbors of the point� We refer to this quantity
as the k�NN score for a point�
Intuitively� the points in dense regions will have many points near

them and will have a small k�NN score� If the size of k exceeds the
frequency of any given attack type in the data set and the images of the
attack elements are far from the images of the normal elements� then
the k�NN score is useful for detecting these attacks�
The main problem with computing the k�NN score is that it is compu�

tationally expensive to compute the k�nearest neighbors of each point�
The complexity of this computation is O�n�� which is impractical for
intrusion detection applications�
Since we are interested in only the k�nearest points to a given point�

we can signi�cantly speed up the algorithm by using a technique similar
to canopy clustering McCallum et al�� ����� Canopy clustering is used as
a means of breaking down the space into smaller subsets so as to remove
the necessity of checking every data point� We use the clusters as a tool
to reduce the time of �nding the k�nearest neighbors�
We �rst cluster the data using the �xed�width clustering algorithm

of the previous section with a variation where we place each element
into only one cluster� Once the data is clustered with width w� we can
compute the k�nearest neighbors for a given point x by taking advantage
of the following properties�
We denote as c�x� the point which is the center of the cluster that

contains a given point x� For a cluster c and a point x we use the notation
d�x� c� to denote the distance between the point and the cluster center�
For any two points x� and x�� if the points are in the same cluster

d��x�� x��  �w ����

and in all cases

d��x�� x��  d��x�� c�x��� &w ����

d��x�� x�� � d��x�� c�x����w � ����

The algorithm uses these three inequalities to determine the k�nearest
neighbors of a point x�
Let C be a set of clusters� Initially C contains all of the clusters in

the data� At any step in the algorithm� we have a set of points which
are potentially among the k�nearest neighbor points� We denote this set
P � We also have a set of points that are in fact among the k�nearest
neighbor points� We denote this set K� Initially K and P are empty�
We precompute the distance from x to each cluster� For the cluster
with center closest to x� we remove it from C and add all of its points
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to P � We refer to this operation as �opening� the cluster� The key to
the algorithm is that we can obtain a lower bound the distance from all
points in the clusters in set C using equation ����� We de�ne

dmin � min
c�C

d�x� c� � w � ��
��

The algorithm performs the following� For each point in xi � P � we
compute d�x� xi�� If d�x� xi� � dmin� we can guarantee that xi is closer
point to x then all of the points in the clusters in C� In this case� we
remove xi from P and add it to K� If we can not guarantee this for any
element of P �including the case that if P is empty�� then we �open� the
closest cluster by adding all of its points to P and remove that cluster
from C� Notice that when we remove the cluster from C� dmin will
increase� Once K has k elements� we terminate�
Most of the computation is spent checking the distance between points

in D to the cluster centers� This is signi�cantly more e�cient than
computing the pairwise distances between all points�
The choice of width w does not a�ect the k�NN score� but instead

only a�ects the e�ciency of computing the score� Intuitively� we want
to choose a w that splits the data into reasonably sized clusters�

� Algorithm �� One Class SVM

Our third algorithm uses an algorithm presented in Sch�olkopf et al��

��� to estimate the region of the feature space where most of the data
occurs� We �rst map our feature space into a second feature space with
a radial basis kernel� equation ����� and then work in the new feature
space�
The standard SVM algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm� It re�

quires labeled training data to create its classi�cation rule� In Sch�olkopf
et al�� 
���� the SVM algorithm was adapted into an unsupervised learn�
ing algorithm� This unsupervised variant does not require its training
set to be labeled to determine a decision surface�
Whereas the supervised version of SVM tries to maximally separate

two classes of data in feature space by a hyperplane� the unsupervised
version instead attempts to separate the entire set of training data from
the origin� This is done by solving a quadratic program that penalizes
any points not separated from the origin while simultaneously trying to
maximize the distance of this hyperplane from the origin� At the end
of this optimization� this hyperplane then acts as our decision function�
with those points that it separates from the origin classi�ed as normal�
and those which are on the other side of the hyperplane� we classify as
anomalous�



��

The algorithm is similar to the standard SVM algorithm in that it
uses kernel functions to perform implicit mappings and dot products�
It also uses the same kind of hyperplane for the decision surface� The
solution is only dependent on the support vectors as well� However�
the support vectors are determined in a di�erent way� This algorithm
attempts to �nd a small region where most of the data lies and label
points in that region as class &
� Points in other regions are labeled
as class �
� The main idea is that the algorithm attempts to �nd the
hyperplane that separates the data points from the origin with maximal
margin� The decision surface that is chosen is determined by solving
an optimization problem that determines the �best� hyperplane under
a set of criteria which is beyond the scope of this paper and described
fully in Cristianini and Shawe�Taylor� �����
The speci�c optimization that is solved for estimating the hyperplane

speci�ed by the hyperplane�s normal vector in the feature space w and
o�set from the origin 	 is

min
w�Y��i������

�
� jjwjj� & �

vl

Pl
i 
i � 	 ��

�

subject to� �w � ��xi�� � 	� 
i� 
i � � ��
��

where � � v � 
 is a parameter that controls the trade o� between
maximizing the distance from the origin and containing most of the
data in the region created by the hyperplane and corresponds to the
ratio of expected anomalies in the data set� 
i are slack variables that
penalize the objective function but allow some of the points to be on the
other wrong side of the hyperplane�
After we solve the optimization problem� the decision function for

each point x is
f�x� � sgn��w � ��x��� 	� � ��
��

If we introduce a Lagrangian and rewrite this optimization in terms
of the Lagrange multipliers �i we can represent the optimization as

minimize�



�

X
i�j

�i�jK��xi� xj�

subject to� �  �i  


vl
�
X
i

�i � 


at the optimum� 	 can be computed from the Lagrange multipliers
for any xi such that the corresponding Lagrange multiplier �i satis�es
� � �i �

�
vl
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	 �
X
j

�jK��xj � xi�

In terms of the Lagrange multipliers� the decision function is

f�x� � sgn

�X
i

�iK��xi� x�� 	

�
� ��
�

One property of the optimization is that for the majority of the data
points� �i will be � which makes the decision function e�cient to com�
pute�
The optimization is solved with a variant of the Sequential Minimal

Optimization algorithm Platt� 
���� Details on the optimization� the
theory behind the relation of this algorithm and the estimation of the
probability density of the original feature space� and details of the algo�
rithm are fully described in Sch�olkopf et al�� 
����

�� Feature Spaces for Intrusion Detection

The choice of feature space for unsupervised anomaly detection is
application speci�c� The performance greatly depends on the ability of
the feature space to capture information relevant to the application� For
optimal performance� it is best to analyze the speci�c application and
choose a feature space accordingly�
In our experiments� we analyze two data sets� The �rst data set is a

set of network connection records� This data set contains records which
contain 
 features describing a network connection� The second data
set is a set of system call traces� Each entry is a sequence of all of the
system calls that a speci�c process makes during its execution�
We use two di�erent feature maps for the di�erent kinds of data that

we analyze� For data which are records� we use a data�dependent nor�
malization kernel to implicitly de�ne the feature map� This feature map
takes into account how abnormal a speci�c feature in a record is when it
performs the mapping� We have found that this signi�cantly improves
detection performance�
For system call data where each trace is a sequence of system calls�

we apply a string kernel over these sequences� The kernel we use is
called a spectrum kernel which was previously used to analyze biolog�
ical sequences Christina Leslie and Noble� ����� The spectrum kernel
maps short sub�sequences of the string into the feature space� This
is consistent with our intuitions for intrusion detection because short
sub�sequences have been the primary basis for analysis of system call



��

sequences previously Forrest et al�� 
���	 Lee et al�� 
���	 Eskin et al��
���
�

��� Data�dependent Normalization Kernels

For data which is a network connection record� we use a data�dependent
normalization feature map� This feature map takes into account the vari�
ability of each feature in the mapping in such a way that normalizes the
relative distances between feature values in the feature space�
There are two types of attributes in a connection record� There are

either numerical attributes or discrete attributes� Examples of numerical
attributes in connection records are the number of bytes in a connection
or the amount of connections to the same port� An example of discrete
attributes in network connection records is the type of protocol used
for the connection� Even some attributes that are numerical are in fact
discrete values� such as the destination port of a connection� We handle
discrete and numerical attributes di�erently in our kernel mapping�
One problem with the straightforward mapping of the numerical at�

tributes is that they are all on di�erent scales� If a certain attribute is a
hundred times larger than another attribute� it will dominate the second
attribute�
We normalize all of our attributes to the number of standard devia�

tions away from the mean� This scales our distances based on the likeli�
hood of the attribute values� This feature map is data dependent because
the distance between two points depends on the mean and standard de�
viation of of the attributes which in turn depends on the distribution of
attribute values over all of the data�
For discrete values� we use a similar data dependent idea� Let 'i

be the set of possible values for discrete attribute i� For each discrete
attribute we have j'ij coordinates in the feature space corresponding to
this attribute� There is one coordinate for every possible value of the
attribute� A speci�c value of the attribute gets mapped to the feature
space as follows� The coordinate corresponding to the attribute value
has a positive value �

j�ij
and the remaining coordinates corresponding

to the feature have a value of �� The distance between two vectors is
weighted by the size of the range of values of the discrete attributes� A
di�erent value for attribute i between two records will contribute �

j�ij�

to the square of the norm between the two vectors�
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��� Kernels for Sequences� The Spectrum
Kernel

Convolution kernels can be de�ned over arbitrary input spaces� We
use a kernel de�ned over sequences to model sequences of system calls�
The speci�c kernel we use is a spectrum kernel which has been suc�
cessfully applied to modeling biological sequences Christina Leslie and
Noble� �����
The spectrum kernel is de�ned over an input space of sequences�

These sequences can be an arbitrary long sequence of elements from an
alphabet '� For any k � �� we de�ne the feature space of the k�spectrum
kernel as follows� The feature space is a j'jk dimensional space where
each coordinate corresponds to a speci�c k length sub�sequence� For a
given sequence� the value of a speci�c coordinate of the feature space is
the count of the number of times the corresponding sub�sequence occurs
in the sequence� These sub�sequences are extracted from the sequence
by using a sliding window of length k�
The dimension of the feature space is exponential in k which makes

it impractical to store the feature space explicitly� Note that the feature
vectors corresponding to a sequence are extremely sparse� We can take
advantage of this fact and e�ciently compute the kernels between se�
quences using an e�cient data structure as described in Christina Leslie
and Noble� ����� This is critical because in one of our experiments we
consider �� possible system calls and sub�sequences of length  which
gives a dimension of the feature space of close to ���� ����

�� Experiments

We perform experiments over two di�erent types of data� We analyze
network connection records� and system call traces�

��� Performance measures

To evaluate our system we were interested in two major indicators
of performance� the detection rate and the false positive rate� The de�
tection rate is de�ned as the number of intrusion instances detected by
the system divided by the total number of intrusion instances present
in the test set� The false positive rate is de�ned as the total number of
normal instances that were �incorrectly� classi�ed as intrusions divided
by the total number of normal instances� These are good indicators of
performance� since they measure what percentage of intrusions the sys�
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tem is able to detect and how many incorrect classi�cations it makes in
the process� We calculate these values over the labeled data to measure
performance�
The trade�o� between the false positive and detection rates is inher�

ently present in many machine learning methods� By comparing these
quantities against each other we can evaluate the performance invariant
of the bias in the distribution of labels in the data� This is especially
important in intrusion detection problems because the normal data out�
numbers the intrusion data by a factor of 
�� � 
� The classical accuracy
measure is misleading because a system that always classi�es all data as
normal would have a ��� accuracy�
We plot ROC �Receiver Operating Characteristic� Provost et al�� 
���

curves depicting the relationship between false positive and detection
rates for one �xed training�test set combination� ROC curves are a way
of visualizing the trade�o�s between detection and false positive rates�

��� Data Set Descriptions

The network connection records we used was the KDD Cup 
��� Data
KDD���Cup� 
���� which contained a wide variety of intrusions simu�
lated in a military network environment� It consisted of approximately
�������� data instances� each of which is a vector of extracted feature
values from a connection record obtained from the raw network data
gathered during the simulated intrusions� A connection is a sequence of
TCP packets to and from some IP addresses� The TCP packers were
assembled into connection records using the Bro program Paxson� 
���
modi�ed for use with MADAM�ID Lee et al�� 
���� Each connection
was labeled as either normal or as exactly one speci�c kind of attack�
All labels are assumed to be correct�
The simulated attacks fell in one of the following four categories �

DOS � Denial of Service �e�g� a syn  ood�� R�L � Unauthorized access
from a remote machine �e�g� password guessing�� U�R � unauthorized
access to superuser or root functions �e�g� a bu�er over ow attack�� and
Probing � surveillance and other probing for vulnerabilities �e�g� port
scanning�� There were a total of � attack types�
The extracted features included the basic features of an individual

TCP connection such as its duration� protocol type� number of bytes
transferred� and the  ag indicating the normal or error status of the
connection� Other features of an individual connection were obtained
using some domain knowledge� and included the number of �le creation
operations� number of failed login attempts� whether root shell was ob�
tained� and others� Finally� there were a number of features computed
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Table �	�	 Lincoln Labs Data Summary

Program Total � � Intrusion � � Normal �
Name � of Intrusion System Normal System Intrusion

Attacks Traces Calls Traces Calls Traces

ps  �� ��� ��� ���� ����
eject  � ��� � ���� ���

using a two�second time window� These included � the number of con�
nections to the same host as the current connection within the past two
seconds� percent of connections that have �SYN� and �REJ� errors� and
the number of connections to the same service as the current connection
within the past two seconds� In total� there are 
 features� with most
of them taking on continuous values�
The KDD data set was obtained by simulating a large number of

di�erent types of attacks� with normal activity in the background� The
goal was to produce a good training set for learning methods that use
labeled data� As a result� the proportion of attack instances to normal
ones in the KDD training data set is very large as compared to data
that we would expect to observe in practice�
Unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms are sensitive to the ratio

of intrusions in the data set� If the number of intrusions is too high� each
intrusion will not show up as anomalous� In order to make the data set
more realistic we �ltered many of the attacks so that the resulting data
set consisted of 
 to 
��� attack and ���� to ��� normal instances�
The system call data is from the BSM �Basic Security Module� data

portion of the 
��� DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation data created
by MIT Lincoln Labs Lippmann et al�� 
���� The data consists of � weeks
of BSM data of all processes run on a Solaris machine� We examined
three weeks of traces of the programs which were attacked during that
time� The programs we examined were eject� and ps�
Each of the attacks that occurred correspond to one or more process

traces� An attack can correspond to multiple process traces because
a malicious process can spawn other processes� We consider the attack
detected if one of the processes that correspond to the attack is detected�
Tables �
 summarize the system call trace data sets and list the

number of system calls and traces for each program�
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��� Experimental Setup

For each of our data sets� we split the data into two portions� One
portion� the training set� was used to set parameters values for our al�
gorithms and the second� the test set� was used for evaluation�
We set parameters based on the training set� Then for each of the

methods over each of the data sets� we varied the detection threshold
and at each threshold computed the detection rate and false positive
rate� For each algorithm over each data set we obtained a ROC curve�
Our parameter settings are as follows� For the cluster�based algorithm

presented in Section �� when processing the network connection data� we
set the width of the �xed�width clustering to be � in the feature space�
For the eject system call traces� the width was set to be �� For the ps
traces� the width was set to be 
��
For the k�nearest neighbor�based algorithm presented in Section ��

for the KDD cup data� the value of k was set to 
�� ��� of the data set�
For the eject data set� k � � and for the ps data set� k � 
�� The k is
adjusted to the overall size of the data�
For the SVM�based algorithm in Section �� for the KDD cup data� we

set v � ��
 and �� � 
�� For the system call data sets� we used a value
of v � ��� and �� � 
�

��� Experimental Results

Our approach to unsupervised anomaly detection performed very well
over both types of data�
In the case of the system call data� the each of the algorithms per�

formed perfectly� What this means is that at a certain threshold� there
was at least one process trace from each of the attacks identi�ed as being
malicious without any false positives� An explanation for these results
can be obtained by looking at exactly what the feature space is encoding�
Each system call trace is mapped to a feature space using the spectrum
kernel that contains a coordinate for each possible sub�sequence� Pro�
cess traces that contain many of the same sub�sequences of system calls
are closer together than process traces that contain fewer sub�sequences
of system calls�
The results are not surprising when we consider previous approaches

to anomaly detection over system call traces� In the original work in
this area Forrest et al�� 
���� sub�sequences of system calls were the
basis of the detection algorithm� The supervised anomaly detection al�
gorithm presented in Forrest et al�� 
��� recorded a set of sub�sequences
that occurred in a normal training set and then detected anomalies in
a test set by counting the number of unknown sub�sequences that oc�
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cur within a window of �� consecutive sub�sequences� If the number of
previously unseen sub�sequences is above a threshold� then the method
would determine that the process corresponds to an intrusion� The re�
sults of their experiments suggest that there a many sub�sequences that
occur in malicious processes that do not occur in normal processes� This
explains why in our feature space de�ned by the spectrum kernel� the
intrusion processes are signi�cantly far away from the normal processes�
Also� in our experiments� the normal processes clumped together in the
feature space� This is why the intrusion processes were easily detected
as outliers�
For the network connections� the data is not nearly as regular as the

system call traces� From our experiments� we found that there were
some types of attacks that we were able to detect well and other types
of attacks that we were not able to detect� This is reasonable because
some of the attacks using our feature space were in the same region
as normal data� Although the detection rates are lower than what is
typically obtained for either misuse or supervised anomaly detection�
the problem of unsupervised anomaly detection is signi�cantly harder
because we do not have access to the labels or have a guaranteed clean
training set�
Figure �
 shows the performance of the three algorithms over the

KDD Cup 
��� data� Table �� shows the Detection Rate and False
Positive Rate for some selected points from the ROC curves� All three
algorithms perform relatively close to each other�

��� Discussion

This paper presents a geometric framework for unsupervised anomaly
detection� The framework maps data elements to a feature space and
then detects anomalies by determining which points lie in sparse regions
of the feature space� We presented two feature maps� The �rst feature
map is a data�dependent normalization feature map which is applied
to network connection records� The second feature map is a spectrum
kernel which is applied to system call traces� We also presented three
algorithms for detecting points in the sparse regions of the feature space�
The �rst algorithm is a cluster�based approach which is a variant of
Portnoy et al�� ���
� The second algorithm is a k�nearest neighbor�based
approach� The third algorithm is a SVM�based approach� Each of these
algorithms can be applied to any feature space which when combined
with the di�erent feature maps� allows us to apply the same algorithms
to model di�erent kinds of data�
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Figure ���� ROC curves showing the performance of the  algorithms over the KDD

data set� The curves are obtained by varying the threshold�

We evaluated our methods over both a collection of network records
and a set of system call traces� In both cases� our algorithms were
able to detect intrusions over the unlabeled data� In practice� detecting
intrusions over unlabeled data is important� because these algorithms
can be applied to raw collected system data and do not need to be
manually labeled which can be an expensive process�
Future work involves de�ningmore feature maps over di�erent kinds of

data and performing more extensive experiments evaluating the methods
presented in this paper�
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Abstract An algorithm for fusing the alerts produced by multiple heterogeneous
intrusion detection systems is presented� The algorithm runs in real�
time� combining the alerts into scenarios� each is composed of a sequence
of alerts produced by a single actor or organization� The software is ca�
pable of discovering scenarios even if stealthy attack methods� such as
forged IP addresses or long attack latencies� are employed� The algo�
rithm generates scenarios by estimating the probability that a new alert
belongs to a given scenario� Alerts are then added to the most likely
candidate scenario� Two alternative probability estimation techniques
are compared to an algorithm that builds scenarios using a set of rules�
Both probability estimate approaches make use of training data to learn
the appropriate probability measures� Our algorithm can determine the
scenario membership of a new alert in time proportional to the number
of candidate scenarios�

Keywords� security� fusion� scenarios� correlation� intrusion detection
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�� Introduction

Many security�conscious organizations protect their networks with
multiple intrusion detection systems �IDSs�� While this does improve
attack detection rates� it also increases the work load on intrusion de�
tection analysts	 there are now more components to be monitored and
false alarm rates tend to rise� Fusion systems attempt to alleviate these
problems by collecting the alerts produced by all the systems on the net�
work� The collected alerts can then be managed from a single location�
In this paper we propose a realtime algorithm to combine the alerts

produced by multiple intrusion detection systems into scenarios� Each
scenario is intended to indicate a sequence of actions performed by a
single actor or organization� It is important to realize that a scenario
constructed by this algorithm does not necessarily indicate malicious
behavior� The purpose of the scenarios is simply to group alerts that
share a common cause� The resulting scenarios give network defenders
a more complete picture of the tra�c on their network� Additionally
we can assign false alarm probabilities to whole scenarios rather than
individual alerts� and thus decrease false positive rates while increasing
the sensitivity of the underlying sensors�
Each time a new alert is produced the algorithm must compare it to

scenarios that have already been constructed� For each existing scenario
the probability that the new alert belongs to this scenario must be calcu�
lated� We compare two techniques for producing the required probability
estimates� Both approaches use training data to learn the appropriate
probability measures� These techniques are compared to a na��ve algo�
rithm that builds scenarios using a set of hand coded rules� The algo�
rithm runs in time proportional to the number of existing scenarios� and
is capable of �nding scenarios even if an intruder used stealthy attack
methods such as forged source IP addresses or long latencies between
attack components�
As Edward Amoroso points out� very little research has been done on

correlation or fusion#�$� Much of the work in this area has focused on col�
lecting alerts from multiple detectors at a single location where they can
be displayed� queried� and correlated#
�$� The GrIDS system developed
at University of California� Davis uses rule sets to combine alerts and
network data into a graph structure capable of discovering large scale
coordinated attacks#
�$� Clifton and Gengo use data mining techniques
to discover common sequences of alerts#$� These alert sequences can�
at the discretion of human operators� be �ltered so they are no longer
displayed to an analyst� The discovered sequences are not intended to
be scenarios	 they are simply sequences that appear frequently� Valdes
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and Skinner have studied correlation and scenario building from prob�
abilistic detectors such as their EMERALD eBayes system#
�$� Each
alert and meta alert �scenario� in their system is represented by a vector
of attributes� A similarity measure is applied to the vectors and those
that exceed a threshold are joined together into a scenario� Our ap�
proach is similar to the one proposed by Valdes and Skinner but we use
a di�erent scenario construction algorithm and optimize our probability
estimates so that the system forms scenarios like a human expert� Fur�
thermore we have tested our system using output from both commercial
and proprietary intrusion detection systems�

�� Fusion Approach

The fusion system develops scenarios as alerts are received from the
component Intrusion Detection Systems� Thus� our task at any given
instant is to determine the scenario membership of a new alert given
the alerts we have already seen� The most  exible way to do this is
to consider all possible ways of combining the alerts into scenarios each
time a new alert is generated� Unfortunately this quickly becomes com�
putationally intractable� To see this� consider the simpler problem of
deciding which of n existing alerts belong in a scenario with a given new
alert� Figure ��
a shows possible scenario assignments for a new alert� C�
given two existing alerts� We note that there are  possibilities� Figure
��
b shows the � possible scenario assignments for a new alert� D� given
three existing alerts� We note that we could add alert D to any of the
scenarios enumerated in Figure ��
a� Additionally D could be grouped
with any of these scenarios with C removed� Thus the addition of each
alert doubles the number of possible scenario constructions so that a
new alert may be grouped with n existing alerts in �n ways� Since our
task is not simply to construct a scenario in which to place a single new
alert but rather to construct scenarios for all alerts the complexity of
the problem is super�exponential� Clearly it is not possible to consider
all such arrangements in realtime�
Our solution is to use an �atom model�� Each time we receive a new

alert from a sensor we compare it to the scenarios we have constructed
thus far� For each existing scenario we calculate the probability that the
new alert belongs to this scenario� The new alert is then assigned to the
scenario that produced the highest probability score� If all the scores are
below a threshold the new alert is not joined to any scenario and instead
starts a new scenario� Once the alert has joined a scenario we do not
consider changing this assignment� Hence the scenario is not divisible
and is �an atom� � it may absorb other alerts and grow� but it can
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Figure 
	�	 �a� Possible scenario assignments for a new alert� C� given � existing
alerts� A� and B� �b� Possible scenario assignments for a new alert� D� given  existing
alerts� A� B� and C�

not be split� Although it may cause errors in the assembled scenarios�
this simpli�cation reduces the computational complexity from super�
exponential in the number of alerts to linear in the number of candidate
scenarios� Despite this simpli�cation the system still performs well �see
Section ��� Informal testing indicates that the system is able to construct
scenarios from over 
����� alerts in less than two seconds�

�� Architecture

The fusion system consists of three distinct components� the IDSs
that produce the alerts� a database where the alerts are stored and the
fusion software itself� The IDSs currently used by the fusion system are
Internet Security System�s RealSecure network sensor#

$ and MIT Lin�
coln Laboratory�s Battle�eld Intrusion Detection System �BIDS�� a host
based system capable of �nding known and novel attacks#�$� The alerts
produced by these IDSs are converted to a standard form and written to
a SQL database� The fusion system reads from the database� determines
the scenario membership of any new alerts� and then saves the results
back to the database� Although our research has thus far focused on the
two sensors mentioned� the algorithm would work with any sensor that
could send its output to this database� Communication between the
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component IDSs and the database currently relies on custom �bridging�
software� As vendors begin to support the the Internet Engineering Task
Force Intrusion Detection Working Group�s emerging Intrusion Detec�
tion Message Exchange Format#�$ we will consider supporting this as our
communication mechanism�

�� De
nitions

Table 
	�	 r value calculation for addresses ������������� and �������������

Decimal Binary

Address � ������������� �����������������������������������

Address � ������������� �����������������������������������

Mask ��������������� �����������������������������������

r � ��

RealSecure version ��� is capable of identifying over ��� di�erent at�
tack types� Because attackers can use multiple techniques to accomplish
the same result#
�$ each of these alerts is assigned to one of �ve cate�
gories� discovery� scan� escalation� denial�of�service �DoS�� and stealth�
Alerts in the discovery category are indicative of network discovery ac�
tivity �IP sweeps� DNS zone transfers� etc��� Alerts in the scan category
indicate port scanning activity� The escalation category consists of priv�
ilege escalation type attacks �password guessing� bu�er over ows etc���
The DoS bucket consists of attacks that prevent access to services �SYN
 oods� Smurf attacks� etc��� The stealth bucket contains alerts that in�
dicate attempts to conceal identity �forged IP addresses� etc���
As an attacker may be able to launch attacks from several di�erent�

legitimate IP addresses �the attacker may have access to several machines
on a single subnet or may be running DHCP�� it is useful to be able to
quantify the proximity of two IP addresses� To this end we have de�ned
a quantity we denote r� r is the maximum number of 
 bits in an IPv
subnet mask that could account for the two addresses� Thus r � �� when
the two IP addresses are identical� and r � � when there is no way the
two addresses could be on the same subnet �see Table ��
�� Due to the
prevalence of Classless Inter�Domain Routing �CIDR� #�$ we allow two
addresses that are on di�erent class A� B or C subnets to have a value of
r greater than � as long as some of their high order bits are the same� For
example� the two class B addresses 
���

����� and 
���

��
���� di�er
in their second octet� thus they can�t be on the same class B network�
However� if an organization owned both the 
���

�x�x and 
���

��x�x
networks they could treat them as one large subnet via CIDR� Therefore
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we would give these two addresses an r value of 
� since the �rst 
� bits
in both addresses are the same�

�� Probability Assignment

Thus far we have speci�ed how scenarios are formed given a measure
of the probability that an event belongs to a given scenario� The follow�
ing sections describe di�erent approaches to the probability estimation
problem� Section ��� describes a na��ve approach� Section ��� describes
a heuristic method� and Section �� describes the application of tradi�
tional data mining techniques to this problem� Both the heuristic and
data mining approaches make use of training data to optimize the prob�
ability estimates� The process by which data is collected and prepared
for use is described in Section ��
�

��� Data Sources and Use

Given a set of network alerts and the corresponding scenarios we could
use this data to train the free parameters in our probability estimate
algorithms to reproduce the scenarios in the data set� Unfortunately� the
authors know of only one dataset that contains realistic network tra�c
and attack scenarios for which ground truth is known#
�$ and this dataset
does not contain enough scenarios to be used for parameter estimation�
However� if the fusion system could match the performance of a human
expert this would be a valuable contribution� We therefore �nd scenarios
in real network tra�c by hand and use this data for optimization�
Every year at the DEF CON conference participants play �capture

the  ag�#
$� There are two types of participants in this game� those who
run servers and those who try to break into them� The former group gets
points for runningmore services �as this makes the host more vulnerable�
and the latter group gets points for each server they compromise� The
rules stipulate that a host is considered compromised only if the attacker
can put a �le containing his or her name in the root of the �le system�
Additional points are awarded for �style��
This is an excellent data source because it contains a large amount

of attacks and scenarios� It is� however� an unusual data source� The
volume and frequency of attacks is far greater than that experienced
on most operational networks� Additionally� all hosts participating in
the game were on the same subnet� Ordinarily such a large volume of
attacks in a small time window emanating from a single subnet would be
indicative of a coordinated attack by a single organization� While that
is not the the case here� this type of activity is similar to what one might
see in a cyber terrorism attack� For example� recently many Israeli web
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Figure 
	�	 Alert occurrence times in the DEF CON data� Each horizontal line
depicts a single scenario� The points on the line indicate when an alert occurred�
The symbol indicates the class of the alert� Depicted are the twenty 	ve scenarios
containing the largest number of alerts�

sites have been the target of coordinated attacks by Palestinian groups
#
$� The type of tra�c experienced by these sites may be similar to the
tra�c in this data set�
We believe that di�erent tactical situations would produce di�erent

alert stream characteristics� For example� a �cyber war� would produce
a very di�erent alert pro�le than would normal tra�c� A good fusion
approach should be  exible enough to work in all such environments� In
our case� the optimal parameters would change with the tactical situa�
tion� but these could be easily swapped via a con�guration �le� Thus
far we have only analyzed data from the DEF CON ���� hacker confer�
ence�s �capture the  ag� game� We are investigating other data sources
that contain more typical tra�c patterns� Results on these data sources
will help us determine how robust our approach is to di�erent tactical
situations�
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Two and a half hours of tcpdump data from the DEF CON conference
was replayed on a network using Lincoln Laboratory�s Netpoke tool� All
tra�c was sni�ed by ISS RealSecure�s network sensor �in its �out of
the box� con�guration�� This produced 
����� alerts� The alerts were
mapped by the �rst author into eighty nine scenarios� The largest sce�
nario contained 
���
� alerts� Twenty seven scenarios contained only a
single alert� The average number of alerts per scenario was 
��� Twenty
one scenarios contained alerts from more than one source address� All
the remaining scenarios contained alerts from a single source IP address�
The length of time covered by the alerts in a scenario varied widely �see
Figure ����� Often two consecutive alerts in a scenario were separated
by hundreds of alerts belonging to other scenarios making scenario re�
construction di�cult�
When hand tagging scenarios some idiosyncrasies of ISS RealSecure

version ��� were discovered� In particular we noticed that the source and
destination addresses reported by RealSecure were often the reverse of
what would be expected� We expect the attacker�s address to be listed
as the source and the victim�s address to be listed as the destination�
The majority of RealSecure alerts follow this pattern� but some do not��

Classi�cation features designed to account for these idiosyncrasies are
discussed in Section ���
Tagging the scenarios provides us with examples of data which should

cause our probability estimate algorithms to produce a �join the sce�
nario� decision �a high probability that the alert belongs to the sce�
nario�� Optimization requires negative ��don�t join the scenario� deci�
sion� training examples as well as positive ones� In order to produce
negative training examples a program was written that reproduces the
decisions the computer would need to make given a set of data� This
program takes a �le which contains the alerts in the order in which they
were produced� Each alert is tagged with a number indicating its sce�
nario membership� The program loops through this �le and writes one
line of output for each decision the fusion system would have had to
make� The output contains the �correct� decision and the statistics on
which this decision must be based �time di�erence between alerts� r value

�It appears that RealSecure version ��� always reports windows access error� netbus� and
dns length over�ow alerts backwards while dns all� iphalfscan and udp port scan alerts are
only sometimes reported backward� The dns all� iphalfscan and udp port scan alerts appear
to be reported backward as an �echo� e�ect� They are only reported with the source and
destination address backward shortly after the same alert has been reported correctly� Not
every occurrence of one of these alerts is followed by another with the source and destination
reversed�
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of the IP addresses in question� etc��� Pseudo�code for this algorithm is
included below�

WHILE there are still alerts in the file

Read the next alert from the file

FOR each scenario in memory

If ID of scenario matches ID of alert then

positive training example

else

negative training example

END IF

Generate and write out features

END FOR

Add new alert to correct scenario

END WHILE

Running this algorithm on the alerts in this dataset produced 
���
���
training examples�
Once the training data has been generated it must be separated into

training� validation and test data sets� The validation and test data sets
are used to ensure that we are learning a function which will generalize
well to other data �see #
�$ for an discussion of over�tting�� In order to
ensure accurate results the proportion of �join� and �don�t join� exam�
ples must be equal in the train� test and validation data �les� A script
was written to randomly split the data into these three �les ���� for
training� ��� for evaluation� and ��� for testing� while preserving the
prior probabilities�

��� Na��ve Technique

The most obvious way to group alerts together is by source IP address�
This na��ve approach assumes that all attacks belonging to a single sce�
nario share a common source address� Thus scenarios are formed by
comparing the new alert to the most recent alert in the scenario� The
new alert is added to the scenario if and only if the source IP addresses
are identical�This technique was tried� but due to the tendency of RealSe�
cure to reverse source and destination IP addresses it did not perform
very well�
To compensate for this we applied some simple heuristics to correct for

alerts whose source and destination address might be reversed� To deal
with alerts whose source and destination addresses are always reversed
we simply replaced the source address with the destination address be�
fore comparing it to other alerts� Other alerts are only sometimes re�
versed� This usually occurs as an �echo� e�ect where an alert is reported
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twice	 �rst with the source and destination correct and then with the
source and destination exactly reversed� We handled these alerts by pro�
ducing a join decision when the new alert and the most recent alert in
the scenario were of this type and their source and destination addresses
were exactly opposite� Results of this approach are presented in Section
��

��� Heuristic Technique

The technique discussed in this section extends work described earlier
#�$� It attempts to model our intuitions about how to form scenarios�
We believe that�

Attacks often follow a logical progression� As such� certain se�
quences of alerts types would be more common than others�

The time between alerts is a good predictor of scenario member�
ship� Alert latencies vary with alert type�

The range of source IP addresses in a group of alerts is a good
predictor of scenario membership� The range of addresses one is
likely to see is dependent on the alert type	 some attacks lend
themselves to IP spoofing and others do not�

We approximate these intuitions with a bigram model� Given a scenario
and a new alert� probability is assigned by considering the most recent
alert in the scenario and the new alert� Thus if our scenario contains
three alerts� a�� a�� and a� and we get a new alert� anew� we compare
anew to a only� The probability that two alerts� from buckets i and j re�
spectively� belong in the same scenario is the product of three quantities�
lij � which accounts for the strength of the link between the two alerts�
�ij�(t�� which accounts for the time lag between the two alerts� and
Rij�r�� which accounts for the source IP addresses of the two alerts� All
three quantities are between � and 
� thus their product is also between
� and 
 �see Figure �����
The �rst quantity� lij� is the probability that an alert from bucket

i is followed by an alert from bucket j� For example the probability
that a scan will be followed by an escalation might be higher than the
probability than an escalation will be followed by a DoS because an
attacker often needs to scan a system prior to gaining access to it while
an attacker who has gained unauthorized access to a system is less likely
to deny services to a network�
The second quantity� �ij�(t�� accounts for the time between the alerts�

It is a sigmoid function� de�ned by �ij�(t� � 
�
�

 & e����t

�
� The
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Figure 
	�	 Decision surface for a single transition type� The height of the curve is
the probability that two alerts in the given time span with the given r value belong in
the same scenario� The black plane is the threshold below which the new alert would
not join the scenario and would start a new scenario�

shape of the function �determined by the values of � and � is di�erent
for each transition type �where transition type is de�ned by the buck�
ets containing the two alerts�� Thus the sigmoid representing the time
between DoS attacks might fall o� quickly �as we expect these alerts
to occur in rapid succession� while the sigmoid representing the time
between network discovery and privilege escalation might fall o� rather
slowly since an attacker might not launch an attack immediately after
gathering information�
The �nal quantity� Rij�r�� accounts for the IP address range of the

two alerts� Let r be the maximum number of 
 bits in an IPv subnet
mask that could account for the two IP addresses �as de�ned in section
�� Rij�r� is a function of r� The exact function depends on the buckets
i and j� For each transition type values of Rij�r� are picked for r � ��
�� 
�� � and ��� The value of Rij�r� for other values of r is determined
by linear interpolation� For example� since source addresses are often
spoofed in a DoS attack we might expect Rij�r� to have a relatively
high value for all values of r if i � j � DOS�
To compensate for the idiosyncrasies of RealSecure the same heuristics

used by the na��ve approach were applied before r was calculated� Rij�r�
is then calculated from this modi�ed value of r� The following algorithm
is used to calculate r�

� new a 	 new alert
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� r a 	 most recent alert in the sceanario

� if always reversed
new a� and not always reversed
r a�

then r 	 calc r
new a�destination� r a�source�

� else if always reversed
r a� and not

always reversed
new a� then r 	 calc r
new a�source�

r a�destination�

� else if sometimes reversed
new a� and

sometimes reversed
r a� and r a�source 	

new a�destination and r a�destination 	 new a�source

then r 	 �

� else r 	 calc r
new a�source� r a�source�

For each transition type the model has the eight parameters described
above� Since there are �ve bucket types there are �� � �� transition
types� Thus there are � � �� � ��� total parameters� To optimize the
parameters we converted our fusion code to work from a training �le
as discussed in Section ��
 and compiled it into a shared library� We
can then call the fusion code passing it a matrix of parameters� The
fusion code reads each line in the training �le and� using the parameters
passed� produces the probability that the example read from the �le
should produce a �join� decision� Since the training �le encodes the
�right� answer we can calculate the squared error for this example �the
�correct� probability is � if the example should have produced a �don�t
join� decision and 
 otherwise�� When all the examples in the training
�le have been scored the sum of squared errors is returned� Using the
constrained optimization routine fmincon in MATLAB#�$ we can �nd
the parameter values that minimize the sum of squared errors� With
each iteration the evaluation data set was also scored and the sum of
squared errors on this data set was tracked� This would allow us to stop
the training early if over�tting became an issue�

��� Data Mining Techniques

We have also assigned probabilities using data mining techniques�
Here the data is prepared as described in Section ��
 and then passed
to a standard machine learning algorithm� The use of machine learn�
ing algorithms allowed us to use additional features which may provide
better predictive power� As with the heuristic technique� features which
indicate the bucket membership of the new alert� the bucket member�
ship of the most recent alert in the scenario� the time between the new
alert and the most recent alert in the scenario� and the value of r when
the new alert is compared to the most recent alert in the scenario were
used� In addition� the following features were used�
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To expand our model from a simple bi�gram model� features which
indicate the bucket membership of the � most recent alerts in the
scenario were used�

Since attackers often use the same tools or attack types many
times features were included to indicate if any previous alerts in
the scenario are the exact same type as the current alert and if the
most recent alert in the scenario is the exact same type as the new
alert�

Attackers often focus their e�orts on a single host � We therefore
include a feature that indicates if the destination address of the
new alert was the target of any other alerts in the scenario�

An attack scenario may contain components with spoofed source
IP addresses while other components of the attack may use the
attackers real source IP� As such a feature whose value is the max�
imum value of r when the source IP of the new alert is compared to
the source IP addresses of all the alerts in the scenario is included�

Once a machine has been compromised it can be used as the source
of further attacks� A feature whose value is the maximum value of r
when the source IP of the new alert is compared to the destination
IPs of all the alerts in the scenario is therefore included�

Since RealSecure sometimes reports the source and destination
IP addresses reversed features to account for this were included�
One indicates if the new alert is �backward�� Another indicates
if the most recent alert in the scenario is �backward�� Both of
these features vary between � and 
 where 
 indicates that the
given alert type is always reported backward by RealSecure and �
indicates that the given alert type is never reported backward�

As RealSecure alerts sometimes su�er from an �echo e�ect� where
an alert is sent twice with the source and destination IP addresses
of the two alerts exactly switched we included a feature which
indicates if the source IP of the new alert matches the destination
IP of the most recent alert in the scenario and the destination IP
of the new alert matches the source IP of the most recent alert in
the scenario�

	� Experimental Results

All experiments were conducted on the DEF CON data described in
Section ��
� A test data set containing �����
� patterns was used to
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train the heuristic and data mining algorithms� An evaluation data set
containing ������� patterns was used to monitor for over��tting and
to choose algorithm parameters� A test data set containing ������

patterns� which was not used for any other purpose� was used for �nal
algorithm evaluation� All of the following results re ect performance on
this data set�

	�� Na��ve Technique

Table 
	�	 Confusion matrices from Na��ve approach on test data set � Two hundred
forty six of the ����� patterns that should have produced a �join� decision �������
incorrectly produced a �don�t join� decision� and ten of the ������ patterns that
should have produced a �don�t join� decision incorrectly produced a �join� decision�

T
a
rg
et

Predicted
Don�t Join Join Totals

Don�t Join ������ �� ������

Join ��� ���� ����

Totals ������� ���� ������

�a�

T
a
rg
et

Predicted
Don�t Join Join Totals

Don�t Join ������� ����� ����

Join ����� ����� ����

�b�

The performance of the na��ve approach is presented in Table ����
This simple approach does remarkably well on this data set making only
��� errors on ������
 patterns� It might seem that this performance is
adequate� However we think it is important to improve on this perfor�
mance for two reasons� First� this data set contains very few attempts
at stealth� The capture the  ag game rewards speed but no points are
awarded for stealth� We expect that more realistic data sets would not
be as amenable to such a simple technique� Second� the six percent
of attackers who are missed by this simple technique are precisely the
individuals we need to worry about� If an attacker can be discovered
by our Na��ve algorithm that attacker probably can�t do much damage
anyway� This simple technique does help us group all of the �script kid�
die� attacks together which results in signi�cant data reduction� but we
would prefer an approach that could discover more sophisticated attacks
as well�
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	�� Heuristic Technique

The two hundred parameters used by our heuristic approach were op�
timized to the data described in Section ��
� Monitoring the performance
on the evaluation data set revealed that over�tting was not a problem	
probably because this is not a very complex classi�er� After optimizing
the parameters needed by our heuristic approach we scored the test data
set which contained ������
 patterns� The results are depicted in Table
����

Table 
	�	 Confusion matrices from heuristic approach on test data set� The algo�
rithm tries to match the human decision� For example� ����� test examples should
have produced a �join� decision� The algorithm correctly produced the �join� decision
���� times ������� of the time��

T
a
rg
et

Predicted
Don�t Join Join Totals

Don�t Join ������ � ������

Join ��� ���� �����

Totals ������� ���� ������

�a�

T
a
rg
et

Predicted
Don�t Join Join Totals

Don�t Join ������� ����� ����

Join ������ ������ ����

�b�

The error rates for this algorithm are slightly higher than the error
rates for the na��ve approach even though the same features used by the
na��ve algorithm are used by this classi�er� The problem is that we have
constrained the possible set of decision surfaces this classi�er can pro�
duce and a decision surface equivalent to that used by the na��ve approach
is not in possible� Additional features or a di�erent set of possible de�
cision surfaces would need to be considered by the classi�er in order to
improve its performance enough to be useful� As it is not immediately
clear which features would be most useful and how these features should
be combined with those we are already considering we will replace this
technique with the more powerful data mining algorithms discussed in
Section �� in our future work�

	�� Data Mining Techniques

Radial basis function networks� multi�layer perceptrons and decision
trees were applied to the training data using the features described in
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Table 
	�	 Confusion matrices from a decision tree on the test data set� The decision
tree tries to match the human decision� For example� ����� examples should have
produced a �join� decision� The decision tree produced the correct decision on ����
of these ������� of the time��

T
a
rg
et

Predicted
Don�t Join Join Totals

Don�t Join ������ � ������

Join � ���� �����

Totals ������ ����� ������

�a�

T
a
rg
et

Predicted
Don�t Join Join Totals

Don�t Join ������� ����� ����

Join ����� ������ ����

�b�

Section ��� The LNKnet data mining package #
�$ was used for all
experiments� A decision tree with �� non�terminal nodes produced the
best performance� Confusion matrices for this classi�er appear in Table
��� The tree was trained using the CART algorithm #�$ until no errors
were produced on the training set� Nodes were ordered by their e�ect
on the error rate on the training data and then pruned� removing nodes
which least a�ect the error rate �rst� The validation data set was used
to choose the optimal number of nodes�
The error rate of the decision tree is extremely low� It performs signif�

icantly better than either of the other two approaches considered� catch�
ing the six percent of attack scenario missed by our na��ve approach� As
this six percent of attackers are probably the ones we should be con�
cerned about this performance increase is signi�cant� We suspect the
improved performance is largely a result of the additional features avail�
able to the algorithm� Those features used by the the tree as splitting
criteria in non�terminal nodes indicate which features were most useful�
These are listed below�

Of the twenty features which indicate the bucket type of the new
and three most recent alerts in the scenario only four were used as
splitting criteria� The features used indicated if the new alert was
a scan� if the new alert belonged to the stealth bucket� if the most
recent alert in the scenario belonged to the stealth bucket� and if
the second most recent alert was an escalation alert�
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Our measure r proved to be very useful� Recall from Section  that
r is a number which indicates the similarity of two IP addresses�
We can compare the new alert to the most recent alert in the
scenario and produce r values four ways� We can compare the
source of the new alert to the source of the most recent alert�
the destination of the new alert to the source of the most recent
alert� the source of the new alert to the destination of the most
recent alert and the destinations of both alerts may be compared�
All four features were used by the decision tree� Additionally a
feature whose value is the maximum value of r when the source
address of the new alert is compared to the source address of each
alert in the scenario was used�

A feature which indicates if the destination of the new alert was
the destination of any previous alerts was used�

The time between the new alert and the most recent alert in the
scenario was used as a splitting criteria�

A feature which indicates if the most recent alert was the same
type as the new alert was used as was a feature which indicates if
any alert in the scenario was the same type as the new alert�

A feature which indicates if the new alert might have its source
and destination addresses switched was used� This feature varies
between � and 
 where 
 indicates that this type of alert is always
reported reversed and ��� indicates that the alert has its addresses
reversed about half of the time�

� System Bene
ts

The system described provides great bene�ts to the security analyst�
The value of the system was made clear when we began to examine
the DEF CON ���� data� Looking at the 
����� alerts in this data set
was initially overwhelming� It was extremely di�cult to �gure out what
was happening on the network and which alerts represented activity
that would be of concern to somebody trying to protect this network�
It took the �rst author about �fteen hours to hand tag this data into
scenarios� Once this was done there were only eighty seven scenarios
to consider� The scenarios conveyed much more information that the
original alert stream� A quick look at many scenarios was su�cient to
infer the attackers intentions and tools� For example many scenarios
consisted of scans for port �� followed by a long string of HTTP speci�c
exploits� These individuals were clearly running scripts that tried every
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HTTP exploit they knew of� The exploits attempted on every host were
identical� Thus a network administrator who determined that her hosts
were not vulnerable to these exploits could quickly determine that the
entire scenario containing several hundred alerts was not a security risk�
It might also allow her to preemptively check the security of other web
servers once the the beginning of the scenario was seen�
While the bene�ts of this type of analysis are clear� it is not feasible

for administrators to spend �fteen hours analyzing two and a half hours
of network data� It is necessary to automate the analysis� The use of
the atom model makes it possible to reproduce these decisions in real�
time� Our system� using the binary tree discussed in Section ���� was
able to accurately reproduce the author�s analsis of the data in under
two seconds)
The system would be even more valuable if it were able to assess the

security risk of a scenario and update that risk assessment as the scenario
changed� To this end we have begun work on a declarative language that
administrators can use to specify risk assignment rules� This language
will be the subject of a future publication�

�� Discussion and Summary

We have presented a scenario building approach to IDS fusion� We
believe that the scenarios produced by our software convey more infor�
mation to an analyst than the individual alerts� The scenario building
process requires us to be able to produce an estimate that an alert be�
longs to a scenario� We have examined three approaches to this problem�
Our analysis indicates that the data mining approach is superior to ei�
ther of the other two considered� The data set used for this analysis
was fairly simple� This allowed our na��ve approach to perform better
than we expect it would on more realistic data� Even on this relatively
simplistic data the improvement o�ered by machine learning techniques
is signi�cant� We are in the process of obtaining a large amount of data
from an operational military network so that we can assess our technique
on more realistic tra�c�
We intend to improve the system by integrating the security risk as�

sessment language and adding a graphical user interface for viewing the
constructed scenarios� Furthermore we intend to create graphical tools
to ease the burden of hand tagging scenarios to produce training data�
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Abstract

Detecting and resolving security and performance problems in dis�
tributed systems have become increasingly important and challenging
because of the tremendous growth in network�based services� Intrusion
detection is an important security technique for networks and systems�
In this paper� we propose a methodology for utilizing MIB II objects for
network intrusion detection� We establish the normal pro	les of network
activities based on the information provided by the MIB II variables and
use data mining techniques and information�theoretic measures to build
an intrusion detection model� We test our MIB II�based intrusion de�
tection model with several Denial of Service �DoS� and probing attacks�
The results have shown that the model can detect these attacks e
ec�
tively�

Keywords� Intrusion Detection� Anomaly Detection� Data Mining� MIB II� Network
Security Management

�� Introduction

An intrusion detection system �IDS� is an important component of
network security mechanisms� An IDS collects audit data from the
system and network activities� e�g�� BSM #�$ and tcpdump #
�$� and
analyzes the information if there is an occurrence of intrusion or not�
There are two major intrusion detection techniques� i�e�� misuse de�

tection and anomaly detection� Misuse detection is a signature�based
technique that identi�es attacks based on the patterns of intrusion be�
havior or e�ects� Anomaly detection uses the established normal pro�les
to identify any unacceptable deviation as the possible result of an intru�
sion such as #
�$� Anomaly detection is intended to detect new attacks
that have no known signatures yet� Misuse detection cannot catch new
intrusions� however� misuse detection can be more accurate and e�cient
than anomaly detection�
Building a good anomaly detection model is very di�cult� Anomaly

detection technique is based on the understanding of the normal activi�
ties of systems and networks� However� it is di�cult to construct com�
prehensive pro�les that cover all normal activities� Another di�culty in
anomaly detection is the feature construction process� Generally� when
building an IDS� we need to determine the features in order to e�ec�
tively represent the network and system activities� Some of the features
can be extracted from audit data directly� while others need statistics
computed by using the audit data� for example� the number of incoming
TCP segments within a certain period of time� It is nontrivial to decide
what features should be extracted or computed�
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Our research aims to improve the e�ciency and performance of in�
trusion detection� In this paper� we propose to take advantage of the
information provided by the MIB II #
�$ in Network Management Sys�
tem �NMS� to establish the normal pro�les of network activities� We use
information�theoretic measures� namely conditional entropy� and classi�
�cation techniques to construct our anomaly detection model�
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we

introduce MIB II and information�theoretic measures� Section � presents
model construction techniques� Experiments and performance evalua�
tions are described in Section � In Section �� we discuss the strengths
and limitations of our model� Section � compares our work with related
e�orts� Finally� we summarize the paper and outline the future work in
Section ��

�� Background

In this section� we describe MIB II� one type of data source provided
by network management systems� We also describe several information�
theoretic measures and discuss how these measures relate to the anomaly
detection performance�

��� MIB II

The purpose of a network management system �NMS� is to operate�
administrate� maintain� and provision the network and services� The
goal of NMS is to assign and control proper network resources to address
service performance needs and the network�s objective� An NMS has
several key functions� i�e� fault� accounting� con�guration� performance�
and security management�
In a network management system� the network elements such as hosts�

routers� switches� etc� can have a management process� namely agent� in�
stalled for collecting information� The network manager manages these
network elements� The network manager and agents are linked by a
network management protocol� In the TCP�IP network� this protocol is
Simple Network Management Protocol �SNMP� #��$� The Management
Information Base �MIB� #
�$ is a collection of objects that represent the
resources in the network and hosts� MIB II de�nes the second version
of the management information base in SNMP� Its structure is de�ned
in the Structure of Management Information �SMI� #��$�
In an NMS� the network manager queries the agents and retrieves

the value of MIB objects to perform the monitoring functions� It can
also change the settings of agents by modifying the value of speci�c
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MIB variables� Agents can also send some information to the network
manager unsolicited given the proper policy and con�guration�
There are several groups in the standard MIB II that collect the in�

formation on di�erent network layers and protocols� These are the IP
group� ICMP group� TCP group� etc� In each group� the MIB II vari�
ables provide information on system con�guration� network tra�c� con�
trol and error statistics� Therefore� MIB II objects provide us an audit
source from which we can have a comprehensive understanding about
conditions and operations of the managed elements and network�

��� Entropy and Conditional Entropy

Entropy� or Shannon�Wiener Index #��$� is an important concept in
information theory and communication theory� It measures the uncer�
tainty �or impurity� of a collection of data items�

De
nition � For a dataset X where each data item belongs to a class
x � CX � the entropy of X relative to this jCX j�wise classi	cation is
de	ned as

H�X� �
X
x�CX

P �x� log



P �x�

where P �x� is the probability of x in X�

The typical interpretation of entropy is that it speci�es the number of
bits required to encode �and transmit� the classi�cation of a data item�
The entropy value is smaller when the class distribution is skewer� i�e��
when the data is more �pure��
For anomaly detection� we can use entropy as a measure of the regu�

larity of audit data� Each unique record in an audit dataset represents a
class� The smaller the entropy� the fewer the number of di�erent records
�i�e�� the higher the redundancies�� and we say that the more regular
the audit dataset� High�regularity data contains redundancies that help
predicting future events because the fact that many events are repeated
�or redundant� in the current dataset suggests that they will appear in
the future� Therefore� an anomaly detection model constructed using
dataset with smaller entropy will likely be simpler and have better de�
tection performance� For example� if the audit data contains a single
event class� e�g�� the MIB II object icmpInEchos has a constant value�
then the entropy is � and a single rule can identify any other event� e�g��
when the icmpInEchos value has changed� as an anomaly� If the audit
data contains many event types� then the entropy is greater than � and
a more complex model is needed�
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De
nition � The conditional entropy of X given Y is the entropy of
the probability distribution P �xjy�� that is�

H�XjY � �
X

x�y�CX �CY

P �x� y� log



P �xjy�

P �x� y� is the joint probability of x and y and P �xjy� is the conditional
probability of x given y�

Because of the temporal nature of user� program� and network ac�
tivities� we need to measure the temporal or sequential characteristic
of audit data� Using the de�nition above� let X be a collection of se�
quences where each is denoted as �e�� e�� � � � � en��� en�� and each ei is an
audit event	 and let Y be the collection of subsequences where each is
�e�� e�� � � � � ek�� and k � n� then the conditional entropy H�XjY � tells us
how much uncertainty remains for the rest of audit events in a sequence
x after we have seen y� i�e�� the �rst k events of x �note that since y is
always a subsequence of x here� we have P �x� y� � P �x��� For anomaly
detection� we can use conditional entropy as a measure of regularity of
sequential dependencies� And as the case of entropy� the smaller the
conditional entropy� the better� For example� if each audit trail is a se�
quence of events of the same type� e�g�� X � faaaaa� bbbbb� � � �g� then the
conditional entropy is � and the event sequences are very deterministic�
Conversely� a large conditional entropy indicates that the sequences are
not as deterministic and hence much harder to model�

�� Model Construction

In this section� we discuss the architecture of our MIB II�based intru�
sion detection model� We then describe how we use conditional entropy
in the construction of anomaly detection model� more speci�cally� in the
selection of optimal window size� We also discuss how to evaluate the
deviation from thresholds as an anomaly�

��� Model Architecture

As discussed in Section 
� there are two major intrusion detection
techniques� i�e�� misuse detection and anomaly detection� Misuse detec�
tion is a signature�based technique that identi�es the attacks based on
the patterns of intrusion behavior or e�ects� Anomaly detection uses
the established normal pro�les to identify any unacceptable deviation as
the possible result of an intrusion�
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Figure �	�	 MIB II�based ID Architecture

In our MIB II�based ID architecture� as shown in the Figure ��
� we
have both misuse detection module and anomaly detection module in
order to combine the strengths of these two ID techniques� These two
modules work parallel for detecting intrusions�
The major components in this MIB II�based ID model are�

Knowledge Base� The Knowledge Base stores the normal pro�les of
key MIB variables and the corresponding rules that represent sig�
natures of known intrusions that are retrieved by the misuse de�
tection engine� For anomaly detection module� Knowledge Base
provides the classi�cation rules and normal pro�les of clusters�

Signature Detection Module� It detects the intrusions based on the pat�
terns of the attacks� When the MIB objects are input� Detection
Engine requests Rule Set Selector to retrieve the rule sets from
the Knowledge Base and match them with the corresponding MIB
variables for the intrusion detection�

Anomaly Detection Module� It is responsible for detecting the �new�
intrusions that are unknown in the Knowledge Base� In this mod�
ule� there are two core correlation parts�
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Classi	cation Engine� It classi�es the input MIB variables
based on the established classi�cation rules stored in the Knowl�
edge Base� These rules are learned by using normal data�

Cluster Detection Engine� This engine is used for the �nal
step of anomaly detection� The data fed to this engine is not
from the raw MIB variables but some cluster information gen�
erated by Classi	cation Engine� The Pro	le Selector selects
the cluster pro�le from the Knowledge Base�

��� Anomaly Detection Module

����� Anomaly Detection Model Design Overview� Since
MIB II can provide information on di�erent network layers and proto�
cols� in our MIB�based anomaly ID model� we use �
 MIB II objects
related to network tra�c� error and con�guration information as our
monitoring variables� These variables are in the groups of IP� ICMP�
UDP� TCP and SNMP�
In order to have a comprehensive understanding of network activities�

as shown in Figure ���� we partition the �
 MIB II variables into 
�
sub�modules based on their de�nitions as well as the network layers
and protocols that they belong to� For example� in the sub�module of
ICMP In Error� we include the MIB II variable of icmpInErrors� In the
sub�module of UDP Out� the MIB II variable of udpOutDatagrams is
included� The architecture is designed based on the protocol�hierarchy
property of MIB II and objects� de�nitions�
When applying our anomaly detection model� all sub�modules are

used �rst� and if there are any potential anomalies� the corresponding
sub�module will send out the alarms� When an alarm is �red by any of
the protocol ID sub�modules� we consider an anomaly in that protocol�
In anomaly detection� since we do not assume to have prior knowledge
about the intrusion� such as what protocol or which layer it will manifest
itself� we need to further examine alarms from �higher� layer�s� and
protocol�s�� With ID sub�module in each protocol� we can detect an
anomaly more precisely and locate the protocol and layer where the
anomaly has happened�

����� Anomaly Detection Module Construction� When
building anomaly detection models� we use classi�cation techniques to
generate a rule set for each object to predict its normal values� In our
study� we use RIPPER #�$� a rule learning algorithm� as our classi�ca�
tion engine because of its good generalization accuracy and concise rule
conditions�
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Figure �	�	 MIB II�based Anomaly ID Model

We use an object�time approach in constructing the anomaly detection
model of each MIB II object� Speci�cally� for each MIB object� we use
the previous values of this object to predict the coming value� i�e�� we
use Ot�n� Ot��n���� ���� Ot��� Ot�� to predict the value Ot� The intuition
is that there exists a predictable temporal relationship under normal
conditions for each object� however� such temporal relationship will be
broken or disturbed by the abnormal conditions such as the occurrence
of intrusions� We train the ID model to learn such normal temporal
relationship and detect the potential intrusions� In this approach� the
main challenge is how to select a good window size�
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As described in Section �� in anomaly detection� we can use condi�
tional entropy as a measure of regularity of sequential dependencies� The
smaller the conditional entropy� the better we can predict the sequence�
In addition� there is a direct connection between conditional entropy
and information gain when the regularity of sequential dependencies is
used directly in the anomaly detection model #
�$� The lower the condi�
tional entropy� the higher the information gain� the better the detection
performance� As Figure ��� shows� for the object of ipInReceives� the
conditional entropy decreases with the increase of the sequence length�
Figure �� shows the changes of the misclassi�cation rate �i�e�� error
rate� of the model for object ipInReceives while the sequence length in�
creases� We see the trends in the two �gures agree with each other�
In the model construction� for those MIB II objects whose conditional
entropy is larger than zero� we do further modeling analysis such as the
sequence length optimization�
Intuitively� the more information we have� the better detection per�

formance we will achieve� For example� from Figure ��� it shows that
the misclassi�cation rate is the lowest when the sequence length equals
�
� However� there is always a cost for any gain� With a longer sequence
length� though we have included more information� we also increase both
the processing time of data sets and the complexity of the model� There�
fore� we should balance the trade o� between the detection performance
and the cost� As in #
�$� we also use the running time as the measure�
ment of the cost� Here� we de�ne the time cost as the running time when
the test data sets are fed into the model for processing and calculation�
We use the Accuracy�Cost for selecting the optimal sequence length for
each object model�
From Figure ���� it shows that� for the MIB II object ipInReceives�

we should select sequence length equal to three as the �nal window size�
That is we use the Ot��� Ot�� to predict the value of Ot of this object�
Having determined the optimal window size for each object� we use

three phases to construct model pro�les� We �rst create two normal
datasets for each object where each record is an observation sequence�
e�g�� Ot��� Ot��� Ot� One of these datasets is used for training in phase
one� and the other is used for testing in phase two� In phase one� we
apply RIPPER to the normal training data sets to get a set of rules
for each of object� For example� for MIB II object udpInDatagrams�
we have two rules� C� 
�� � IF O
 �  O�  �� C� ���� ��� IF �
The �rst rule means if Ot�� �  and Ot��  �� then the value of Ot

is predicted to be �� In the training data sets� there are totally 
��
records matched with this rule and none contradicts� The second rule
says that the default rule is Ot � �� and in the training data sets� ����
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Figure �	�	 Conditional Entropy of MIB II object ipInReceives
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Figure �	
	 Accuracy over Cost of MIB II object ipInReceives

records match with this prediction rule and ��� records contradict the
prediction� At the second phase� for each object� we apply the rules to
the test data sets� For each prediction by RIPPER rules� we can get
the �violation score� of the record� We de�ne the �violation score� as
either � when the prediction rule can predict correctly� or the con	dence
of the prediction rule� which is the number of matched examples divided
by the sum of matched and unmatched examples when the prediction
does not match with actual value� In phase three� based on the ID sub�
module in each di�erent protocol group as described in Section ����
�
we combine the corresponding objects� violation scores and form the ID
sub�module score vectors� For example� in the ID sub�module �UDP�
In�� since it consists of two MIB II objects� namely udpInDatagrams and
udpNoPorts� the score vector of the ID sub�module �UDP�In� has two
dimensions� one is the violation score of udpInDatagrams� the other is
the violation score of udpNoPorts�
In phase one� we apply data mining technology on the normal data

sets in order to have the knowledge of normal behaviors of network
activities� and this phase is a machine learning process� In phase two�
the intuition is that normal data sets should match the predictions more
precisely by the rules learned in phase one� i�e�� with lower violation
scores� These lower violation scores make up the dimensions of the
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normal score vectors in phase three� The vectors in phase three serve
the purposes of combining together the relevant scores� i�e�� those from
MIB II objects of the same modules� When an intrusion occurs� the
abnormal data will violate the prediction rules and generate a large
violation score which a�ects the corresponding score vector directly�
After establishing the normal score vectors for each ID sub�module�

clustering techniques are applied for anomaly detection� With the nor�
mal score vector data sets� at each sampling time point� we compute the
centroid and calculate the maximum and minimum Euclidean distances
from each score vector to the centroid� For example� we have three nor�
mal score vectors� namelyV�� V�� V�� from three di�erent normal score
vector data sets and all refer to the same sampling time point T � The
centroid at the sampling point T is computed as the mean of these three
vectors� i�e�� �V� &V� &V����� and Euclidean distance is from these
� score vectors to the centroid respectively� We denote the maximum
and minimum Euclidean distance as Euclideanmax and Euclideanmin�
A tolerance deviation margin � in percentage is introduced and

Euclideanmax � �
 & ��

and
Euclideanmin � �
� ��

act as the performance upper and lower threshold respectively� In real�
time monitoring� we feed the sampled real�time MIB data into the ID
model� and get the score vectors of each ID sub�module� Anomaly detec�
tion is accomplished by comparing Euclidean distance of the input score
vectors to the centroid with the thresholds� If the Euclidean distance is
either over or below the thresholds� we regard it as an anomaly�

�� Experiments and Performance Evaluation

We deployed our ID model on a research testbed in Emulab Net
�http���www�emulab�net� and conducted a series of experiments� We
describe some results here�

��� Normal Data Sets

The testbed we con�gured has two LANs with a router in the middle�
The background tra�c is simulated based on the results and reference
from #�
� � �$� Speci�cally speaking� there is around ��� tcp tra�c�

�� udp tra�c and the rest �around ���
�� is icmp tra�c� Http tra�c
occupies the major part of the tcp tra�c which is approximately ����
The packet size is distributed as the following� ��� packets have 
����

��� bytes� 
�� are ������ bytes� and ��� are below 
�� bytes�
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We monitored a host� acting as the victim in the attack experiments�
for two hours and sampled the MIB II objects under normal conditions
every three seconds� There are total ��� sample points for each data set�
The normal data sets are divided into two parts� namely normal training
data sets and normal test data sets� Normal training data sets is ��
of the total normal data sets and the rest ��� is the normal test data
sets� The normal training data sets are used to train the RIPPER to get
the rules for each object under di�erent window size� The normal test
data sets are used by the RIPPER rules and calculate the test accuracy
and time cost under di�erent window size in order to get the optimal
window size for each object� The normal test data sets are also used to
establish the violation score vectors� the normal temporal centroids� and
Euclidean distances for each ID sub�module�

��� Evaluation under Attacks

In this section� we present the evaluation results on the MIB II�based
ID model under di�erent intrusions�

����� Misuse Detection� As discussed in Section ��
� misuse
detection has the advantages of high accuracy and e�ciency� however
the domain knowledge of the nature of the intrusions are needed� In
MIB II variables� there are many objects that can directly indicate the
nature of some intrusions� therefore� such MIB II variables can be used
directly for setting up the signature�based detection rules� For example�
MIB II object icmpInEchos counts the total number of inbound icmp
ping packets� Since the syntax of this MIB II object is counter� we need
to use the delta value� i�e�� Xt���Xt� to show the changes of the object�
Therefore� by using the delta value of object counter� we can detect the
Ping Flood attack�� As shown in the Figure ��� and Figure ���� we can
see that the Ping Flood attack can increase the delta value of MIB II
object icmpInEchos dramatically� Therefore� we can set up a rule that if
the delta value of icmpInEchos has been increased over the normal value
by a certain percentage� then Ping Flood attack occurs� Similarly� for
example� we can also use the MIB II object icmpInEchoReps to detect
the SMURF� #�$ attack� With the knowledge of the pattern of SMURF

�Ping �ood attack is that the attacker sends a high amount of icmp echo request packets to
the victim in order to make the victim inoperable�
�The attacker sends a stream of icmp echo requests to the broadcast address of many subnets
with the source address spoofed to be that of the intended victim� The attack results in a
large� continuous stream of echo replies that �ood the victim�
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attack� we can select object icmpInEchoReps as the key MIB II variable
for detecting the SMURF attack� Object icmpInEchoReps represents
the total number of inbound icmp echo replies� Therefore� the pattern
of SMURF attack by using this object can be phrased as� If the delta
value of icmpInEchoReps is more than the normal maximum delta value
by a certain percentage� e�g�� ���� then SMURF attack occurs�
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Figure �	�	 icmpInEchos under normal condition
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Figure �	�	 icmpInEchos under Ping Flood attack
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Figure ��� to Figure ��

 show the changes of two MIB II objects
in UDP group� i�e�� udpInDatagrams and udpInErrors� observed under
the normal condition and the intrusion of UDP Flood respectively� ud�
pInDatagrams counts the total number of UDP datagrams delivered to
UDP users� udpInErrors refers to the number of received UDP data�
grams that could not be delivered for reasons other than the lack of an
application at the destination host� Figure ��� and Figure ��� show that
the delta value of MIB II object udpInDatagrams changes a lot during
the intrusion period� comparing normal and intrusion conditions� From
Figure ��
�� we can see that the delta value of object udpInErrors is
zero in the normal condition� Figure ��

 shows the dramatic changes of
the delta value of object udpInErrors under the UDP Flood� It clearly
indicates a huge amount of UDP packets were sent to the target during
the intrusion� The reason why the udpInErrors instead of udpInData�
grams has a more drastic value changes is that the attacking tool gener�
ated many incorrect UDP packets which were counted by udpInErrors�
From these �gures� we can see that some MIB II objects can indicate
the corresponding abnormal events clearly according to their de�nitions�
Therefore� these objects can act as an audit source for misuse detection�

�The attacker sends a huge amount of UDP tra�c to the UDP port�s� of the victim in order
to make the corresponding port inoperable�
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Figure �		 udpInDatagrams under normal condition
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Figure �	�	 udpInDatagrams under UDP Flood attack
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Figure �	��	 udpInErrors under normal condition
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Figure �	��	 udpInErrors under UDP Flood attack
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In the experiments� we launched several denial�of�service�DoS� at�
tacks� e�g�� Syn Flood� and probing attacks� e�g�� NMAP� #

$� and eval�
uated the performance of Misuse Detection Module as shown in the
Table ��


Table �	�	 Misuse Detections by MIB II�based ID Model

Type of Intrusions TP� FP� Key MIB II Objects

Ping Flood ������ ����� icmpInEchos

Syn Flood ����� ����� tcpInSegs
tcpActiveOpens
tcpAttemptFails

UDP Flood ������ ����� udpInDatagrams
udpInErrors

NMAP�TCP � Syn� ������ ����� tcpInSegs� tcpOutRsts

NMAP�UDP� ������ ����� udpInErrors
udpNoPorts
icmpOutDestUnreachs

� TP� True Positive Rate� � FP� False Positive Rate

����� Anomaly Detection� Although we can directly use
some MIB II variables to represent some certain known intrusion pat�
terns and compose the corresponding detection rules� an anomaly detec�
tion module is still desired in order to detect the new intrusions whose
signatures are unknown yet� Therefore� it is necessary to combine the
corresponding MIB II objects according to network layers and protocols�
e�g�� using the sub�modules� in order to detect intrusions more precisely�
In evaluating the ID model� we ran several DoS attacks using the

TFN�K attacking tool #�$� The MIB II variables were collected at the
target� and the sample rate and period were the same as that in the
normal runs� We use Mix Flood� i�e�� a combination of Ping Flood�
UDP Flood and Syn Flood� as an example here to discuss our results�

�The attacker sends a huge stream of SYN packets to a port�s� of the victim without �nishing
the TCP connections� Such a big amount of half open TCP connections can block the
service�s� associated with the port�s� of the victim�
�A port scanning tool that can �nd out which port is opening and what the service is running
on the port on the victim host�
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Figure ��
� to Figure ��
� show some information on the Euclidean
distance of four ID sub�modules� i�e�� ICMP In� ICMP Out� UDP In Error
and TCP In� under the normal condition and the intrusion respectively�
Figure ��
� shows the normal maximum and minimum Euclidean dis�
tance of ICMP In sub�module� From Figure ��
�� we can see that the
Mix Flood attack has caused the Euclidean distance of ICMP In to in�
crease a lot over its maximum normal pro�le� The same results can be
seen by comparing the Euclidean distance of sub ID model ICMP Out
under normal condition and under the attack respectively� i�e�� Fig�
ure ��
 and Figure ��
�� Figure ��
� shows the normal pro�le of max�
imum and minimum Euclidean distance of sub�module UDP In Error�
Figure ��
� shows clearly that the Euclidean distance of UDP In Error
has been increased dramatically as the Mix  ood attack occurred� Sim�
ilarly� Figure ��
� shows the normal maximum and minimum Euclidean
distance of module TCP In� Figure ��
� shows that the module TCP In
has very large Euclidean distance under the intrusion� Comparing the
�gures of the normal maximum and minimum Euclidean distance with
the �gures of Euclidean distance under the intrusion� we can see that�
these three sub�ID modules can detect the anomaly based on the pre�set
thresholds� In this experiment� we set tolerance deviation margin � as
����
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Figure �	��	 ICMP In ID sub�module under normal condition
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Figure �	��	 ICMP In ID sub�module under Mix Flood attack
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Figure �	��	 ICMP Out ID sub�module under normal condition
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Figure �	�
	 ICMP Out ID sub�module under Mix Flood attack
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Figure �	��	 UDP In Error ID sub�module under normal condition
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Figure �	��	 UDP In Error ID sub�module under Mix Flood attack
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Figure �	�	 TCP In ID sub�module under normal condition
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Figure �	��	 TCP In ID sub�module under Mix Flood attack
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In each experiment� we have ��� samples with ��second sample in�
terval� In the performance evaluation� we use our ID model to identify
the anomaly sample point� Table ��� shows the performance results of
our ID model in the experiments� It also shows which ID sub�module is
used to detect each intrusion� From the table� we can see that our ID
model has a very high detection accuracy and relatively low false alarm
rate on some intrusions such as Ping Flood� Syn Flood� Targa�	� UDP
Flood and Mix Flood� It also shows that the right sub�modules were
able to detect the intrusions that had in uences on the corresponding
protocols� For example� because Ping Flood is to send a huge amount
of pings� i�e�� icmpechos to the victim host� the victim host will not
only receive a large number of icmp echo requests� but sends out many
icmp echo replies as well� Therefore� we would expect the sub�modules
ICMP In and ICMP Out to detect such anomaly� As shown in the re�
sults� these two sub�modules ICMP In and ICMP Out have detected the
Ping Flood successfully� In TearDrop�� the detection rate is not as high
as the others� This is due to the sample rate of the ID model� Generally�
when an intrusion occurs in the network� the deviation on the MIB data
measures will last for a while due to the fact that the intrusion e�ects
have the �build�up� and �residual� stages� However� the relatively large
sample interval with regard to the short duration of TearDrop makes
these stages less visible and a�ects the detection performance�

�� Discussion

From our experiments� we can see that our MIB II�based ID anomaly
detection module can detect some tra�c�based attacks such as dis�
tributed denial�of�service �DDoS� and DoS very well� In addition� with
the help of Misuse Detection module� the probing intrusion can also be
detected accurately� These two modules are actually complementary to
each other� While misuse detection module is intended to detect the
known intrusions e�ciently� MIB II objects� due to their de�nitions�
cannot represent all the known intrusion signatures� Therefore� there is
a need to �nd another approach� i�e�� using Anomaly Detection module�
to comprehensively detect the intrusions based on layers and protocols�

�The attacker sends out the incorrect and uncommon packets� such as the invalid fragmen�
tation� packet size� header values� etc� When the TCP�IP stack receives these weird packets�
the kernel has to allocate the sources to handle these packets� A huge amount of malformed
packets can make the system crash because of the exhausted resources�
�The attacker sends out many IP packets with overlapping IP fragments� If the implementa�
tions of the IP fragmentation re�assembly code cannot properly handle with overlapping IP
fragments� the system will be crashed�
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Table �	�	 Anomaly Detections by MIB II�based ID Model

Type of Intrusions TP� FP� Detected by ID Sub�Module

Ping Flood ������ ������ IP In� ICMP In
ICMP Out

Syn Flood ������ ������ IP In� TCP In

Targa ������ ����� IP In� IP Other
TCP In Error
UDP In Error

UDP Flood ������ ������ IP In� UDP In
UDP In Error

MixFlood ������ ������ ICMP In� ICMP Out
TCP In� UDP In Error

TearDrop� ������ ����� IP In� IP Other

� TP� True Positive Rate� � FP� False Positive Rate

However� due to the limitation of MIB II objects� our ID model currently
cannot detect those non�tra�c based attacks such as illegal�remote�root�
access attacks since these attacks generally do not depend on the large
tra�c to compromise the target� yet� most of MIB II objects are related
to the tra�c information� In addition� due to the size of our test bed�
we were unable to test our MIB�based ID model under more realistic
and complicated network tra�c conditions� This is a limitation in our
experiments�
Our ID model has shown some potential bene�ts� First of all� our

ID model can improve the e�ciency of the IDS� Since most of the cur�
rent IDSs use tcpdump #
�$ for network intrusion detection� for those
tra�c�based attacks� such as DoS� the IDS engine needs to calculate the
related statistics based on the raw tcpdump data in order to detect the
abnormal tra�c� Such approach is ine�cient in terms of space and time�
In addition� to select and construct the statistical features to detect a
wide range of attacks is very challenging� Network Management System
�NMS� has already provided us with a comprehensive set of variables
about network activities that are very valuable for anomaly detection�
For example� MIB II has many objects representing the tra�c infor�
mation and con�guration of the network and hosts� As our ID model
shows� by taking advantage of the information from the MIB II� we can
do anomaly detection on the tra�c�based intrusions directly� We believe
that using the information in NMS can ease the workload of the IDS in
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terms of information collection and calculation� One of the potential
integration is that the ID agents based on our MIB�based ID model can
be deployed in the network and collaborate with the tcpdump�based IDS
for intrusion detection� A security manager is necessary for correlating
the alarms sent by the ID agents and the IDS� We believe that such inte�
gration will provide a more comprehensive solution to network intrusion
detection�
Another potential application of our MIB�based ID model is to do pro�

active detection of the attacks such as DDoS #�$� We can install security
agents based on our MIB�based ID model on the slave machines which
monitor the anomaly activities on the host� When the the slave machine
sends out attacking packets� the anomalous outbound attacking tra�c
can be detected by the ID model and alarms can be sent out before the
attacking tra�c reaches the breaking point to compromise the target�
On the whole� through this study� we have learned that� although MIB

II objects have some limitations� the MIB II�based ID model can provide
us an e�ective approach in detecting a certain category of attacks� i�e��
tra�c�based intrusions� In addition� we can also take advantage of such
MIB�based ID model in the integration of the NMS and IDS in order to
achieve a more comprehensive and e�cient security system�

	� Related Work

Anomaly detection has been an important subject in the IDS� Many
di�erent approaches have been proposed and implemented� In the early
approaches #��� 
�� 
$� a normal pro�le is usually based on statistical
measures of the system features� e�g�� the CPU usage� etc� Recently�
there have been several studies in using learning�based approach to build
anomaly detection models for privileged programs #�� ��� 
� �$� Warren�
der et al� #��$ showed that a number of machine�learning approaches� e�g��
rule induction� Hidden Markov Model� etc�� can be used to learn concise
and generalizable representation of the �self� identity of a system pro�
gram #�$� EMERALD #
�$ has an enterprise�wide correlator which com�
bines the alarms from the distributed detectors� Its anomaly detection
model is based on the statistical approach for monitoring the network
tra�c� While these systems all have some degree of success� most of
them are focused on the host�based anomaly detection by investigating
the system programs� In addition� few of the above systems has taken
advantage of MIB II objects as an audit source for the network�based
anomaly detection�
In NMS� the work concentrates on network performance modeling for

the purpose of detecting degradation and faults #�� 
�� ��� 
�$� How�
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ever� the context of intrusion detection is more subtle than the general
fault detection in NMS� In #��$� MIB II variables are used for the fault
detection� Their approach uses only �ve MIB II objects in the Interface
group and IP group and focuses on the faults happened on the IP layer�
However� this approach is not appropriate for the intrusion detection
since such a few MIBs are not comprehensive enough to represent the
behavior of normal network activities�

� Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper� we proposed an approach for intrusion detection using
MIB II�based ID model� We apply data mining� information theory� and
clustering technique to develop our ID model� The results of experiments
showed that our ID model performs well in detecting probing attacks
and some tra�c�based intrusions such as DoS and DDoS� The promising
results also show that our ID model can play an important role in the
the integration of the IDS and NMS�
Further work is needed to validate our methodology under more re�

alistic and complicated tra�c conditions� Future e�orts will be also fo�
cused on anomaly detection on intrusions with slower tra�c and stealth
attacks� We will re�ne our modeling techniques in selecting the appro�
priate MIB variables and time window as well as correlation techniques
between ID sub�modules at di�erent protocol layers� We will also further
study the integration of the IDS and NMS�
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Abstract Data mining�based intrusion detection systems �IDSs� have signi	cant
advantages over signature�based IDSs since they are designed to gen�
eralize models of network audit data to detect new attacks� However�
data mining�based IDSs are di�cult to deploy in practice due to the
complexity of collecting and managing audit data to train the data
mining�based detection models� In this paper� we present Adaptive
Model Generation �AMG�� a real time architecture for implementing

���
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data mining�based intrusion detection systems� This architecture solves
the problems associated with data mining�based IDSs by automating
the collection of data� the generation and deployment of detection mod�
els� and the real�time evaluation of data� It is a distributed system with
general classes of components that can be easily changed within the
framework of the system� We also present speci	c examples of system
components including auditing sub�systems� model generators for mis�
use detection and anomaly detection� and support for visualization and
correlation of multiple audit sources�

Keywords� Intrusion Detection� Data Mining� Anomaly Detection�

�� Introduction

As sensitive information is increasingly being stored and manipulated
on networked systems� the security of these networks and systems has be�
come an extremely important issue� Intrusion detection systems �IDSs�
are an integral part of any complete security package of a modern� well
managed network system� An IDS detects intrusions by monitoring a
network or system and analyzing an audit stream collected from the
network or system to look for clues of malicious behavior�
The most widely used and commercially available IDSs are signature�

based systems� A signature�based system matches features observed
from the audit stream to a set of signatures hand crafted by experts and
stored in a signature database� Signature�based methods have some
inherent limitations� The most signi�cant is that a signature�based
method is designed to only detect attacks for which it contains a sig�
nature in the database� In addition to the expense in time and human
expertise of manually encoding a signature for each and every known
attack� the signature�based methods therefore can not detect unknown
attacks since there is no signature in the database for them� It is these
unknown attacks that are typically the most dangerous because the sys�
tem is completely vulnerable to them�
Data mining�based methods are another paradigm for building intru�

sion detection systems� The main advantage of these methods is that
they leverage the generalization ability of data mining methods and in
order to detect new and unknown attacks� A data mining�based IDS
uses machine learning and data mining algorithms on a large set of sys�
tem audit data to build detection models� These models have been
proven to be very e�ective Lee et al�� 
���	 Warrender et al�� 
����
These algorithms are generally classi�ed as either misuse detection or
anomaly detection� Misuse detection algorithms learn how to classify
normal and attack data from a set of training data which contains both
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labeled attack and normal data Lee et al�� 
���� Anomaly detection al�
gorithms learn a model of normal activity by training on a set of normal
data� Anomaly detection algorithms then classify as an attack activity
that diverges from this normal pattern based on the assumption that
attacks have much di�erent patterns than do normal activity� In this
way new unknown attacks can be detected Denning� 
���	 Forrest et al��

���	 Warrender et al�� 
���	 Ghosh and Schwartzbard� 
����
However� data mining�based IDSs have their own disadvantages� Data

to train the models is costly to generate� The data must be collected
from a raw audit stream and translated into a form suitable for train�
ing� In addition� for misuse detection� each instance of data must be
labeled either normal or attack� In the case of anomaly detection each
instance of data must be veri�ed to be normal network activity� Since
data mining�based IDSs in general do not perform well when trained
in one environment and deployed in another� this process of preparing
the data must be repeated at every deployment of data mining�based
IDS system� Furthermore� for each type of audit data that is to be
examined �network packets� host event logs� process traces� etc�� the
process of preparing the data needs to be repeated as well� Because of
the large volumes of data that needs to be prepared� the deployment of a
data mining�based IDS system involves a tremendous amount of manual
e�ort�
Many of parts of these manual processes can be automated� including

the collection and aggregation of the data and translating it into a form
appropriate for training the data mining�based detection models� In
addition� many of these processes are the same across types of audit
data� Some of the processes still require some manual intervention such
as labeling the data� but even these can be semi�automated�
In this paper we present Adaptive Model Generation �AMG�� an ar�

chitecture to automate the processes of data collection� model generation
and data analysis� The AMG system solves many of the practical prob�
lems associated with the deployment of data mining�based IDSs�
AMG is an architecture to automate many of the critical processes

in the deployment and operation of real time data mining�based in�
trusion detection systems� AMG abstracts various parts of the data
mining�based IDS process and formalizes the automation of this pro�
cess� This includes abstracting the processes of data collection� data ag�
gregation� detection model evaluation� detection model generation� and
model distribution� AMG uses a general XML�based data and model
representation scheme that facilitates the translation of data from what
is collected at the audit stream to the form necessary for generation of
detection models� AMG provides a tool for semi�automating the pro�
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cess of labeling training data and also leverages a new class of intrusion
detection algorithms called unsupervised anomaly detection �UAD� al�
gorithms which permits the training of detection models over unlabeled
data� These algorithms detect intrusions buried within unlabeled data
and can tolerate a small amount of intrusion data �noise� in the training
data Eskin� ����	 Portnoy et al�� ���
	 Eskin et al�� �����
The AMG architecture consists of several di�erent types of component

sub�systems� Real time components such as sensors and detectors collect
information from the monitored system and detect intrusions in real
time� The centerpiece of the data management capabilities of AMG is
a data warehouse which stores the data collected by all of the sensors
in a network� Model generators access this data and train data mining�
based detection models using this data� Model distributors transfer the
models to the detectors� Finally analysis engines provide data analysis
capabilities such as visualization and forensic analysis�
More speci�cally� AMG has the following major capabilities�

Automated Data Collection� Data is collected by sensors and auto�
matically sent to detectors for classi�cation and to the data ware�
house for aggregation and use in training models�

Data Warehousing� AMG includes a data warehouse component
that stores data from all sensors� This data is used for training
detection models but can used to support various types of data
analysis such as forensic analysis�

Automated Model Generation� Detection models are trained from
data stored in the data warehouse� The process for converting the
data into the appropriate form for training is fully automated�

Heterogeneous Data Support� Data from di�erent types of audit
sources is easily handled in the framework of our system� Any form
of data can be represented using a general XML�based language�

Automated Model Distribution� Once a new model is generated it
is deployed to all of the detectors that subscribe to the particular
detection models that have been generated�

Data Analysis Capabilities �Including Forensics�� AMG enables
evaluation of archival records stored within the data warehouse to
search for intrusions�

Visualization Support� AMG includes generic visualization com�
ponents that allow in a consistent fashion the visualization of data
from di�erent sources�
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Correlation Support� Since data from multiple sensors is stored
in the data warehouse AMG can perform analysis over the data
from multiple sources and to train detection models which examine
audit streams from multiple sensors�

The paper is organized as follows� We �rst describe in detail the com�
ponents that make up the AMG system� We then describe the main
capabilities of the AMG system� Then we describe the kinds of data
mining algorithms that the AMG system supports� Finally we give ex�
amples of model generation algorithms and sensors that are implemented
through the AMG framework� Note that in most cases� the sensors and
detectors presented in this paper have been described in detail in other
prior publications� In this paper we present the details of how the sensor
or model is easily integrated into the AMG system in a �plug and play�
fashion�

�� Components of Adaptive Model Generation

The adaptive model generation system automates the processes of
data collection� data management� detection model generation and dis�
tribution� and provides various capabilities for data analysis� The chal�
lenge in automating these processes is the need to support di�erent types
of data and di�erent types of detection models� In a typical network en�
vironment there are many di�erent audit streams that are useful for
detecting intrusions� For example� such data includes the packets pass�
ing over the network �header values� payload features� or combinations
thereof�� the system logs on the hosts in the network� and the system
calls of processes on these machines� These types of data have fun�
damentally di�erent properties� In addition� detection models can also
vary greatly� The most widely used detection model is a signature�based
system while data mining�based approaches use methods such as proba�
bilistic models Eskin et al�� ���
 and support vector machines Cristianini
and Shawe�Taylor� ����� The methods for building these detection mod�
els as well as executing them in real time vary greatly for each type of
detection model�
AMG is a system framework and architecture that can handle virtu�

ally any data type and detection model� The AMG system consists of
four types of components� real time components which include sensors
and detectors� a data warehouse component� detection model manage�
ment components which include adaptive model generators and detec�
tion model distributors and data analysis components which includes
components for visualization� forensics� labeling data� correlation and
extracting information from multiple records�
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Sensors gather information from an environment and send that data
to the data warehouse� The data in the data warehouse is accessed
by the detection model generators which generate models that classify
activity as either malicious or normal� Once a model is created it is
stored in the data warehouse� A model distributor deploys that model
to a real�time detector� The detector receives the detection model from
the detection model distributor and also receives the audit data from
the sensor� It then uses the model to evaluate the audit data from the
sensor to detect intrusions�
The data analysis engines retrieve data from the data warehouse� The

use of the data varies depending on the particular data analysis engine�
The results of an analysis are either stored in the data warehouse� or
displayed directly to the user� Data analysis engines allow the adaptive
model generation system to implement many systems that are helpful
in the deployment of an intrusion detection system� New types of data
analysis engines can easily be incorporated into the AMG system� The
complete architecture of the adaptive model generation system is dis�
played in Figure ��
�

Figure �	�	 The AMG System Architecture

The adaptive model generation system uses a distributed architecture
that consists of autonomous components� By making these components
independent� linking them only with a communication protocol with very
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loose format restrictions� we allow any component conforming to that
protocol to interface with our system� The communication protocol uses
an XML markup language which is similar to the IDMEF speci�cation
in the IETF Internet Engineering Task Force� ����� The system can
easily be adapted to the IDMEF format or any other language format
such as CIDF Staniford�Chen et al�� 
����

��� Real Time Components

The AMG system uses two basic components to provide real time
detection capabilities� sensors and detectors� A sensor is a system that
collects data from an audit stream and formats the data into the ap�
propriate form using the XML markup language� This data is then sent
to a detector which uses a detection model to determine whether or not
the data corresponds to an attack� If the data corresponds to an attack�
the detector generates an alert�
In this framework� a traditional IDS system consists of a sensor and

a detector which in most cases are integrated together� For example� in
our framework� the Snort Roesch� 
��� system contains a sensor which
monitors packets and a detector which evaluates signatures over the
features extracted from the packets� Our system separates these two
components providing a means of managing the overall computation of
IDS in recon�gurable architectures� For example� if the detection model
evaluation for a particular audit stream is a computational bottleneck�
it can be easily distributed to multiple machines�
The advantage of the AMG system over traditional system architec�

tures is the integration of the sensors and detectors with other analysis
and distribution sub�systems� In addition to sending the data to a detec�
tor� the sensor also sends the data to a data warehouse which aggregates
and stores the data� The detector retrieves its detection models from
the model distributors� These detection models are created by other
components of the AMG system�

Sensors Sensors are lightweight processes that gather information from
a real�time audit stream� format that information into an XML repre�
sentation and then send that to the detectors for real time intrusion
detection and to the data warehouse for aggregation of data and stor�
age� The sensors can gather information from any source� For every
di�erent audit stream of data a sensor can be implemented to monitor
and collect the data�
Typically� there are two major classes of sensors� network sensors and

host sensors� Network sensors monitor the packets moving through the
network� We have implemented a network sensor HAUNTDios et al��
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���
 which is used to monitor network activity� The system listens
to network tra�c and reassembles the packets in order to create data
records which summarize connections� A network sensor in AMG can
be created from existing network IDS systems such as Snort Roesch�

��� and Bro Paxson� 
��� simply by wrapping the component in the
XML�based form required for AMG�
In most circumstances there are multiple sensors for each host� This is

because a host usually has several di�erent streams of information that
are useful for detecting intrusions� AMG has been implemented with a
variety of sensors for both Windows and Linux systems Hershkop et al��
���
� On the Windows system we have developed Windows event log
sensors� software wrappers� netstat sensors� and registry sensors� There
are three Windows event log sensors which take information from the
application� security� and event logs on the Windows system respectively�
Software wrappers are sensors that gather information about system
calls� Netstat sensors use the netstat tool that gathers information about
network connections on the host� data� Registry sensors monitor the
activity of the windows registry when applications are run on the host�
The Linux sensors built into AMG include process sensors� network

connection sensors� resource sensors� and software wrappers� Process
sensors use the �proc virtual �le�system to gather information about
each running process� Network connection sensors collect information
about network connections being made to and from the host machine�
Resource sensors gather information about CPU and memory usage on
a machine� The software wrappers for Linux systems are the same as
for Windows� monitoring system calls made by a process� Details of all
the host based sensors can be found in Hershkop et al�� ���
�
The sensors themselves are constructed from two major components�

the basic auditing module �BAM� and the communication engine� The
BAM is the component that extracts the information from the audited
source� The communication engine encodes the data and sends it to the
data warehouse for storage�
The BAM needs a mechanism to gather the data� This is done dif�

ferently for each stream of data� Therefore a separate BAM is needed
for each source of data that the system monitors� Packet sni�ers and
Win�� hooks are two examples of ways to tap into the data stream and
gather data� The BAM can be seen as an interface to the system being
monitored� It hooks into the data stream and has the ability to transfer
the information from that data stream to the communication engine�
Therefore this system can function without any knowledge of how the
sensor work� This makes the system very  exible with respect to sensors�
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The communication engine takes the data from the BAM� encodes the
data into the AMG XML format and then sends that data to the data
warehouse� Along with the data itself the BAM sends the meta data�
such as variable types� to the communication engine� This is the infor�
mation that the communication engine needs to encode the information�
The communication engine also needs to know the type of sensor in or�
der to send the data to the right place in the data warehouse� This is
speci�ed when the connection is made to the communication engine� An
example of a record being generated from the RAD sensor� a sensor that
monitors accesses to the Windows registry� can be seen below�

Raw data being read by sensor�
Process� IEXPLORE

Key� HKCRnApplicationsnnotepad�exenshell
Query� Openkey

Result� Success

Response� �xE��FC�C�

The sensor sends the following Data sent to Communication Engine�
Process� IEXPLORE

Key� HKCRnApplicationsnnotepad�exenshell
Query� Openkey

Result� Success

Response� �xE��FC�C�

Time� Tue Jul � ������� EDT ����

ProcQuery� ������

KeyProc� �������

QueryKey� ��������

KeyResponse� ��������

KeyResVal� �������

Note that the combination features are stored as hashes� not the actual
values� This is done for e�ciency and convenience purposes and im�
plemented in the sensor� The communication engine then encodes the
record as the following�

�rec� �process� IEXPLORE ��process�
�key� HKCRnApplicationsnnotepad�exenshell ��key�
�query� Openkey ��query�
�result� Success ��result�
�response� �xE��FC�C� ��response�
�procQuery� ������ ��procQuery�
�keyProc� ������� �keyProc�
�queryKey� �������� ��queryKey�
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�keyResponse� �������� ��keyResponse�
�keyResVal� ������� ��keyResVal�
��rec�

Detectors Detectors analyze audit stream data collected from a sensor
and detect intrusions by using a detection model� A detector performs
model evaluation over each record from the sensor� The way a speci�c
detector works depends on the type of model being evaluated� Each
di�erent model type has a di�erent detector that implements model
evaluation for that model type�
The detector can be viewed as a function that takes as input a data

record and outputs an alert if the data is determined to correspond to
an intrusion� An example of a detection model type is a signature�based
model� which is the algorithm most widely used in commercial intrusion
detection systems� A signature�based detection model simply contains
a set of �signatures� which correspond to known attack types� Model
evaluation consists of matching each signature in the model to a data
record� If any of the signatures match� the detector generates an alert�
In our framework� more sophisticated model types can be used as well

including data mining�based models that use decision trees� probabilistic
models and support vector machines� In the case of a decision tree� the
detection model would contain an encoding of a decision tree� The detec�
tor would take this model and evaluate the detection model on a record
by following the relevant branches of the tree� In the case of a proba�
bilistic model� the detection model would contain a parametrization of
the probabilistic model and the detector would compute a probability
associated with each record� In the case of a support vector machine�
the model would contain a set of support vectors which correspond to
a decision boundary in a high dimensional feature space� The detector
would e�ectively map a record to this high dimensional feature space
and computes which side of the decision boundary the record falls on to
determine whether or not to generate an alert� We give more details on
the support vector machine model generation and detection below�
Detectors receive detection models from model distributors which dis�

tribute models stored in the data warehouse originally created by model
generators� The detectors receive real time updates from the model dis�
tributors� This keep the detection models updated as soon as new models
are available� Below is an example of the a model that the detector for
the RAD system uses to make a classi�cation�

�model�
�type� RAD ��type�
�target� registrydb ��target�
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�version� ���� ��version�
�encode�
�feature� �name� process ��name� �n� ����� ��n� �r�
� ��r�
�values� iexplore�exe� aim�exe� explore�exe� msaccess�exe�

pinball�exe� ����� ��values� ��feature�
�feature� �name� keyval ��name� �n� ����� ��n� �r�
���� ��r�
�values� HKLM� HKLMnAppications� ������ ��values�
��feature�
����������

��encode�
��model�

Note that the encoding of this model is explained later in section ����
The evaluation of the record shown in the previous section with this
model would result in a normal label for the record�

��� Data Warehouse

The data warehouse is the centerpiece of the AMG system� It serves as
the central storage repository for all of the data collected by the sensors�
The model generators access the data in the data warehouse and create
detection models using this data� The data warehouse also stores these
detection models� The analysis engines also access the data stored in the
data warehouse� These components give the AMG system visualization
and forensics capabilities as described below�
The core of the data warehouse is a SQL database� This allows for easy

manipulation of the data� critical for creating training data sets to build
data mining�based detection models� Since we can retrieve an arbitrary
subset of data using a SQL query� the data warehouse automates the
tedious process of manually creating these data sets� This  exibility is
very important in practical deployments of the system�
For example� if there are � Windows hosts in a network and we wish

to create an anomaly detection model over the Application Event logs
for each of the hosts in the AMG framework� we perform the following�
We �rst install a sensor on each of the hosts� This will collect the data
and store it in the data warehouse� If each host is typically used in
the same way� we may want to create a large data set containing the
combined event logs from each of the hosts� On the other hand� if each
host is used di�erently� we may create a separate training set for each
individual host� Since the data warehouse uses a SQL database� we can
create these di�erent data sets by issuing di�erent queries�
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Storing the data in a single repository has several other advantages for
correlating sensor outputs� Since the data is stored in a SQL database�
we can use �join� statements to facilitate the linking of records from
di�erent sensors together into single records� In addition� we can obtain
data from two sensors relatively easily because all of the data is stored
in the same database�
The data warehouse uses an XML markup language for communica�

tion with all of the modules� The communication is speci�ed in a speci�c
XML markup language de�ned for this purpose� This markup language
was in uenced by the IDMEF speci�cation Internet Engineering Task
Force� ����� The format for an insert transaction is displayed below�

�command�
�tablename�
�begin�
�rec�
�var� var�type� valueA ��var��
�var� var�type� valueA ��var��
�var vartype� valueA ��var�
���������

�varN varNtype� valueA ��varN�
��rec�
�rec�
�var� var�type� valueB ��var��
�var� var�type� valueB ��var��
�var vartype� valueB ��var�
���������

�varN varNtype� valueB ��varN�
��rec�
�end�

The transaction begins with a �command� to direct the data ware�
house operation appropriately� The name of the table to be operated
upon is then provided via �tablename�� where the pertinent informa�
tion is stored� Then the information is sent in XML format� The data
starts with a �begin� tag� Each record is started with a �rec� tag�
Within each record all of the data is sent for that record� variable by
variable� The variable name is sent along with its type as the tag� and
between the tag is the value for that variable� Any number of records
can be sent at a given time using this protocol� This greatly reduces
the cost in many cases when there are many records being sent to the
database by a sensor� When the data warehouse decodes the XML for�
mat� it checks to see if each variable has a column in the table where the
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data is being inserted� If that column does not exist then it is created
on the  y�
Below is a sample transaction� It is a single record being inserted into

the nfr
 database by the HAUNT network sensor�

�insert�
�nfr��
�begin�
�rec�
�ID i� �� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ��� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� ��� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������� ��src�serror�rate�
�label str� normal ��label�
�src str� ������������ ��src�
�dst str� ����������� ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
��rec�
�end�

The HAUNT sensor connects to the data warehouse to transfer a record�
It begins by sending an insert command to let the data warehouse know
that it wants to insert data� Then it speci�es the table nfr
 where the
data is to be stored� Then it opens its �rst record with an opening
�rec� tag� Then in order each variable is sent to the data warehouse�
First the ID of the transaction which is an integer is sent over and that
is ��� Next the destination numbers of bytes� also an integer� is sent�
Then each variable is sent sequentially until the entire record is sent to
the data warehouse� For convenience we abbreviated the types int�  oat�
and string with i� f� and str respectively�

��� Detection Model Management

The AMG system manages the creation and distribution of detection
models� The detection models are generated using data collected stored
in the data warehouse� They are distributed to the detectors by the
model distributors�

Detection Model Generation Our adaptive model generation sys�
tem is designed to work with any model generation algorithm� Thus�
the model generator components can be viewed as black boxes that are
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�plugged� into the architecture with relative ease� These components
take the training set of data as input and output a model of malicious
activity� Di�erent types of model building algorithms require di�erent
types of data� In our architecture we allow the model generators to se�
lect any data that it wants through the use of general or speci�c queries�
This means that the architecture is robust enough to handle any type
of model generation algorithm�
The model generation modules request the data from the data ware�

house when they want to create a model� They form their request based
on the information that the model needs to train on� The generator
then runs and creates a model� This model is then encoded into XML
and sent to the data warehouse� Model generators also signal the model
distributor to let it know that a new model is available� A sample XML
encoding of a model generated by the RAD system is shown below�

�model�
�type� RAD ��type�
�target� registrydb ��target�
�version� ���� ��version�
�encode�
�feature� �name� process ��name� �n� ����� ��n� �r�
� ��r�
�values� iexplore�exe� aim�exe� explore�exe� msaccess�exe�

pinball�exe� ����� ��values� ��feature�
�feature� �name� keyval ��name� �n� ����� ��n� �r�
���� ��r�
�values� HKLM� HKLMnAppications� ������ ��values�
��feature�
����������

��encode�
��model�

The model encoding begins with some meta�data about the model
itself� The type �eld is used to notify the detector how to decode the
rest of the model� The target speci�es which table in the database this
model applies to� The version information is used to coordinate with
the model distributor in order to ensure that detectors have the most
recent detection model� The model speci�es information for evaluating
the model follows the version information� This particular algorithm
requires information and statistics about each feature in the data� and
the values observed for that feature� This information is sent over one
feature at a time� The encoding is speci�c to the type of model� All of
the data between the �encode� and ��encode� is speci�c to the model
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type� and needs to be de�ned for each new detection model generation
algorithm� This  exibility is what allows the adaptive model generation
system to work with any types of models�

Detection Model Distribution Many model generation algorithms
can be used in real�time environments� This creates the need for model
distribution ensuring that all detectors have the most recent models�
Detectors do not continuously check for updates in the data warehouse
because this would be ine�cient� and the real�time requirements of the
system as a whole depends on the detectors being lightweight compo�
nents� The model distributors are used to automatically send model
updates to the detectors whenever the model generators create them�

��� Data Analysis Engines

An analysis engine is any component that takes as its input a set of
data from the database and performs some kind of analysis over this
data� The analysis engines have the capability of inserting the results of
the analysis into the database� In our system the analysis engine queries
the data warehouse for a set of data and then inserts new information
into the data warehouse using the SQL interface� This can be useful
for several purposes� The data analysis engine uses the same XML for�
mat that the rest of the system uses with some speci�c tags designed
speci�cally for data analysis�
Currently� we have implemented four types of analysis engines� a

visualization client� a forensics tool� a data labeling tool and a feature
extractor�

Visualization Analysis Engine The visualization analysis engine
provides a system administrator with a mechanism to view all of the data
in the data warehouse� An example of a visualization agent implemented
by the adaptive model generation system is displayed in Figure ����
The visualization analysis engine is integrated with the database which

allows the use of SQL queries to �lter the data to be viewed� An example
of the interface and a SQL query is shown in Figure ����

Forensics Analysis Engine One of the more important types of data
analysis is forensic analysis� A forensic system retrieves a set of historical
data from the data warehouse� typically the data of interest is a set
of data which we suspect contains intrusions� The tool must retrieve
a speci�c set type of data appropriate to the algorithm in question�
Once the data set is retrieved the forensics analysis engine can apply a
detection algorithm algorithm to �nd suspicious activity in the data set�
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Figure �	�	 Visualization of Data in Database

The suspicious activity is then labeled �either anomalous or normal�
using SQL statements to mark the appropriate data� Note that this
requires that a column be added to the table in the database in order
to store the label� The data warehouse has the capability to do this on
the  y�
A sample input and output of a forensics analysis tool being used on

RAD data can be seen below�

Input data from the data warehouse�
�rec�
�ID i� �� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ��� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� ��� ��src�count�
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Figure �	�	 Visualization of SQL Query

�src�serror�rate f� ������� ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ������������ ��src�
�dst str� ����������� ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
��rec�

�rec�
�ID i� �� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ���� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� �� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ������������ ��src�
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�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
��rec�
�����

The output sent back to the data warehouse contains the same data
with a label appended to the end� In this example� the �rst record was
labeled as an attack and the second record was labeled as normal�

�rec�
�ID i� �� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ��� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� ��� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������� ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ������������ ��src�
�dst str� ����������� ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
�label str� attack ��label�
��rec�

�rec�
�ID i� �� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ���� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� �� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ������������ ��src�
�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
�label str� normal ��label�
��rec�
��������

Data Labeling Tool Another data analysis engine is the data label�
ing tool� The data labeling tool takes the list of known attacks and
uses that information to label all of the records in the database which
corresponds to these attacks� The labeling tool is used to create labeled
training data� The list of known attacks could be process names� time
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stamps� or anything else that is also contained in the data records and
can be matched to the known attacks� The labeling tool is a signi�cant
improvement over the di�cult manual labeling of records in a database�
The manual labeling of data is the greatest cost for deploying a data
mining�based intrusion detection system� This cost is cut signi�cantly
through the use of this data labeling tool�
The data labeling tool is implemented using SQL joins with the sensor

data in the data warehouse and the attack list� For example� let us
assume we have a table full of Windows host based information from
the application log� All actions in the application log are stored in the
data warehouse with all available information from the log� including
process name� Now assume that we have an attack list that is a list
of all process names corresponding to attacks� We can automatically
insert that attack list into the data warehouse in a temporary table�
This temporary table could then be joined with the table of sensor data
and the resulting table would be the sensor data labeled with its attack
classi�cation� This is a labeled set of training data that was created
automatically from an attack list and a large set of sensor data� An
example of the data labeling tool being used on the RAD data is seen
below�

Input from the two tables in the data warehouse�
Raw data�

�rec� �process� iexplore�exe ��process� �query�
queryKay ��query� ��� ��rec�
�rec� �process� happy���exe ��process� ��query�
createKey ��query� ��� ��rec�
�rec� �process� outlook�exe ��process� ��query� openKey

��query� ��� ��rec�
�����

Attack List of process name�
�process� happy���exe ��process�
�process� bo�k�exe ��process�
�����

Labeled Data�
�rec� �process� iexplore�exe ��process� �query�
queryKay ��query� ��� �label� normal ��label� ��rec�
�rec� �process� happy���exe ��process� ��query�
createKey ��query� ��� �label� attack ��label� ��rec�
�rec� �process� outlook�exe ��process� ��query� openKey

��query� ��� �label� normal ��label� ��rec�
�����
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Feature Extraction Features are important discriminating attributes
derived from raw audit data that are employed in detection models� A
feature extractor is any module that takes as input raw audit data and
outputs additional pieces of information that were computed from the
raw data� These new features are augmented to the original record�
This can be thought of as a more general version of the forensic analysis
engine� Many features are computed by using information that spans
several individual records� This is because many times records by them�
selves are not meaningful� but in combination with other records they
could represent an attack� The data warehouse has the capability to
provide the feature extractor with any subset of data necessary� This
could be the past n records for use with algorithms based on sequences�
or those that compute temporal statistical features of connections or
sessions� The  exibility of this system allows any group of record to be
used to create a feature�
Features can also be created from a single record� In this case the

feature extractor needs only to retrieve a single record and perform any
calculations necessary to compute the feature�
Once the feature or features have been calculated they must be ap�

pended to the data in the data warehouse� A column is added to the
table using the SQL interface to store the values of the new feature� An
example of extracting some features gathered from the HAUNT sensor
is shown below�
This shows features extracted from three records� In reality features

could be extracted from any number of records� This example shows only
the calculation of the number of http connections seen by the sensor thus
far�

�rec�
�ID i� �� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ���� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� �� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ������������ ��src�
�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
��rec�

�rec�
�ID i� ��� ��ID�
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�dst�bytes i� �� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������ ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ��� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� ��� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ����������� ��src�
�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
��rec�

�rec�
�ID i� ��� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ��� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� ��� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ����������� ��src�
�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
��rec�

The updated records contain a new feature num http which stores the
new information�

�rec�
�ID i� �� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ���� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� �� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ������������ ��src�
�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
�num http� � ��num http�
��rec�

�rec�
�ID i� ��� ��ID�
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�dst�bytes i� �� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������ ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ��� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� ��� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ����������� ��src�
�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
�num http� � ��num http�
��rec�

�rec�
�ID i� ��� ��ID�
�dst�bytes i� ��� ��dst�bytes�
�rerror�rate f� ������� ��rerror�rate�
�sensor�rate f� ������� ��sensor�rate�
�src�bytes i� ��� ��src�bytes�
�src�count i� ��� ��src�count�
�src�serror�rate f� ������ ��src�serror�rate�
�src str� ����������� ��src�
�dst str� ������������ ��dst�
�ip�overlap str� � ��ip�overlap�
�num http�  ��num http�
��rec�

��� E�ciency consideration

An important consideration when designing an intrusion detection
system is e�ciency� A real�time system must be able to respond to
intrusions in a timely manner so that action can be taken� without uti�
lizing too many of the resources of the system it is intended to protect�
This is especially important in the case of host based systems� The
adaptive model generation framework emphasizes light components and
a distributed architecture� Resource heavy components can be separate
from the system that the IDS is trying to protect� The only component
that needs to be run on the system being protected is the lightweight
sensor� This greatly minimizes the amount of computational resources
taken by the IDS�
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An example of where this advantage is useful is in the HAUNT Dios
et al�� ���
 system which is a network intrusion detection system� In
section � we describe the deployment of the HAUNT system in the AMG
framework�

�� Capabilities of Adaptive Model Generation

The adaptive model generation system has many advantages over a
traditional intrusion detection system� AMG facilitates real time de�
tection� data collection and storage� model generation and distribution�
and various types of analysis of the data� It also facilitates correlation
of various data streams�

��� Real Time Detection Capabilities

The sensor and detector provide real time detection capabilities to
the AMG system� Both are as light weight as possible and the main
advantage of the distributed framework is the ability to isolate the sensor
and detector from the remaining components of the system to maximize
their real�time performance�

��� Automatic Data Collection and Data
Warehousing

The distributed architecture of the adaptive model generation system
allows for the automation of the data collection and data warehousing�
In the AMG framework� simply deploying a sensor will automatically
collect and aggregate that sensors data in the data warehouse� There
are many reasons why it is desirable to aggregate the date� For example�
we may be interested in performing forensic analysis of archival data� It
may also be useful to look back at errors made by the intrusion detection
system in order to improve performance and study weaknesses�

Heterogeneous Data Support The distributed architecture of adap�
tive model generation allow the intrusion detection system to gather data
from heterogeneous systems� A set of standard guidelines in a  exible
format are placed on sensor data� There are many di�erent types of
information that IDSs use such as network packets� application logs�
Windows registry accesses� etc� The ability to accommodate these dif�
ferent sources of information in a consistent way is a large advantage of
the adaptive model generation system�
This is easily accomplished because all of the data gathered by the

system is transmitted to the data warehouse using our XML mark up
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language� The data warehouse system is  exible enough to store all
types of information�

Labeling collected data Labeling collected data is necessary to cre�
ate training data for data mining�based detection models� To accomplish
this without a tool an administrator would have to manually go through
the data record by record and label each piece of data individually� The
adaptive model generation system provides a tool that automates the
process of labeling training data�

��� Model Generation and Management

In a typical network environment� we can conceivably have hundreds
of models deployed throughout the network� These models can also
become out of data� The management of the models quickly can become
a very di�cult task�
The adaptive model generation solves this problem by creating a

mechanism for the creating and management of detection models� The
models are created using the detection model generators� They are then
stored in the data warehouse� The data warehouse is robust enough
to handle any types of models and therefore the system can be used
with any types of models� The data warehouse is also stable enough
that failure of model storage is not a concern while the protected ma�
chine is under attack� The use of model distributors allows the system
to update and alter models on the  y with a minimal computational
overhead� This is very advantageous because it allows the system to be
deployed for a long period of time without the need for maintenance by
an administrator�

��� Data Analysis Capabilities

The adaptive model generation provides users with the functionality
to implement di�erent data analysis tools� A data analysis tool is any�
thing that retrieves the data from the data warehouse� performs some
sort of computation with the data� and then either sends new informa�
tion back into the data warehouse or uses the new information in some
other way� There are many cases where this can be a very useful and
important tool� The system is designed so that any data analysis tool
can be created and work with the system� We have implemented three
types of data analysis tools� They are forensics� feature extraction� and
visualization�
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Forensics Forensics is a very important �eld in computer security�
Currently forensic analysis of data is done manually� Computer ex�
perts have to search through large amounts of data� sometimes millions
of records� individually and look for suspicious behavior� This is an
extremely ine�cient and expensive process� The adaptive model gen�
eration framework contains components that can automate the forensic
analysis process�
Forensics can be done with misuse detection models if there is a

learned detection model for that data� If a learned detection model
exists if can be run over the data and we could �nd the intrusions in
the data after the data has already been collected� The method can
be applied with signature�based models which are used by commercial
systems today� We can also use anomaly detection models if there exists
a normal model for the data set�
In some cases� we do not have an appropriate model of any kind to

perform forensics� In these cases� we can use an unsupervised anomaly
detection algorithm over the data� Unsupervised anomaly detection al�
gorithms can be used to perform forensic analysis on unlabeled data�
The adaptive model generation framework enables this process� Unsu�
pervised anomaly detection algorithms detect intrusions buried within
an unlabeled data set� Unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms are
described in section ���

Visualization The adaptive model generation system provides a visu�
alization tool so that an administrator can examine all of the data in the
data warehouse� This can also provide an administrator or researcher
with information about the strengths and weaknesses of a particular
intrusion detection system� If an administrator recognizes activity as
an attack but the system does not� he can act and the system can be
protected even though the system missed the attack� In addition by
seeing the activity during an intrusion this can provide insight into the
vulnerabilities of the host as well� and better explain how attacks work�
This will help to more accurate detection models in the future and pro�
vide security experts with the knowledge they need to improve security
systems�

Feature Extraction The success of a model generation algorithm
depends largely on the quality and correlation of the data� Feature ex�
tractors are components that transform the basic features gathered by
the sensors into more meaningful ones� often referred to as advanced
features� For example the time stamp on a packet is not a very impor�
tant feature when considered alone� However using the time stamp to
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compute the number of packets within the last two seconds can be a cru�
cial piece of information in determining certain types of network attacks
Lee and Stolfo� 
���� Models learned over well�computed features are
generally far superior to those computed over raw pieces of information
Lee� 
����
Feature extractors can be seen as data analysis engines by the adaptive

model generation system� They retrieve data from the data warehouse
and then perform computations on that data� Once these computations
are completed the new data is sent back to the warehouse and appended
with the new information�
In many cases the feature extractors are built into the sensors� This

makes the number of components smaller and easier to manage� How�
ever this means that a specialized feature extractor must be made for
each sensor� This is not a drawback in many cases because features are
carefully selected based on analysis of the data gathered by that sen�
sor� In those cases using a feature extractor for two or more di�erent
sensors doesn�t make any sense� However there exist feature extraction
algorithms that can work on multiple types of data� even ones that can
work on any data� It is in these cases where feature extraction is partic�
ularly useful� This is because the feature extractor can be viewed as an
autonomous unit that can be used by any sensor to alter the data and
improve performance� with almost no additional production overhead�
Another concern with combining the feature extraction with the sen�

sor is that many feature extraction algorithms can be very computa�
tionally expensive� The sensor is the only component that must be run
on the system it is protecting� It is therefore crucial that the sensor is
very lightweight� Separate feature extraction modules can be extremely
helpful in keeping the sensors lightweight�

��� Correlation of Multiple Sensors

Distributed models are models that are trained and evaluated over
multiple sets of data from multiple sources� Traditional intrusion detec�
tion systems would have di�culty combining data from multiple di�er�
ent sources� especially across di�erent networks� Intuitively if a machine
learning algorithm has more data from more sources then it will perform
better� By eliminating dependencies between sensors� model generators�
and detectors the adaptive model generation system has enabled corre�
lation algorithms to be constructed the same as any other algorithm�
The distributed architecture and the data warehouse allow us to im�

plement correlation algorithms with no additional implementation over�
head� The data warehouse will allow us to retrieve any subset of the
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data in the database with a single query� This means that data from
multiple sources can be retrieved just as easily as data from a single
source� This data can be aggregated and used more e�ciently than if it
was stored individually�

�� Model Generation Algorithms

There are three types of model generation algorithms that the AMG
system supports� The �rst is misuse detection which trains on labeled
normal and attack data� The second is supervised �traditional� anomaly
detection which trains on normal data� The third is unsupervised anomaly
detection which trains on unlabeled data�

��� Misuse Detection

Misuse detection algorithms train over normal and attack data� Using
this data� these algorithms build a model that can discriminate between
attack records and normal records� These models can then classify new
records as either attack or normal� This approach has been very suc�
cessful in the past Lee et al�� 
���� The only major disadvantage of
this type of system is that it requires labeled training data that contains
labeled normal activity and labeled attacks� This data is very expensive
to obtain� and it may not be portable from one system to another or
from one network to another�
Misuse detection algorithms can be used as model generation algo�

rithms in the adaptive model generation framework� The training data
for misuse detection algorithms must consist of labeled normal and at�
tack data often making the training data for this algorithm very expen�
sive�
Using the AMG system� we can help minimize the cost of labeling the

data� Once we deploy the sensors into a network� we can run simulated
attacks and record the time stamps and other information about the
attack� Since the sensors will be automatically sending the data to
the data warehouse� the data for labeling is already aggregated into one
location� Using the data labeling tool� we can label the attack data� This
labeled data is now stored in the data warehouse and can be retrieved
by the model generators� These models can also be distributed in to the
detectors using the model distributors�

��� Anomaly Detection

Anomaly detection algorithms train over normal data to create a
model of normal activity� These algorithms need to train over data that
contains no intrusions� The training data needed for these algorithms
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is expensive because it is di�cult to ensure that the data contains no
intrusions� This can be done by either having an expert manually clean
the data or by somehow ensuring that the data contains no intrusions
to begin with� In general this is not as expensive as the training data
necessary for misuse detection algorithm� However many anomaly de�
tection algorithms require a very large amount of training data which
can increase the cost�
Once an anomaly detection model is trained� it can then classify new

data as normal or anomalous� These algorithms rely on the assumption
that attacks are cause behavior that is di�erent from normal�
The adaptive model generation framework supports the creation of

anomaly detection models� Since sensors send data to the data ware�
house� it is easy to aggregate the data for collection� Using the forensics
analysis engine� we can help check to see if the data is clean and contains
no intrusions� This can greatly decrease the cost of creating the training
set since it speeds the process of verifying that the data is clean� The
model generators can automatically generate anomaly detection models
using the data from the data warehouse and deploy the detection models
using the model distributor�

��� Unsupervised Anomaly Detection

Unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms examine unlabeled data
and attempt to detect intrusions buried within the unlabeled data� Un�
supervised anomaly detection algorithms makes the assumptions that
intrusions are very rare compared to the normal data and they are also
quantitative di�erent� Because of this� intrusions are outliers in the
data and can be detected� Unsupervised anomaly detection is discussed
in depth in Eskin� ����	 Portnoy et al�� ���
	 Eskin et al�� �����
Since unsupervised anomaly detection can detect intrusions in an un�

labeled data set� they are used inside the forensics analysis engines� Data
from the data warehouse is sent to a forensics analysis engine where
a unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm is applied� The forensics
analysis engine can label the data which it determines to be an outlier�
Unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms can also be used to help

label data that is collected by the system� This labeled data can then
be used to train a misuse or anomaly detection model�

�� Model Generation Example� SVM

One speci�c type of model generation algorithm used by AMG is
Support Vector Machines �SVMs�� SVMs were �rst introduced by Vap�
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nik Vapnik and Chervonenkis� 
�� as a supervised machine learning
algorithm� Vapnik�s SVM algorithm is used in AMG for misuse detec�
tion� An unsupervised variant of the SVM algorithm was put forth by
Sch�olkopf et� al� Sch�olkopf et al�� 
���� This algorithm can be used for
both Unsupervised Anomaly Detection and normal Anomaly Detection�

��� SVM Algorithm

Vapnik�s SVM algorithm is a binary classi�er� The idea behind an
SVM approach to intrusion detection is that we map our data to a
feature space� Inside this feature space� use use the SVM and a set of
labeled training data to determine a linear decision surface �hyperplane��
This surface is then used to classify future instances of data� Data is
classi�ed based upon which side of the decision surface it falls�
Given a training set S consisting of m vectors and their labels �xi� yi�

where xi � �n and yi � f�
g� the algorithm generates a decision surface�
The decision surface is a hyperplane of the form hw� xi& b � � where w
is normal to the hyperplane and b scalar that shifts the hyperplane� The
decision surface that is chosen is determined by solving an optimization
problem that determines the �best� hyperplane under a set of criteria
which is described fully in Cristianini and Shawe�Taylor� �����
The classi�cation of a future instance x � �n is made by the function

f�x� � sgn�hw� xi & b�

It is shown in Cristianini and Shawe�Taylor� ���� that solving the
following optimization problem results in a solution the solution to the
SVM optimization�

maximize�
X
i

�i � 


�

X
i�j

�i�jyiyjhxi� xji

subject to �  �i�
X
i

�iyi � �

Setting b � �� the solution is then�

w �
X
i

�iyixi

All xi with �i �� � are called the support vectors� These are the vectors
on the boarder of each class that determine the unique solution� If a
support vector were removed it would change the resulting hyperplane�
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However� all non�support vectors are irrelevant to the solution� They
can all be removed and the solution would not change�
This algorithm performs best when the data is linearly separable data�

However in order to work for the non�linearly separable case� data must
be mapped into a higher dimension feature space where it does become
linearly separable� In addition� often intrusion detection data are not
all vectors in �n so there is no natural de�nition of the dot products
between the data elements�
Since the SVM algorithm is de�ned in terms of dot products� we can

use kernel functions to de�ne both the mappings of the elements to the
feature space and the dot product within these space simultaneously�
This fact can be exploited and a kernel function can be used in place of
the dot product�
Let * be a feature map * � X 	 F � * maps the input space X into

a dot product space called the feature space F � A kernel function K
implicitly maps data into this feature space and takes the dot product
in that space�

K�xi� xj� � h*�xi��*�xj�i
An example of a kernel function is the Gaussian kernel�

K�xi� xj� � e�kxi�xjk
�	�
�

Now the support vector machine optimization equation and classi��
cation equation can be rewritten in terms of kernels�

maximize
X
i

�i � 


�

X
i�j

�i�jyiyjK�xi� xj�

subject to� �  �i�
X
i

�iyi � �

Substituting the formula for w into the classi�er equation we get an�
other dot product that can be converted to a kernel� Setting b � � the
solution is then�

f�x� � sgn

�
NsX
i��

�iyiK�si� x� & b

�

where Ns is the number of support vectors and si is the i
th support

vector
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��� SVM for Misuse Detection in AMG

The standard support vector machine algorithm is used for misuse
detection by AMG� Data in the form of vectors of real numbers are
sent from the sensors to detectors� The detectors use a SVM model to
di�erentiates between normal data and intrusion data�
To implement this in the AMG system� training data must �rst be

generated� A system is monitored by sensors that send their observations
to the data warehouse in the form of XML tagged data� Sporadically�
di�erent attacks are launched against the system� After enough training
data has been generated� data is labeled in the data warehouse as either
normal or attack� This labeled data is then sent via XML to the model
generator� The model generator uses the SVM algorithm to create a
model for misuse detection� A model� in this case� is the set of support
vectors and their weights� This model is automatically sent to the data
warehouse for storage and to all of the detectors that use this kind of
model� Once the model is in place� sensors send data that they are
monitoring to the for classi�cation by the SVM classi�cation rule�
SVMs could also be used in misuse detection to determine what kind

of attack is being carried out against the system� This would require
labeling training data with a more speci�c attack type label� Then a
set of support vector machines can be training with each one trying to
detect a speci�c attack� This basically equates to taking the intersection
of these support vector machines� This would not add much additional
complexity but it might interfere with the accuracy of the classi�cation�

��� Unsupervised SVM Algorithm

The standard SVM algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm� It
requires labeled training data to create its classi�cation rule� Sch�olkopf
adapted the SVM algorithm into an unsupervised learning algorithm�
This unsupervised variant does not require its training set to be labeled
to determine a decision surface�
The algorithm is similar to the standard SVM algorithm in that it uses

kernel functions to perform implicit mappings and dot products� It also
uses the same kind of hyperplane for the decision surface� The solution
is only dependent on the support vectors as well� However� the support
vectors are determined in a di�erent way� This algorithm attempts to
�nd a small region where most of the data lives and label it as class &
�
Everywhere else is labeled as class �
� This is accomplished by �nding
the hyperplane that maximizes the distance from the origin while still
capturing the majority of the data� The support vectors de�ne that
hyperplane�



�
�

Given a training set S consisting of m vectors xi � �l

minimize�



�

X
i�j

�i�jK�xi� xj�

subject to� �  �i  


vl
�
X
i

�i � 


where � � v � 
 is a parameter that controls the trade o� between
maximizing the distance from the origin and containing most of the data
in the region created by the hyperplane�
The classi�cation equation is�

f�x� � sgn

�
NsX
i��

�iK�si� x�� b

�

where Ns is the number of support vectors and si is the i
th support

vector
For this algorithm b cannot be set to �� it must be found explicitly�

b �

NsX
j��

�jK�sj� si�

��� Unsupervised SVM for Unsupervised
Anomaly Detection

The standard SVM algorithm is not useful for Unsupervised Anomaly
Detection as it requires labeled data� The unsupervised SVM variant
proposed by Sch�olkopf can be used for UAD� This approach was used in
Eskin et al�� ���� to perform UAD using the AMG framework� The algo�
rithm di�erentiates between normal data and anomalous data� Anoma�
lous data is thought to be intrusion data because intrusions are mush
di�erent than normal system use�
Like the misuse detection algorithm� UAD requires training data�

During a training period a system is run normally with no attacks� Sen�
sors monitoring the system send their observations via XML to the data
warehouse� Although no attacks are intentionally run� if some unknown
attacks were to occur� there would be no problem� The algorithm can
tolerate some noise �unknown attacks� and still generalize well� Once
enough training data has been accumulated it is sent from the data
warehouse to the model generator via XML� There is no need to label
data� The model generator then uses the unsupervised SVM algorithm
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to generate a model of normal activity� This model is made up of the
set of support vectors and their associated weights� The model is then
sent to the data warehouse for storage and to the appropriate detectors�
Once the detection model is in place� sensors send data to the detector
for classi�cation�
Supervised Anomaly Detection can also be performed using the same

method� However� all of the training data would have to be guaranteed
to be attack free�

	� System Example �� Registry Anomaly
Detection

The AMG framework can support a variety of di�erent intrusion de�
tection systems� One example of an IDS system that is integrated into
the AMG system is the Registry Anomaly Detection �RAD� system� The
RAD system is a host�based IDS system which runs on the Microsoft
Windows platform� RAD monitors the accesses to the windows registry
on a host and detects anomalous registry accesses that correspond to at�
tacks� It uses an anomaly detection algorithm to make models of normal
registry accesses and compares in real time� monitored accesses to that
model� Details on the system as well as details on experiments showing
the e�ectiveness of the RAD system are presented in Apap et al�� ���
�

	�� The RAD Data Model

The RAD system uses 
� features to characterize each registry ac�
cess� Five of these are basic features that come directly from the reg�
istry accesses� and �ve are composite features which are made from the
combination of two of the basic features� The basic features are Key�
Process� Query� Response� and ResultValue� The advanced features
are Process�Query� Key�Process� Query�Key� Response�Key� and
ResultValue�Key� The �rst �ve features are derived directly from the
registry accesses�
The registry is stored in a tree structure� and all information is stored

in a data structured called a key� The name of the location where the
information is stored is the �Key basic feature� The Process feature is
the name of the process that is performing the registry access� The Query
feature represents the type of access being made� such as QueryValue�
CreateKey� SetValue� etc� The Response feature is the outcome of the
query� such as success� not found� access denied� etc� The Result

feature is the value of the key being accessed� These �ve features provide
all the necessary information about any single registry access�



�
�

	�� The RAD Sensor

The RAD sensor consists of two parts� The �rst part connects to the
Windows operating system and monitors the accesses to the registry�
This part is implemented as a basic auditing module�BAM�� The BAM
includes a hook into the audit stream which is the windows registry�
The architecture of the system is taken from the commercial software
Regmon produced by SysInternalsSysInternals� ����� The BAM uses
Win�� hooks to listen for all reads and writes to registry�
The second part of the RAD sensor is the communication component

which translates this data into our XML format and sends it to the data
warehouse� The communication module can supports multiple BAMs at
the same time� This is done so that all sensors running on a host can be
sent through a single source� Then the communication engine can send
the data from all these sources to the data warehouse for storage�
The RAD BAM is not trivial to implement� The most direct method

to implement the RAD BAM is through the Windows Event Log� How�
ever� the Windows Event Log is unable to handle the amount of tra�c
generated by the registry which required the use of more sophisticated
Win�� hooks�
The �ve composite features that are used by the RAD system are

examples of feature extraction� This is the simplest type of feature ex�
traction possible� the combination of two basic �elds� The RAD system
uses these composite features in order to better classify activity� This is
an example of the feature extraction capabilities of the adaptive model
generation system� This is one of the cases where the feature extractor
is very lightweight and therefore a part of the sensor�

	�� The RAD Classi
cation Algorithm

These ten features are used to classify each registry access as either
normal or anomalous� In order to do this we implemented an anomaly
detection algorithm �rst introduced by Phil Chan and Mathew Mahoney
in the PHAD systemMahoney and Chan� ���
� This algorithm was
�rst used to detect anomalies within packet headers in order to look
for malicious behavior� The adaptive model generation algorithm allows
us to use this algorithm even though it was created for Packet Headers�
The algorithm trains over normal data to develop models of what normal
activity is like and how to classify abnormal activity� The algorithm is
based on keeping statistics about the data and using those statistics to
determine anomalous features�
Each feature is individually evaluated to be either normal of anoma�

lous� Then the statistics we gathered are used to score these anomalies�
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This score is based on how likely we think it is that the value of this
feature will be di�erent then values seen in the past� These scores are
then added together and if they are over a threshold then the access
is considered to be malicious� otherwise it is classi�ed as normal� This
algorithm is however not important to the adaptive model generation
system� in reality any algorithm could have been used and it would not
have e�ected the overall architecture� Also from the point of view of
the classi�cation algorithm the sensor is not important� This algorithm
could have been used on any data without any changes in architecture�

	�� The RAD Detector

In order to detect anomalies in real time� a detector was implemented
for the RAD system� This detector was implemented speci�cally for
the RAD system but it could be used to evaluate any model that was
created by the classi�cation algorithm described in the previous section�
The �rst requirement of the detector is that is must receive data from
the sensor in real time� This is necessary to evaluate models in real
time� The detector must also decode the model and have the capability
to receive real time updates to this model� The RAD detector would
retrieve the model from the data warehouse� decode it� and then evaluate
each record that it was sent from the sensor� This is all done in real time
and consequently the system is successful in detecting malicious activity
in real time�
The multiplicity of this system can easily be increased with the adap�

tive model generation system� With no changes in architecture the sys�
tem can support any number of host machines and sensors� Without
the adaptive model generation architecture increasing the multiplicity
would require major changes in the structure of a system� This is be�
cause the central data collection is automated in AMG� This means that
data from multiple machines is gathered in the same place and can be
analyzed from that central location�
Since the focus of this paper to highlight the RAD system as an in�

stance of AMG we are not reporting the results in this paper� The results
of this system can be found in Apap et al�� ���
�

� System Example �� HAUNT

The Heuristic Audit of Network Tra�c �HAUNT� system is a network
based intrusion detection system that classi�es network data as either
normal or attack� Previous research has shown that network packet
information can be useful in detecting intrusions� The majority of com�



�



mercial intrusion detection systems use network data to detect attacks�
This is because many attacks are remote attacks and they can be seen
in the network data� However these commercial systems are signature�
based due to the high cost of deploying a data mining based network
intrusion detection system�
Again� the focus of this description of the HAUNT system is to de�

scribe how it is integrated into the AMG system� Details as well as
experiments evaluating the performance of HAUNT are presented in de�
tail in Dios et al�� ���
�

�� HAUNT Sensor

The HAUNT sensor is designed to gather information from a network
stream� It listens to all network data� formats it� and sends that data
directly to the data warehouse� The network sensor does not use a com�
munication engine because it does not run on a host� so there is no need
to aggregate information before it is sent to the data warehouse� The
HAUNT sensor is implemented by utilizing the commercial products
NFR Inc�� 
��� and Snort Roesch� 
���� They use an abstract feature
de�nition structure and a feature exchange protocol to extract informa�
tion from the NFR and Snort systems� The HAUNT system only uses
packet header information to extract features� This is done for e�ciency
purposes and because the system can be e�ective and inexpensive using
just this information�

�� HAUNT Classi
cation Algorithm

The HAUNT system uses a multiple model cost�sensitive approach
to improve e�ciency� The system is designed to minimize the computa�
tional cost of an intrusion detection system� The system �rst attempts to
make a classi�cation based on a simple rule and the basic data gathered
from the sensor� If the system can not con�dently make a classi�cation
at that point the system will perform more calculations in order to make
a better decision� The system accomplishes this by implementing mul�
tiple models to classify the data� The di�erence between the models is
that some are more accurate at the price of being more computationally
expensive� The system does not evaluate the more expensive models
unless it has to in order to make a classi�cation� The more expensive
models are more expensive in large part due to the fact that they require
more data� These expensive models require derived features from the
packet information� Some of these features are very expensive to cal�
culate and therefore they are only calculated when needed by the more
expensive models�
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�� HAUNT Detector

The HAUNT system uses a special type of detector called JUDGE
that implements multiple model evaluation�
The JUDGE system was implemented as a part of the HAUNT sys�

tem in order to accomplish the evaluation of the multiple models� The
JUDGE system is the system that decides whether to calculate more
expensive features and evaluate more expensive models� The JUDGE
models are models generated from the RIPPERCohen� 
��� model gen�
eration program� RIPPER generates rule sets for evaluation by the
JUDGE system� These rule sets come in one of two di�erent types�
The �rst type is ordered rule sets� When evaluating ordered rule sets
JUDGE goes through each rule one by one until one of the rules can
make a classi�cation and then that rule makes the decision� The second
type of rule set is unordered rule sets� When evaluating unordered rule
sets each rule in the set is evaluated and the rule with the most precise
ruling makes the ruling� The unordered rule sets are more precise be�
cause they are always labeled by most precise classifying rule� However
ordered rule sets are faster because in many cases JUDGE does not have
to evaluate every rule in the rule set�

�� HAUNT Feature Extraction

The HAUNT system uses a feature extractor to discover features that
are useful for detecting attacks� The algorithms for performing this
feature discovery are described in Lee� 
����
The HAUNT system uses feature descriptor in order to de�ne the

features that it uses for classi�cation� These features are de�ned using
arithmetic and logic expressions to combine primitive features� The logic
expressions implemented by this system are SUM� AND� and UNIQUE�
These features can be used to create a wide variety of important features�
The sum feature could be used to calculate the total number of times
something has happened� For example if we wanted to calculated the
total number of tcp connections we could use

num tcp connections � SUM�protocol��tcp�

The SUM�protocol��tcp� which return the total of number of records
of which the condition service��http is true� If we wanted to calculate
the total number of tcp connections going to port ���
 we could use�

num tcp connections to port ���
 � SUM�� protocol��tcp� AND
destination port�����
��



���

The AND operator is used to take the AND of two conditional ex�
pressions the same way it is normal used� The �nal logical operator is
the UNIQUE operator� The UNIQUE operations takes in two parame�
ters� a conditional� and a feature� The operator will return the number
of unique values that feature has had when the condition is true� For
example to get the number of di�erent ports accessed by tcp protocol
we would use�

num tcp ports � UNIQUE� protocol��tcp� destination port�

These logical functions along with arithmetic functions such as mul�
tiplication and addition are all the HAUNT system needs to de�ne all
of the features it uses� The feature extraction provided by these tools
can be seen as a data analysis engine by the adaptive model genera�
tion system� Feature extraction is an important part of many intrusion
detection systems� The HAUNT system is an example of the feature
extraction capabilities of the adaptive model generation system can be
extremely useful in enabling an intrusion detection system� Without fea�
ture extraction capabilities the HAUNT system would not be realizable�
Since the focus of this paper to highlight the HAUNT system as an

instance of AMG we are not reporting the results in this paper� The
results of this system as well as further implementation details can be
found in Dios et al�� ���
�

�� Conclusion

In this paper we presented adaptive model generation� a method for
automatically and e�ciently creating models for an intrusion detection
system� The system uses data collected by sensors to create a model and
to search for attacks� It uses an anomaly detection algorithm to create
models to classify data� The system updates models in real time so that
over time performance can be improved� Adaptive model generation can
signi�cantly reduce the cost of deploying an intrusion detection system
because it streamlines the process of gathering training data� creating
models� and evaluating data�
The system uses a distributed architecture with autonomous compo�

nents to increase the  exibility of the system� This additional  exibility
has allowed us to create many modules and tools that greatly reduce the
cost of deploying an intrusion detection system� Automated data col�
lection and storage saves the time and e�ort to manually gather data�
The data labeling tool streamlines the process of labeling the data� This
greatly reduces cost because labeling data requires a security expert to
check each record individually� which in some cases could be millions of
records� Automated model generation and distribution saves the cost of
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manually updating the models as they become outdated� Visualization
capabilities allow an administrator to be involved with the intrusion de�
tection in a manner that would not be possible with traditional black
box intrusion detection� This reduces the deployment cost dramatically
by circumventing the slow and lengthy process of gather and labeling
training data�
The support of heterogeneous data and central storage of data en�

ables the system to combine data from di�erent sources very easily� In
traditional systems combining data between sensors is not possible� The
distributed architecture of the adaptive model generation system allows
machine learning algorithms use data from multiple sources just as eas�
ily as data from one source� This allows correlation algorithms to be
integrated into the adaptive model generation framework which could
potentially increase the performance of an intrusion detection system�
Unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms eliminate the need for

specialized training data� A system using an unsupervised anomaly
detection algorithm could be deployed without labeled training data�
This system can train over raw audit data gathered from sensors� This
substantially reduces the deployment cost of an IDS� This property of
unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm makes them very e�ective in
the deployment of forensic analysis systems� The adaptive model gener�
ation implements data analysis components which can analyze data in
the data warehouse and append information to the data� This in com�
bination with an unsupervised anomaly detection will yield a forensic
analysis system that can detect attacks within a data set without prior
knowledge of the data set�
Future work includes expanding the correlation abilities of the system�

Since all data of the system is stored in a central location we can combine
data from di�erent sensors in order to obtain a better picture of activity
on a host machine or network� This approach will allow for the building
of more complicated and more e�ective models� This approach will
also allow us to study the relationship between data about the same
attack that is gathered from di�erent sources� An understanding of
this relationship would aid greatly in future work on intrusion detection
systems�
We can also extend the data representation to take advantage of link�

ing capabilities of�or associated with� XML such as links among models
and the data sets used to generate them� The adaptive model generation
framework allows us to do this linking at a very small cost�
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Abstract This chapter describes a principled approach for discovering precursors
to security violations in databases recorded from multiple domains in
networked information systems� These precursors can be used by secu�
rity analysts to better understand the evolution of complex computer
attacks� and also to trigger alarms indicating that an attack is immi�
nent� We call Proactive Intrusion Detection the utilization of these
temporal rules as part of an overall Information Assurance Infrastruc�
ture� including Prevention� Detection� Response and Tolerance� The
approach is rooted in time series quantization� and in the application of
the Granger Causality Test of classical statistics for selecting variables
that are likely to contain precursors� A methodology is proposed for dis�
covering Precursor Rules from databases containing time series related
to di
erent regimes of a system� These Precursor Rules relate precur�
sor events extracted from input time series with phenomenon events
extracted from output time series� Given a 	xed output time series
containing one or more Phenomenon events� it is shown under ideal�
ized conditions that the Granger Causality Test is e
ective for ranking
candidate time series according to the likelihood that Precursor Rules
exist� Using MIB �Management Information Base� datasets collected
from real experiments involving Distributed Denial of Service Attacks�
it is shown that Precursor Rules relating activities at attacking ma�
chines with tra�c  oods at target machines can be extracted by the
methodology�

Keywords� Intrusion Detection� Distributed Denial of Service Attacks� Temporal
Data Mining� Statistical Methods� Time Series Analysis� Network Man�
agement Systems

�� Introduction

The past �fteen years have witnessed a dramatic increase in society�s
dependence on networked information systems� and also the growing
connectivity of these systems� These two factors have substantially in�
creased both the potential damage which can be in icted to critical re�
sources� and the opportunities to in ict these damages through attacks
on computer networks �#�$��
The failure of authenticators and other protection mechanisms to pro�

vide adequate defense to attacks against Information Systems� and the
resulting mistrust in these mechanisms are the most important driving
forces behind the development of Intrusion Detection Systems in the past
twenty years � #
�$� #�$� IDSs are a relatively new development in In�
formation Assurance	 prevention has dominated the �eld for a long time
�eg� #��$�� The recent realization that prevention alone is not su�cient
to protect complex Information Systems led academic researchers and
manufacturers alike to also consider Detection and Response as integral
parts of a working framework for Information Assurance �eg� #��$�� As
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noted in #�$ and #��$� the reasoning behind this shift was that responses
triggered by detection would ultimately result in more secure systems�
even in the absence of better preventive security measures� As such�
current IDSs are not preventive security measures� and are most often
used in conjunction with protection mechanisms� such as �rewalls� smart
cards and virtual private networks �#��$�� The combination of several
disparate mechanisms into a common security architecture constitutes
the Defense�in�Depth Paradigm discussed in detail in �#��$�� which is
currently in vogue�
The rules produced by current IDSs are passive in the sense that a se�

curity violation has to occur in order to be detected� If we are fortunate
to have detection happening early enough� it may be possible to mini�
mize� or even eliminate the deleterious e�ects of the security violation�
But early detection in current IDSs is usually the result of incidental
circumstances� not of systematic design� On the other hand� almost
all security violations encountered in practice evolve in multiple stages�
and some of the preliminary stages may not be destructive per se� but
merely preparatory steps in the Attack Scenario� If one could detect
indicators of these preparatory steps� or attack precursors� and take im�
mediate action� the resulting attack would be prevented� We call this
capability Proactive� or Anticipatory Intrusion Detection� to distinguish
it from the passive detection enabled by current IDSs� If successful�
Proactive Intrusion Detection would be an invaluable enabling capabil�
ity for Response� since enough time would be available to respond to the
destructive phase of the attack� ideally preventing it to ever take place�
A reasonable military analogy would be a preemptive strike against an
enemy showing signs of increasing combat readiness� Another � less ob�
vious � application of Proactive Intrusion Detection is in reducing the
False Alarm Rates of Passive Intrusion Detectors through Event Corre�
lation� Intuitively� an alarm raised by a passive IDS which is preceded
by an identi�ed precursor should be given more weight than an alarm
which is not preceded by precursors�
The chapter is organized as follows� in section � we introduce Proac�

tive Intrusion Detection through a Thought Experiment �#��$�� We
attempt to present the general ideas� contrasting Proactive Intrusion
Detection with classical Intrusion Detection and protection techniques�
This section also describes the possible roles that can be played by the
techniques in computer forensics and in the response to security viola�
tions� Section � presents a methodology for designing Proactive Intru�
sion Detectors using data�based techniques� Section  presents a real
example in which the methodology was applied for the extraction of
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precursors to Distributed Denial of Service attacks� Section � closes the
chapter� with our conclusions�

�� Information Assurance� Data Mining� and
Proactive Intrusion Detection

��� Intrusion Detection Systems

Several taxonomies have been proposed for IDSs �eg� #$� #
�$�� but in
this section we only distinguish between two classes of IDSs� IDSs relying
on probabilistic reasoning applied to data collected from an Information
System� and IDSs relying of domain knowledge concerning the opera�
tion of the Information System and the attacks against it� Data�based
IDSs �the former type� are usually associated with Anomaly Detectors�
designed on basis of statistical models of normal operation of a system�
while Domain Knowledge�based IDSs are usually associated with Pat�
tern Matching� designed on basis of the signatures of the attacks� It is
worth pointing out however that data�based techniques can be applied
to obtain IDS rules associated with both normal and abnormal behavior
�eg�#�$� #��$�� while the speci�ed normal behavior of a system can be
encoded and utilized for detecting abnormalities �eg� #�$� #�$��
We focus this chapter on data�based IDSs� Data�based techniques

have been applied to IDS design since the inception of the �eld � #
�$�
#�
$� A relatively complete survey can be found in #$� As noted earlier�
mainstream e�orts have focussed on Anomaly Detection schemes �eg�
#

$� #��$� #�
$� #��$� #��$�� where a model of normal operation is extracted
from the data� and deviations from the model are  agged as security
violations� Regardless of the speci�c data�based method utilized in the
design of an IDS� it is always possible to express its operation in the
form of a concatenation of if�then rules of the form X � Y � where
X is the antecedent of the rule� and Y is the consequent of the rule
�#
$�� Following #$� we view Data Mining as the �discovery of useful
summaries of data�	 as such� classical applied statistics� machine learning
and pattern recognition are also manifestations of Data Mining� When
time stamps are associated with the data items� we have ordered data
sets� The extraction of rules in this case is studied under the heading of
Temporal Data Mining �eg� #�$� #��$��

��� A Thought Experiment

In the course of our research� we have been able to verify the valid�
ity of the concept of Proactive Intrusion Detection on a limited basis
� #�$� #�$ � as summarized in section � The purpose of this section is
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to introduce the reader to the concept of Proactive Intrusion Detection�
emphasizing the unique aspects of the concept in contrast to classical
�Passive� Intrusion Detection� To �x ideas� we will describe a thought
experiment �#��$� in which we hope the roles and limitations of Authen�
ticators� Passive Intrusion Detectors and Proactive Intrusion Detectors
will become clear� We will also use the example to illustrate the general
design issues in Proactive Intrusion Detection� The analogies between
the various agents in the experiment and the typical environment en�
countered in the defense of Information Systems are mostly self�evident	
we will make use of these analogies in the remainder of the discussion�

A0

A3

A2
A1

Gate

Fence 2

Fence 1

House

Figure 	�	 Authentication� Passive Intrusion Detection and Proactive Intrusion De�
tection� Alarm A� is connected to an Authenticator� Alarm A� enables Passive
Intrusion Detection� while alarms A� and A enable Proactive Intrusion Detection�
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The residents of the house in Figure ��
 and their guests are autho�
rized to enter the house at any time� The residents agree on a password�
and inform their guests of the password� as needed� We call the resi�
dents and their guests the Authorized Personnel� Upon arrival in the
front door� incoming subjects enter the password on a keypad� If the
password is entered correctly� the door opens� If not� the door remains
closed� and the incoming subject is denied entry into the house� We say
that an incoming subject passed the Authentication Test �eg� #��$� if she
or he was able to key�in the right password� Once inside the house� the
subject can perform regular activities or malicious activities� It is as�
sumed that time elapsed between the entry of a malicious subject in the
house and malicious activity is negligible� The objective of the authen�
tication mechanism described above is to eliminate malicious activities�
while assuring access to the house to all Authorized Personnel� This
objective will be met under the following assumptions�

Assumption �� Authorized Personnel always key�in the right
password�

Assumption �� The Password Checker cannot be tampered� nei�
ther the password be guessed by an automated trial�and�error pro�
cedure�

Assumption �� Authorized Personnel does not disclose the pass�
word to undesirable subjects�

Assumption �� Authorized Personnel does not perform malicious
activities�

Assumption 
 implies that Authorized Personnel will always be able to
enter the house� Assumptions ��� identify Authorized Personnel with
subjects that passed the Authentication Test� and Assumption  identi�
�es Authorized Personnel with subjects that only perform normal activi�
ties� In an ideal world� the authentication mechanism described above is
su�cient to protect the house against malicious activities� This is a pre�
vention mechanism	 failure of such mechanisms lead to their mistrust�
and the consequent search for Detection�Response schemes� Assume
now that malicious activity was found to occur while the authentication
mechanism is in place� There are three possible explanations�

Assumption � was violated� The Password Checker was by�
passed by a malicious agent � Hacking�

Assumption � was violated� A member of Authorized Person�
nel� intentionally or non�intentionally� let the password be known
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to a malicious agent� who entered the house � Social Engineer	
ing�

Assumption � was violated� A member of Authorized Person�
nel performed malicious activities � Insider Misuse�

Hacking� Social Engineering and Insider Misuse are very prevalent in
Information Systems� Intense market competition leads systems and
application software to be introduced at a fast pace� and this leads to
software containing unknown vulnerabilities which can be exploited by
malicious intruders� Hacking is the layman term to describe this phe�
nomenon� Social Engineering and Insider Misuse are human phenomena�
very hard to describe analytically� and extremely harmful� The National
Center for Computer Crime Data reports that in 
��� only about three
percent of serious incidents in a typical business environment came from
�outside� in the form of Intrusions �#
$�	 Insider Misuses on the other
hand accounted for nineteen percent of these incidents�� Insider Misuse
is also known to lead almost invariably to larger losses� specially when
privileged users are involved �#
$��
One �rst step towards a defense mechanism is to install an alarm sys�

tem connected to the Authenticator� We call this alarm A�� It goes
o� whenever an incoming subject is denied access to the house after
entering the password� Figure ��� shows the evolution of A� with time�
As shown in the Figure� malicious activity is veri�ed at time instants
T
� T�� T� and T� A� goes o� a little before T
 and T� which may
indicate that the incoming subject was trying out the password before
getting it right� But there is no logical basis for this inference	 it may
just be a coincidence� A� is a rudimentary IDS� but incapable � by def�
inition � of detecting malicious activity� since its behavior is predicated
on Assumptions �� that identify authorization to enter the house with
normal activity� Detection of malicious activities is only possible if one
mistrusts Assumptions �� and accept the possibility of Hacking� Social
Engineering or Insider Misuse� The key step in the design of a data�based
IDS is the construction of a statistical model of the behavior of incoming
subjects� In Anomaly Detection� one attempts to construct models of
the behavior of Authorized Personnel� If variables are monitored during
a period when malicious activity was veri�ed� it is also possible to use
the records to construct a model of malicious behavior� or� alternately�
to design a classi�er to distinguish normal from malicious behavior� In
this simple example� the variables for such models could be the time of

�It is sobering to note that the remaining ��� of the incidents came from �natural causes��
i�e� Bugs � Errors� as well as Disasters� such as power failures� etc�
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Activity
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time
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T1 T2 T3 T4

A3

Figure 	�	 Timeline of the outputs of the alarms� It is assumed that the time
elapsed between the entry of a malicious agent in the house and malicious activity is
negligible�
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entry �day� evening or night� and the typing speed in the keypad� The
nature of the statistical model used for characterizing the behavior of
incoming subjects� the nature of the variables used for model construc�
tion� and the size of the training and testing sets are all design issues in
Intrusion Detection �eg� #$� #��$�� The statistical model is parametrized
by a threshold variable� associated with the rates of false alarm and de�
tection� estimated from the available data sets� Let A
 denote the alarm
connected to the resulting IDS� The operation of A
 is depicted in Fig�
ure ���� It is important to notice that the IDS was designed using data
sets collected before the malicious activities at T
�T took place� A

 ags the malicious activity at T
 and T�� but misses T� and T� There
are also several false alarms� a virtually unavoidable consequence of the
statistical nature of the whole design process� There are two interrelated
points to keep in mind� that characterize passive IDSs�

Static rules The antecedent and the consequent items of the rule
occur at the same instant of time� The design of a Passive IDS is
a classical anomaly detection or classi�cation problem�

Report immediate danger If the antecedent is true� a security
violation occurs instantaneously�

Consider now that the house is surrounded by a fence � Fence 
� placed
at about 
�� yards from the house� as shown in Figure ��
� Authorized
Personnel are given a key to a gate in this fence� Alarm A� is attached to
the fence� If an incoming subject uses the key to open the gate� nothing
happens with A�� Alarm A� goes o� if someone crosses Fence 
 without
going through the gate� Notice that the act of jumping the fence does
not imply that the house is in danger� The incoming subject may walk
towards the house or not� may attempt to enter the house or not� As
Figure ��� shows� it is noticeable that A� goes o� sometime before each
of the four instances when malicious activity was recorded� Now� it is
also known that the time needed for someone to walk from Fence 
 to
the house is consistent with the average delay between fence�crossing and
malicious activity � about � minutes� It suggests the following if�then
rule� Whenever A� goes o�� malicious activity will be observed within
� minutes� There are three false alarms in this case� but the rule led to
a 
��� detection rate� We call these Causal Rules� which are special
cases of the Temporal Rules formally introduced in the Data Mining
literature in #
$� Assume �nally that a few of the malicious subjects
were apprehended� and revealed that they approached the house from
behind� to avoid visual detection� Based on this information� a second�
smaller fence � Fence � � was raised in the back of the house� placed at
about 
�� yards from the house� Alarm A� is attached to this fence�
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Whenever someone jumps through Fence �� alarm A� goes o�� Figure
��� now suggests the following Causal Rule� Whenever A� goes o��
malicious activity will be observed within � minutes� This rule works
for � out of  instances of malicious activity� without false alarms�

��� Proactive Intrusion Detection

A Proactive� or Anticipatory Intrusion Detector is a scheme that is�
sues alarms based on Temporal Rules such as those described above�
It is driven by events that are observed to consistently precede a secu�
rity violation� In contrast with Passive Intrusion Detectors� Proactive
Intrusion Detectors are characterized by�

Temporal rules The antecedent and the consequent items of the
detection rule occur at distinct instants of time	 the antecedent
precedes the consequent� The design of a Proactive IDS is a prob�
lem in Time Series Analysis �#
�$� #
$��

Report incoming danger If the antecedent is true� a security
violation occurs within a certain amount of time�

The extraction of Temporal Rules is performed o��line� Large data sets
recorded from the multiple domains of the Information System are an�
alyzed� in search of rules relating security violations at the Target with
variables that may contain precursors� These data sets include Attack
Runs� in which Attacks were known to be present� and also Normal� or
Attack�Free Runs� used to construct pro�les of normal operation� Figure
��� depicts the proposed scheme� The Temporal Correlation Engine is
presented with the evolution of the network states� and the history of se�
curity violations� The Engine extracts Temporal Rules� relating network
states that precede security violations� The design of a Proactive Intru�
sion Detector follow four steps� which will be formalized and examined
in detail in section ��

Step �� Determining the variables at the targets that characterize
the security violation� This is performed by using domain knowl�
edge about the type of attack� or by data�based methods� This
step essentially corresponds to the design of a Passive IDS� In our
Thought Experiment� Step 
 corresponds to determining the vari�
ables characterizing the behavior of the incoming subject�

Step �� Determining key variables containing attack precursors�
This is e�ected through Statistical Causality Tests� that measure
the relative causality strengths between a number of candidate
variables and the variables determined in Step 
� In our Thought
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Network at time t+T

Load

t

Network at time t

State of
the Network

at time t

Network Security Status
at time t+T

Correlation Engine
Temporal

− ***

− Network Load
− Packet Collisions
− Traffic Patterns
− System Logs
− Application Logs

Temporal Rules

Figure 	�	 Proactive Intrusion Detection � Extracting Temporal Rules�

Experiment� Step � corresponds to discovering that the alarm vari�
ables A� and A� associated with jumps across Fence 
 and Fence
� contain useful information to forecast future malicious activity
at the house�
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Step �� Determining the events most likely to be the ones pre�
ceding the security violation� or the precursor events� This is per�
formed by comparing the evolution of the variables determined
in Step � with their normal pro�le� Deviations from the pro�le
characterize the precursors we are seeking� In our Thought Exper�
iment� these precursor events are the jumps in the alarm outputs
at A� and A��

Step �� Verifying if the precursor events extracted in Step � are
consistently followed by the security violations observed in the vari�
ables determined in Step 
�

Remark � �Proactive Intrusion Detection and Computer Foren	
sics� Computer Forensics is an emerging discipline lying at the intersec�
tion of Computer Security and Law Enforcement �eg� #�$� #��$�� Com�
puter Forensics starts with the fact that a security violation has occurred�
and attempts to gather the evidence needed by the investigators to iden�
tify the culprits� and allow their prosecution� The precursors determined
in Step � above have the potential to be used in Computer Forensics as
corroborative evidence that an intrusion took place �eg� #�$��

Remark � �Temporal Data Mining and Intrusion Detection 	
Related Work� The time component of a data record has been used for
model building in previous work in Intrusion Detection � eg� #��$� where
time is seen as a discriminant feature for designing classi�ers� In #��$
a framework is introduced� allowing for the construction of rules corre�
sponding to di�erent time granularities and possibly non�contiguous time
intervals �eg� all Tuesday mornings during a year� the �rst �ve minutes
after market opening during weekdays in the Summer� etc�� However� in
both cases the market basket set�up �#
$� is followed� i�e� one seeks for
association rules where the antecedent and consequent itemsets belong
to the same time interval ��xed and contiguous in #��$� possibly varying
and non�contiguous in #��$��

�� A methodology for discovering precursors �
Assumptions� Objectives� Procedure and
Analysis

��� Notation and De
nitions

����� Time Series	 Multivariate Time Series and Collec�

tions� A time series is an ordered �nite set of numerical val�
ues recorded from a variable of interest� It is assumed that the time
elapsed between the recording of two consecutive elements is constant�
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The kth element of the time series fz�k�g is denoted as z�k�� where
k � �� 
� � � � � N � 
 and N denotes the number of elements in fz�k�g�
A multivariate time series of dimension m is an ordered �nite set of
m � 
 numerical vectors collected from m variables of interest� The
kth element of the multivariate time series fZ�k�g is denoted as Z�k� �

#z��k� z��k� � � � zm�k�$T � where zi�k�� i � 
� �� � � � �m and k � �� 
� � � � � N�

 are the kth elements of the individual time series zi that form Z�
It is assumed that all zi�k� are recorded at the same instant of time�
which allows the common index k to be used for their speci�cation� The
multivariate time series fZ�k�g is represented as an m � N matrix of
numerical variables� We call m the dimension of fZ�k�g� and N its
size� A collection of multivariate time series is a �nite set of multivari�
ate time series corresponding to the same variables� but not necessarily
having the same size� The jth element of the collection Z is denoted as
Zj� j � 
� �� � � � � C� Collections of multivariate time series will be associ�
ated with the regimes of operation of the system of interest� In the case
of Network Security� N corresponds to normal network activity� while A
corresponds to periods of time during which an attack is detected� CN
denotes the number of elements in the collection N � while CA denotes
the number of elements in collection A� Finally� we call the dataset ID
as the union of the two collections� ID represents the Training Set� from
where knowledge is to be extracted�

����� Events	 Event Sequences	 Causal Rules and Precur�

sor Rules� Events are de�ned in #��$ as an ordered pair �A� ��
where � � �� 
� �� � � � �K � 
 is a time index representing the occurrence
time of the event and A � E is an Event Type� E is a �nite set in #��$�
which we call the Event Alphabet� Event types provide a framework for
transforming the raw time series data into more meaningful descriptions�
As an example� consider the following procedure for transforming a time
series fz�k�g having an even size N � into an an event sequence f����g
with size K � N

� and Event Alphabet E � fE�� E�g�

If #z�k & 
� & z�k�$  ���� Then ���� � E�� for � � k
� and k �

�� �� � � � � � N � ��

Otherwise� ���� � E�� for � �
k
� and k � �� �� � � � � � N � ��

z�k� can denote the number of alarms issued by a network monitoring de�
vice during a single day� A system administrator may only be interested
in monitoring a higher level alarm� de�ned by ����� i�e� every couple of
days check if more than ��� alarms were issued� If yes� a message is sent�
Otherwise� nothing happens� The transformation from the time series
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space into the event space is the process of Time Series Quantization�
The selection of the �right� parameters for performing the Quantization
depends on the problem at hand� Ifm time series fzi�k�g� k � 
� �� � � � �m
are quantized according to the same procedure along the time index� pro�
ducing m event sequences f�i���g� i � 
� �� � � � �m� we can de�ne Multi�
variate Event Sequences and Collections of Multivariate Event Sequences
the same way we de�ned their Time Series counterparts in section ��
�
�
It is understood that the events ����� � E�� ����� � E�� � � � �m��� � Em
are all recorded at the same instant �� although the individual Event
Alphabets Ei� i � 
� �� � � � �m are not necessarily the same�

De
nition � �Causal Rule 	 ���� If A and B are two events� de�ne

A
�� B as the rule� If A occurs� then B occurs within time � � We say

that A
�� B is a Causal Rule� �

De
nition � �Precursor Rule 	 ���� If A and B are two events� de�

�ne A
�� B as the rule� If B occurs� then A occurred not earlier than �

time units before B� We say that A
�� B is a Precursor Rule� �

Causal Rules and Precursor Rules are special cases of Temporal Rules�
introduced in #
$� Clearly� the rules A

�� B and A
�� B are not the same�

Notice that B is the antecedent of the Precursor Rule� while A is the
antecedent of the Causal Rule� Hence� the con�dence of the Precursor
Rule � c�A

�� B� � is the fraction of occurrences of B that were preceded
by A within � units� In the problem at hand� A and B are events
recorded at two di�erent event sequences� If c�A

�� B� � 
� it means
that if B occurs� then A always occurred not earlier than � units before
B� and is therefore a precursor of B� in the usual sense of the word� It
does not mean however that all occurrences of A are followed by B�
The proposed methodology discovers Precursor Rules of the type A

��
B in ID� but utilizes the associated Causal Rule A

�� B for detection�
The reason for this procedure is clear� we �rst characterize the security
violation �item B� and then search for the precursors �item A�� In
summary� we mine Precursor Rules� but apply Causal Rules�

��� Assumptions� Problem Set�Up� Objectives
and Procedure

Assumptions


 The variables are recorded as two collections of multivariable time
series of dimension m� Collection N corresponds to normal opera�
tion� while collection A corresponds to abnormal operation� Typ�
ically CA � CN �
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� The m variables can be split into two subsets� Output variables
yi� i � 
� �� � � � �m� and candidate input variables ui� i � 
� �� � � � �
m�� with m� &m� � m�

� The output variables are the ones in which the phenomenon of
interest manifests itself�

 The Phenomenon is only observed at collection A�
� The candidate input variables correspond to variables that may
be or may not be related to the occurrence of the phenomenon
observed in the output variables�

Given the assumptions above� we identify three interrelated problems
related to the extraction of knowledge from the dataset ID� To simplify
our discussion� it is assumed that m� � 
� i�e� the Phenomenon is only
observed on a sigle output�

Problem �
 Phenomenon Characterization� Given the out�
put time series� Phenomenon Characterization is related to the de��
nition of a suitable Event Space� through Time Series Quantization�
Let us return to the example in section ��
��� De�ne the quantity

��� �� z�k� & z�k & 
�� for � � k

� and k � �� �� � � � � � N � �� and the

time series fN 
j���g� j � 
� �� � � � � CN � and fA
j���g� j � 
� �� � � � � CA�
which are the 
 time series belonging to Collections N and A� Finally�
de�ne Max�A
j� �� max�fA
j���g� Max�N 
j� �� max�fN 
j���g� and
the overall maxima Max�A�� �� maxj�A��� Max�N 
� �� maxj�

N 
j��
If Max�N 
� � 
��� and minjMax�N 
j� � ���� a threshold of say� ���
separates the two collections� Event sequences constructed using the
procedure in the example of section ��
�� will be such that the event
type E� never occurs on time series belonging to collection N � and will
occur at least once in all time series belonging to collection A� If the
occurrences of E� are time�localized� i�e�

A�j��� � E� most of the time�
except for few isolated spikes where E� is present� then E� is a good
characterization of the Phenomenon of interest� In many problems in
computer security the problem of Phenomenon Characterization is very
simple� As shown in section � the output variables related to traf�
�c counting in machines that are targets of Denial of Service Attacks
records readings of ������ units during an Attack� compared with about

�� units during normal operation� Also� these bursts are time local�
ized� i�e� the time series in collection A remain at readings of about 
��
units �similar to collection N �� except for the bursts characterizing the
presence of the attack�
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Problem �
 Identifying the Input Variables� The objective
is to select which among the m� variables contain precursors for the
phenomenon observed in the output� The objective is to obtain time
series for which high con�dence Precursor Rules of the type A

�� B
exist� where B is the Phenomenon Characterized in Problem 
� while A
is an event extracted from the candidate time series� Notice that � is
not known� Hence� it is not advisable at this stage to do Time Series
Quantization at the candidate inputs� as valuable Precursor Information
may be destroyed in the process� Clearly� we need a procedure capable
of performing the following two tasks� ��� Detection� Given an input�
output pair �fu�k�g� fy�k�g� measure the likelihood that a rule of the

type A
�� B exists� where A is a Precursor extracted from fu�k�g and B

is a Phenomenon extracted from fy�k�g without knowing the true nature
of the Precursor� or the delay between Precursor and Phenomenon	 ���
Gradation� Given a �xed output and m� candidate inputs� rank can�
didate input variables according to the likelihood that Precursor Rules
exist� without knowing the true nature of the Precursor� neither the de�
lay between Precursor and Phenomenon� We show in the sequel that the
Granger Causality Test is an adequate procedure for addressing both
tasks�

Problem �
 Precursor Characterization� Given the input
variables that are most likely to contain Precursors� the problem of Pre�
cursor Characterization is to extract the Precursors as time�localized
occurrences in the time series through a process of Time Series Dis�
cretization of the same nature as Problem 
� The key point however�
is that following the solution of Problem �� one has evidence that these
time�localized occurrences give rise to Event Types that are related to
the Phenomenon at the output through a rule of the type A

�� B�

Procedure

Based on the above� we suggest the following procedure for extracting
Precursor Rules relating Phenomenon in the outputs with Precursors at
candidate inputs�

Step �� Solve Problem 
 through adequate Time Series Quanti�
zation at the output time series�

Step �� Solve Problem � by applying the Granger Causality Test
�GCT� to all input�output pairs f�ui�k�� y�k�g�� i � 
� �� � � � �m��
and compute the GCI gi corresponding to each candidate input�
Select candidate inputs either by setting a threshold on gi� or by
choosing the top v scores� where typically v � m��
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Step �� Solve Problem � through adequate Time Series Quanti�
zation of the input time series selected on Step �� The objective is
to extract time�localized structures at the selected inputs that pre�
cede the Phenomenon in the output� Discard input time series that
do not show time�localized structure preceding the Phenomenon�
At the end of this step� one has determined the Phenomenon
and Precursor events of interest� as well as a number of candi�
date Precursor Rules of the form Precursor

�� Phenomenon�

Step �� Compute the con�dence of the associated Causal Rules
Precursor

�� Phenomenon� and select the best ones either by
thresholding or ranking� At this Step we are verifying if indeed
the Precursor events at the inputs are preceding the Phenomenon
events at the output�

In the next section we will describe the Granger Causality Test� and
discuss its suitability as an Exploring Tool for Knowledge Discovery�
targeted on Step � above� A more complete discussion of the theoretical
developments can be found in #
�$� In section  we summarize the results
obtained when applying this procedure for the extraction of Precursor
Rules relating Attacking Nodes with Target Nodes in various types of
Distributed Denial of Service Attacks� Our complete results can be found
in #�$ and #�$�

��� Analysis � Detection and Gradation of
Causality in Time Series

����� Notation and De�nitions� The following notation
and nomenclature are used extensively in the following sections� It is
commonly used in Statistics and Systems Science� The reader is referred
to standard textbooks in these areas for more details � eg� #
�$ or #��$�

Shift Operators	 Transfer Functions and Impulse Responses�

Given a time series fz�k�g� k � �� 
� � � � � N�
� the backward and forward
shift operators q and q�� are de�ned as follows� qz�k� �� z�k & 
�� k �
�� 
� � � � � N � � and q��z�k� �� z�k � 
�� k � 
� �� � � � � N � 
� The back�
ward and forward shift operators are used to describe dynamical input�
output relations among variables� In particular� the expression y�k� �
��q���
��q���

u�k� � T �q���u�k� where ��q��� � 
 &
Pp

�� �q
�� �q��� �Pp

�� q
� denotes y�k� � �Pp

�� �y�k���&
Pp

�� u�k���� for p&

  k  N � 
� T �q��� is called the Transfer Function between fu�k�g
and fy�k�g� T �q��� is a stable Transfer Function if ��q��� is a Hur�
witz polynomial� i�e� all the zeros of ��q��� belong to the open unit
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disk� In this case� we can write ��q���
��q���

� t�q��� �
P�

�� tq
� and t�q���

is called the Impulse Response associated with the Transfer Function
T �q���� The relationship between fu�k�g and fy�k�g is written in terms
of the Impulse Response as y�k� �

P�
�� tu�k � ���

Probability Distributions� x � X indicates that the random
variable x has the distribution X� IE�x� denotes the expected value of
x� n��� ��� denotes a Gaussian� or Normal Random Variable with mean
� and variance ��� F �v�� v�� denotes an F distribution with parameters
v� and v�� +

���v�� v�� denotes an Inverse�Gamma distribution with pa�
rameters v� and v�� The de�nitions and properties of these distributions
are given in #
�$�

����� The Granger Causality Test as an Exploratory Tool�

Testing for causality in the sense of Granger involves using statistical
tools for testing whether lagged information on a variable u provides any
statistically signi�cant information about the variable y� If not� then
u does not Granger�cause y� The Granger Causality Test �GCT � #
�$�
compares the residuals of an AutoRegressive Model �ARModel� with the
residuals of an AutoRegressive Moving Average Model �ARMA Model��
Assume a particular lag length p� and estimate the ai and bi parameters
�
  i  p� in the following unrestricted equation�

y�k� �

pX
i��

�iy�k � i� &

pX
i��

iu�k � i� & e��k� ���
�

Parameter estimation is performed using Ordinary Least Squares �OLS�
� #
�$� If fy�k�g and fu�k�g are time series of size N � it results on a
regression with T �� N � p equations� out of which �p parameters are
estimated� The computational cost of the procedure is O�T ��� The Null
Hypothesis H� of the GCT is given by�

H� � i � �� i � 
� �� � � � � p�

i�e� u does not a�ect y up to a delay of p units� The null hypothesis is
tested by estimating the parameters of the following restricted equation

y�k� �

pX
i��

�iy�k � i� & e��k� �����

Again� estimation of the � parameters lead to an OLS problem with T
equations� The procedure of the GCT is as follows� Let R� and R�
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denote the sum of the squared residuals under the two cases�

R� �

TX
k��

e���k�� R� �

TX
k��

e���k�

If the Granger Causality Index �GCI� g given by�

g �
�R� �R���p

R���T � �p� 
�
� F �p� T � �p� 
� �����

is greater than the speci�ed critical value for the F�test� then reject
the null hypothesis that u does not Granger�cause y� As g increases�
the p�value� associated with the pair �fu�k�g� fy�k�g� decreases� lend�
ing more evidence that the Null Hypothesis is false� In other words� high
values of g are to be understood as representing strong evidence that u is
causally related to y� In this work� we utilize the GCT in a exploratory
manner� to compare the causality strength of two candidate input time
series with respect to a given output� Following the p�value interpreta�
tion� we say that fu��k�g is more likely to fu��k�g to be causally related
with fy�k�g if g� � g�� where gi� i � 
� � denote the GCI for the input�
output pair �ui� y�� We may be interested in selecting the top � or 
�
individual candidate input time series that are more likely to be causally
related to fy�k�g for more detailed inspection� The GCI is an adequate
index to perform this selection�

����� GCT and the Extraction of Precursor Rules � Model�

ing and Theoretical Developments� In usual statistical practice�
the GCT is utilized to decide if a given u causes y for a speci�ed signif�
icance level� No assumption is made about the presence �or absence� of
localized structure in the time series� In these cases� one is interested
in gauging how the time series u a�ects the time series y as a whole�
However� in the problem at hand� we are ultimately interested in ex�
tracting rules relating time�localized segments of the time series� In our
context� the GCT is merely an intermediate step in this process� We
argue as follows� if time�localized structures at u consistently precedes
time�localized structures at y� there is good evidence that events in u
are related to events in y� The localized structures will be examined
separately at u and y after the existence of a causality relation between
the two time series is suggested by GCT� The determination of these
structures correspond to Steps 
 and � in section ���� In this section� we

�The p�value of a Statistical Test is the smallest signi�cance level that leads to the rejection
of the Null Hypothesis � ����� p� 	��
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investigate how GCT behaves when time series with localized structure
are tested for causality� If GCT is used to identify the presence of a
causal relationship between two variables� it is implicitly assumed that
these variables are related by a model of the form ���
�� where e��k�
is a noise term that captures the mismatch between the recordings and
the model output� Let y represent the output variable that displays the
phenomenon� and u represent the unknown input variable which triggers
the phenomenon� Following section ���� in #
�$ we model the relationship
between u and y as follows�

y�k� � q�r�H�q���u�k� & w�k� ����

r represents the delay between the input and the output� � is an ampli��
cation gain typically large  �� � 
�� while H�q��� models the dynamic
interaction between u and y� In the following� we consider the simpler
case where H�q��� � 
� i�e� u and y are related by the expression�

y�k� � �u�k � r� & w�k� �����

The general case is treated in #
�$� It is assumed that an upper bound
	 for r is available� i�e� we are only interested in Precursor Rules of the

form A
�� B� where 
  r  	� Knowledge of 	 is needed for selecting

the prediction window p for performing GCT� The obvious choice for p is
to take p � 	� The event A is to be mined from u� while the event B is to
be mined from y� w�k� is the noise process� which we assume to be zero
mean Gaussian white noise with variance ��� i�e� w�k� � n��� ���� for
all k� We expect this model to be a good description for collection A�
To complete the modeling� we need to characterize the input signal u�
Since we will be looking for time�localized events� we assume that u has
a time�localized structure� as depicted in Figure ��� In particular� u�k�
is de�ned as�

u�ai� � Ai� i � 
� �� � � � � n� where a� � a� � � � � � an � N � p�

and ai � ai�� � 	� i � 
� �� � � � � n �����

u�k� � �� for k �� ai

Here� N is the size of the collected dataset� In the absence of noise
�w�k� � ��� the output y�k� essentially follows its impulse response each
time inputs are applied at ai� i � 
� � � � � n� as depicted in Figure ���
The blips at u happening at each time sample ai model the Precursors�
while the response at y according to the Impulse Response of �H�q���
models the Phenomenon� If the GCT is applied to time series coinciding

�As described in section ��� it is expected that the Phenomenon will be much more pro�
nounced than the Precursor�
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Figure 	�	 The idealized inputs and output signals� p is the length of the window
used for parameter estimation when applying GCT� If p � r� the representation �����
captures model ����� exactly� and the Precursor � Phenomenon rule is �visible�
through the model� When H�q��� � �� the response in y collapses into a blip�

with the idealized signals� we will have g � �� since R� is �nite� while
R� � �� assuming that the parameter � is exactly estimated estimated
in equation ���
��� Notice that the distance between two consecutive
blips �ai�ai��� is assumed to be larger than the delay between the blip
and the response� This assumption serves to �isolate� each individual
Precursor� Phenomenon occurrence� When � � �� one is interested
in evaluating how GCT performs� i�e� in determining the relationship
between the GCI and the other quantities in the problem� g is a random
variable in this case� so IE�g� is the quantity of interest� We now relate
IE�g� with the key variables in the problem�

Theorem � �The GCI for the idealized signals� Assume that time
series fy��k�g and fu��k�g with size N are generated from equation
����� with u��k� given by equation ����� and w�k� � n��� ���� for k �
�� 
� � � � � N � 
� If ���

Pn
i��A

�
i � � �� and p � r� the expected value of

GCI for the pair �fu��k�g� fy��k�g� computed using equation ����� can
be approximated by�

IE�g�� � N � �p� 


N � p� �
��
�
Pn

i��A
�
i �

p��
� �����

Theorem � �The GCI for input signals missing a few blips�
Assume fy��k�g and fu��k�g with size N satisfy the conditions in The�
orem 
� Let I � f
� �� � � � � ng denote a non�empty collection of indices�

�This will be true for the idealized signals in this case � ����
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De�ne uI�k� as follows�

uI�ai� � Ai� if i � I� uI�k� � �� otherwise �����

i�e� uI�k� has only a fraction of the blips present in u��k�� If ���
P

i�I A
�
i �

� �� and p � r� the expected value of GCI for the pair �fuI�k�� y��k�g�
computed using equation ����� can be approximated by�

IE�gI� � N � �p� 


p
��

�
P

i�I A
�
i �

�N � p� ���� & ��
P

i	�I A
�
i

� �����

The reader is referred to #
�$ for the proofs of Theorems 
 and �� We have
conducted several numerical experiments to evaluate the validity of the
approximations in Theorems 
 and �� The results were very satisfactory�
as described in #
�$� A number of key observation can be made� on basis
of Theorems 
 and ��


 The term S� ��
�
Pn

i	� A
�

i �

p
�
can be understood as the Signal�to�Noise

Ratio �SNR� between the input blips carrying the Precursors to
be extracted� and the noise present in the estimation window of
length p� IE�g�� grows with S�� which intuitively means that for
u signals of the type shown in Figure ��� if a larger value of g is
observed� it indicates that it is more likely that Precursors could
be found� This is certainly a desirable property�

� The term �� can be understood as an ampli�cation gain between
the input and the output� GCI is proportional to ���

� As N 	�� IE�g�� converges to ��S�� which is a constant� Hence�
the corresponding expected p�value converge to zero� The inter�
pretation is that for a �xed SNR� the certainty that the pair �u� y�
is Granger causal grows with N � This is also a desirable property�

 Finally� we turn our attention to equation ������ This expression
allows one to relate IE�gI� with the con�dence of Precursor Rules
extracted from the pair �fuI�k�g� fy��k�g�� If fuI�k�g is selected
in Step �� the resulting Time Series Quantization in Step � is triv�
ial� just de�ne ��k� � E� if uI�k� � �� ��k� � E�� otherwise�

Consider now the Precursor Rule E�
p� B� where B is obtained

by performing Step 
 in fy��k�g� The con�dence of this rule is

given by  �I�
n � where ,�I� denotes the number of elements in I�

This follows from the fact that among the n times event B oc�
curs� the E� event occurs only ,�I� times� Consider now two
time sequences fuI��k�g and fuI��k�g with I� � I�� i�e� fuI��k�g
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contains all the blips contained in fuI��k�g plus a few more� It
is clear from equation ����� that IE�gI�� � IE�gI��� It essentially
means that higher values of g are associated with Precursor Rules
with higher con�dence� which is another property that indicates
the suitability of the GCT as an Exploratory Tool for extracting
Precursor Rules�

Remark � �Temporal Data Mining and Intrusion Detection 	
Related Work� The time component of a data record has been used
for model building in previous work in Intrusion Detection � #��$� where
time is seen as yet one more itemset for rule discovery and #��$� where
a framework is introduced� allowing for the construction of rules corre�
sponding to di�erent time granularities �eg� all Tuesday mornings during
a year� the �rst �ve minutes after market opening during weekdays in
the Summer� etc�� The objective in #��$ is to construct pro�les of nor�
mal activity at di�erent levels of granularity� In both cases� the market
basket set�up �#
$� is followed� i�e� one seeks association rules where the
antecedent and consequent itemsets belong to the same time interval� In
contrast� in the present work we are explicitly searching for rules where
the antecedent and the consequent belong to di�erent time intervals� �

�� A Case Study � Precursor Rules for
Distributed Denial of Service Attacks

��� DDoS Attacks and the experiments

Distributed Denial of Service �DDoS� attacks have two phases� and
involve three classes of systems� the Master� the Slaves� and the Target
�eg� #
�$�� In the �rst phase of the attack� the Master in�ltrates mul�
tiple computer systems� and installs the DDoS tools� which are scripts
capable of generating large volumes of tra�c under command from the
Master� We call these in�ltrated systems the Slaves� The second phase
is the actual DDoS attack� Under command from the Master� the Slaves
generate network tra�c to bring down the Target system� We assume
that the Master is not under monitoring� but the Target and a few Slaves
�not all� are� Figure ��� presents a simpli�ed timeline for the DDoS at�
tacks� A Data Set for studying DDoS attacks was produced at North
Carolina State University �NCSU�� All the nodes �attackers and targets�
were linked to a common Ethernet� The Network Management System
collected � MIB variables corresponding to four SNMP MIB �Manage�
ment Information Base � #�$� groups� ip� icmp� tcp and udp� Variables
were collected for intervals of � hours� at a sample rate of � seconds� The
details can be found in #�$ and #�$� We used the data corresponding to
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Figure 	
	 DDoS Attacks � A simpli	ed Timeline�

both Attack Runs �Collection A� and Normal Runs �Collection N � as
described below�

Attack Runs � Collection A� Three types of DDoS attacks pro�
duced by TFN�K �Ping Flood and Targa�� and Trin�� �UDP Flood��
During each of the attacks� MIBs were collected for the Attacking Ma�
chine and for the Target� TFN�K and Trin�� are the names of the
hacker toolkits� while Ping Flood� Targa� and UDP Flood are types of
DoS attacks they induce� The time series for MIB variables correspond�
ing to counter variables were di�erentiated� Two runs were recorded for
each type of attack� According to the terminology introduced earlier�
Attacker 
 and Attacker � are Slaves	 the Master is not under monitoring
from the Network Management System� so no time series are available
for the Master�

Normal Runs Collection N � MIBs were collected during times
when the machines were not being targets of attacks� nor being the at�
tackers� 
� runs are available for the Target Machine� � runs are available
for Attacker 
� and 
 runs are available for Attacker �� The data set
includes events starting on T�� de�ned in Figure ���	 the DDoS tools
are assumed to be already installed in the Attacking Machines when the
Attack Runs start� Hence� prospective Precursor Rules should relate
events in T� or T� at the Attacker with events in T and T� at the
Target� To illustrate the nature of the MIB variables and their rele�
vance for attack detection during a TFN�K Ping Flood Attack� Figure
��� depicts icmpInEchos at the Target� aligned with four MIB vari�
ables at the Attacker Machine that show remarkable activity before the
pings reach the target� These are ipOutRequests� icmpInEchoReps�
tcpInErrs and udpInErrors� These four variables were obtained from
domain knowledge about the TFN�K Ping Flood attack� In practice�
we need a procedure to extract these Key Variables for the Attacker
automatically� from the entire collection of MIB data at the Attacker
Machine� This is exactly the problem addressed in this chapter� In the
sequel� we show the results obtained using the methodology in section
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��� for the case of the TFN�K Ping Flood Attack� Similar results were
also veri�ed for the other two types of DDoS attacks �#�$� #�$��
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Figure 	�	 TFN�K Ping Flood� Selected MIB variables at the Attacker and at the
Target�

��� TFN�K Ping Flood � Extracting Precursor
Rules

The four steps presented in section ��� were followed�

Step �
 Phenomenon Characterization� The Ping Flood attack
is e�ected by sending a large amount of ICMPECHOREQUEST packets
to the Target� The variable icmpInEchos counts the number of ICMPE�
CHOREQUEST packets received by a node� Hence� icmpInEchos is the
output in this case� As shown in Figure ���� Phenomenon Characteriza�
tion is very simple� considering that icmpInEchos never rises above a few
hundred units during Normal Runs� On #

$ it is shown that for large
classes of Denial�of�Service attacks� tra�c counting across various time
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scales serve as an adequate discriminator between normal and abnormal
behavior� as good as much more complex schemes�

Step �
 Extracting inputs containing Precursors� In this step�
we attempt to determine the variables at the Attacker Machine that
contain Precursors� Based on #
�$� we have domain knowledge �Ground
Truth � Table ��
� about the Key Variables at the Attacker for TFN�K�
The GCT was applied for two runs of TFN�K Ping Flood� T events
happen more than once in each run� as shown in Figure ���� To test the
validity of the GCT for automatically extracting the Key Variables at
the Attacker� we consider a scenario in which there are nine potential
Attackers against the Target� the true attacker and eight decoys corre�
sponding to the normal runs� We then apply the GCT to measure the
causality strength of all MIB variables in the potential attackers� with
respect to the Key Variable at the Target in each of the Attacks� MIB
variables at potential attackers resulting on a GCI statistic above the
threshold for ��� signi�cance level were considered to Granger�cause
the Key Variables at the Target� and where kept for analysis in Step
�� The selected variables and scores are shown in Table ��� for one of
the Runs� Comparing Tables ��
 and ��� it is clear that GCT extracted
all Ground Truth Variables in this case� We count detections whenever
the ground�truth variables described in #
�$ are correctly picked by the
GCT� False alarms correspond to MIB variables being  agged in the
decoys� Table ��� summarizes the results for both runs� Notice that at
least one �true� MIB variable at the Attacker is detected in each run�
The FA �False Alarm� Rate for Decoy MIBs is obtained by computing
the total number of signi�cant MIB variables found in all normal runs�
divided by the total number of MIB variables�

Steps � and �
 Precursor Characterization and Determining

the Con�dence of the Causal Rules� The Key Variables at
the Attacker determined in Step � are labeled as causally related with
the Attack at the Target� but we still need to �nd the Precursors� As
discussed in section ���� we have a problem of Time Series Quantization�
We looked for jumps in the MIB variables� by monitoring the absolute
values of the di�erentiated time series z�k� � jy�k� � y�k � 
�j� Using

� Normal Runs� we constructed a Normal Pro	le of Jumps for each of
the � MIB variables� Given a Key Attacker Variable determined on
Step �� Key Events at the Attacker are de�ned as jumps larger than the
largest jump encountered the Normal Pro	le of Jumps� Key Attacker
Variables with no Key Events are discarded� As shown in Table ���
We have found that this procedure led to a substantial reduction of the
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Table 	�	 Key Variables at the Attacker for TFN�K � Ground Truth�

MIB Event

icmpInEchoReps T�
tcpInErrs T�
tcpInSegs T�
udpInErrors T�
udpInDatagrams T�
ipOutRequests T

False Alarms produced on Step �� with small reductions in the detection
rates� Notice that we are still detecting at least one valid precursor at
each Attack Run�

Remark � �Explaining the Precursor� According to #
�$� the com�
munication between Master and Slave in TFN�K happens through ICMP�
UDP or TCP� These ICMPECHOREPLY packets are the command from
the Master to the Slave to initiate the attack� i�e� these constitute a T�
event� according to Figure ����

Table 	�	 TFN�K Ping Flood Run �� Top MIBs at the Attacker according to the g
statistic�

Rank MIB g

� ipOutRequests �T� ����
� tcpInErrs �T�� ���
 ipInReceives ����
� ipInDelivers ����
� udpInErrs �T�� ���
� udpOutDatagrams ����
� udpInDatagrams �T�� ����
� icmpInEchoReps �T�� ����
� icmpInMsgs ����
�� tcpInSegs �T�� ���
�� udpNoPorts ����
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Table 	�	 Results of Step �� Detection Rates and FA Rates for MIB variables that
contain precursors to DDoS Attacks�

Run Detections FA per Decoy MIBs ���

� �!� ����
� �!� ��

Table 	�	 Final Results� Detection Rates and FA Rates for Events at MIB variables
for TFN�K Ping Flood�

Run Detections FA per Decoy MIBs ���

� �!� ���
� �!� ����

�� Conclusions

This chapter presents a principled approach for discovering precursors
to security violations in databases recorded from large scale informa�
tion systems� Proactive Intrusion Detection consists of the utilization of
these precursors as part of an overall defense�in�depth scheme� including
Prevention� Detection� Response and Tolerance�
While we consider the results in section  very encouraging� we are well

aware that these were limited experiments� on a local test bed� under
controlled tra�c loads� We are currently experimenting with a larger
networked testbed� including six hosts and three routers� instrumented
by a Network Management System� Our results will appear in the near
future�
Besides the obvious applicability of Proactive Intrusion Detection for

response� we are also investigating the possibility of correlating the out�
puts of passive IDSs with the precursors� Current IDSs are plagued by
high rates of false alarm �#��$� #��$�� explainable in part by the base rate
fallacy of classical statistics �#�$�� a result of the rarity of attacks in com�
parison with normal activity� The presence �or� rather� the absence� of
reliable precursors may be used to prune false alarms from passive IDSs�
A more elaborate scheme involving Alarm Correlation �eg� #�$� can
also be tried� Clearly� extensive experimentation is needed to validate
the concept�
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We end this chapter on a cautionary tone� The use of statistical meth�
ods for extracting �subtle� precursor events for extraordinary phenom�
ena such as Tra�c Floods should give everyone pause� Mostly everybody
has an anecdote relating the systematic occurrence of trivial facts pre�
ceding a major phenomenon� Some of these rules are so accurate that
they �nd their way into the press� One such example is the Super Bowl
Predictor� featured in #�$� which supposedly forecasts the performance
of the US stock market on basis of the result of the Super Bowl� No seri�
ous �nancial analyst would pay attention to this rule� in the same way as
no serious network security analyst would pay attention to rules relating
security incidents with variables that are known to be removed from the
operation of the Information System� Hence� the message here is that
common sense should be exercised in the choice of the input variables for
temporal correlation� and domain knowledge about the system�s opera�
tion must be utilized for pruning spurious rules� After a precursor rule is
extracted� its root cause should be investigated� as described in Remark
� An interactive� exploratory approach� coupling human interpretation
of the rules with automation� will likely lead to the most useful results�
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Abstract In this chapter� we brie y overview the relatively new discipline of com�
puter forensics and describe an investigation of forensic authorship at�
tribution or identi	cation undertaken on a corpus of multi�author and
multi�topic e�mail documents� We use an extended set of e�mail docu�
ment features such as structural characteristics and linguistic patterns
together with a Support Vector Machine as the learning algorithm� Ex�
periments on a number of e�mail documents generated by di
erent au�
thors on a set of topics gave promising results for multi�topic and multi�
author categorisation�

Keywords� Computer forensics� e�mail� support vector machines� author attribu�
tion� stylometrics�

�� Introduction and Motivation

With the rapid uptake of computer technology� many government or�
ganisations and private industries have become highly dependent on
extensive computer networks for their operations� such as intra�nets
and the Internet� to communicate and exchange information that have
varying degrees of sensitivity� e�g�� �nancial data and reports� intellec�
tual property documents� personnel records� commercial�in�con�dence
reports� intelligence data and operational plans� These network environ�
ments o�er many opportunities for improving the e�ciency of corporate
operations� At the same time� however� these environments are increas�
ingly exposed to �attacks� such as unauthorised access from unautho�
rised users as well as from authorised users �insider misuse�� Attacks may
compromise both isolated and connected networks� increase the risks of
unauthorised access to sensitive information� and potentially a�ect the
continuity of information operations of the organisation�

��� Computer Forensics

With the increase in the number of unauthorised activities by autho�
rised users �CSI Report� ���
��� the rise in the use of computers and
computer networks for illegal activities �e�g�� fraud� money laundering
etc�� and� more recently� the growing impact of asymetric warfare on
the information operations of critical infrastructure� the area of com�
puter forensics has become increasingly important� Computer foren�
sics has rapidly evolved over the past few years� The �oldest� form of
computer forensics is digital evidence recovery which deals with data
recovery methods from media such as hard disks� More recently� com�
puter forensics has developed and branched out into several overlap�
ping areas� generating a plethora of terms such as� digital forensics� data
forensics� network forensics� intrusion forensics� cyber�forensics� forensic
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data analysis etc� Furthermore� there are several di�erent end�user areas
where the term �computer forensics� is employed� with each area having
di�erent requirements� For example� in the traditional law enforcement
area� the primary focus is the prosecution of the perpetrator� Once the
crime has been perpetrated� the post�mortem collection and preservation
of the chain of evidence custody� data analysis� interpretation etc� are
undertaken subject to strict established prosecutorial guidelines� How�
ever� in some areas such as e�commerce where the continual availability
of the on�line business service is of prime concern� the focus is on ensur�
ing the continuity and survivability of computer networks� Therefore�
the timeliness of the cycle of detection� forensic analysis and reaction is
of critical importance in these application areas�
Computer Forensics can be �narrowly� de�ned as

an investigative activity employing a set of scienti�cally derived methods that
attempt to anticipate� discover and reconstruct the sequence of events arising
from some computer�based criminal activity�

In a closer analogy with the �eld of forensic science� a broader de�ni�
tion of computer forensics would also include prosecutorial issues such as
the collection and extraction of digital evidence� the preservation of the
chain of evidence custody� admissibility and presentation of evidence and
so on� Evidence may be obtained from many di�erent digital and non�
digital sources including storage devices �e�g�� disks� discs�� volatile data
�e�g�� RAM�� network activity data �e�g�� packet data� router tables��
databases� logs� communications call data� behavioural pro�le data� so�
cial network data etc�
An increasingly important source of digital evidence is e�mail which

has now become the dominant form of inter� and intra�organisational
written communication for many companies and government organisa�
tions� E�mail is used in many legitimate activities such as message and
document exchange� Unfortunately� it can also be misused for the dis�
tribution of unsolicited and�or inappropriate messages� images and doc�
uments� Examples of misuse include the distribution of unsolicited junk
mail� unauthorised conveyancing of sensitive information� mailing of of�
fensive or threatening material� E�mail evidence can be central in cases
of sexual harassment or racial vili�cation� threats� bullying and so on�
In some e�mail misuse cases the sender will attempt to hide his�her true
identity in order to avoid detection� For example� the sender�s address
can be spoofed or anonymised by routing the e�mail through an anony�
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mous mail server� or the e�mail�s contents and header information may
have been modi�ed in an attempt to hide the true identity of the sender�
In other cases the sender may wish to masquerade as another user�

��� E�mail Forensics

E�mail forensics deals with one or more e�mails as evidence in a foren�
sic investigation� The sources of e�mail evidence are wide and varied and
can include both data and meta�data� Data include the e�mail body�
e�mail headers �sender� receiver� date� time etc��� e�mail attachments�
etc� whereas e�mail meta�data include other related evidence such as
e�mail trace routes� e�mail �le time stamps� e�mailer application used
etc�� Both data and meta�data can� and should� be used in a computer
forensic analysis as they all could be contributing factors in a forensic
investigation and the consequent successful prosecution of an o�ending
user� A forensic investigation will attempt to determine one or more
issues� For example� the investigation may wish to determine the au�
thor�s� of an e�mail� or the timeline of multiple e�mails� or the type of
author�s� and so on� In this paper we focus uniquely on the author�
ship attribution of an e�mail forensic investigation and uniquely on the
analysis of the contents of the e�mail body�
The process of attributing e�mail authorship has a few important char�

acteristics� Firstly� the identi�cation of an author is usually attempted
from a small set of known candidates� rather than from a large set of
potentially unknown authors� That is� e�mail authorship attribution in
computer forensics is essentially a classi�cation problem using a known
population distribution� Secondly� as mentioned above� the text body of
the e�mail is not the only source of authorship attribution in a forensic
investigation� Finally� the number of false negatives should be minimised
�at the expense of a higher number of false positives�� to avoid the prob�
lem of the o�ending author �slipping through the net��
As a result of this growing e�mail misuse problem� e�cient automated

methods for analysing the content of e�mail messages and identifying or
categorising the authors of these messages are becoming imperative� The
principal objectives are to classify an ensemble of e�mails as belonging
to a particular author and� if possible� obtain a set of characteristics
or features that remain relatively constant for a large number of e�mails
written by the author� The question then arises	 can characteristics such
as language� structure� layout etc� of an e�mail be used� with a high de�
gree of con�dence� as a kind of author phrenology and thus link the
e�mail document with its author- Also� can we expect the writing char�
acteristics or style of an author to evolve in time and change in di�erent
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contexts- For example� the composition of formal e�mails will di�er from
informal ones �changes in vocabulary etc��� Even in the context of in�
formal e�mails there could be several composition styles �e�g�� one style
for personal relations and one for work relations�� However� humans are
creatures of habit and have certain personal traits which tend to per�
sist� All humans have unique �or near�unique� patterns of behaviour�
biometric attributes� and so on� We therefore conjecture that certain
characteristics pertaining to language� composition and writing� such as
particular syntactic and structural layout traits� patterns of vocabulary
usage� unusual language usage �e�g�� converting the letter �f� to �ph��
or the excessive use of digits and�or upper�case letters�� stylistic and
sub�stylistic features will remain relatively constant� The identi�cation
and learning of these characteristics with a su�ciently high accuracy are
the principal challenges in authorship categorisation�
Authorship categorisation or attribution can be e�ected using various

approaches� Firstly� the simplest method is to use domain experts to
identify new e�mail documents and allocate them to well�de�ned author
categories� This can be time�consuming and expensive and� perhaps
most limiting� provides no continuous measure of the degree of con�dence
with which the allocation was made� Secondly� the domain expert can
establish a set of �xed rules which can be used to classify new e�mail
documents� Unfortunately� in many cases� the rule�set can be large and
unwieldy� typically di�cult to update� and unable to adapt to changes
in document content or author characteristics� Finally� categorisation
can be undertaken automatically by inductively learning the classi�ers
from training example documents� This approach should� hopefully�
generalise well to new� unseen e�mail documents and has the advantage
that it should be able to adapt to a measure of drift in the characteristics
of authors and create a more accurate pro�le of each author�
A closely related� but clearly separate� area of authorship categori�

sation is text categorisation� which attempts to categorise a set of text
documents based on its contents or topic� Text categorisation provides
support for a wide variety of activities in information mining and infor�
mation management� It has found applications in areas such as docu�
ment �ltering� and can be used to support document retrieval by gener�
ating the categories required in document retrieval� Many methods that
automatically learn rules have been proposed for text categorisation�
Most of these techniques employ the �bag!of!words� or word vector
space feature representation �Salton� 
���� where each word in the text
document corresponds to a single feature� A learning algorithm such
as decision trees �Apte� 
����� neural networks �Ng� 
����� Bayesian
probabilistic approaches �Mitchell� 
�����Yang� 
����� or support vec�
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tor machines �Joachims� 
���� is then used to classify the text document�
de Vel �de Vel� 
���� studied the comparative performance of text doc�
ument categorisation algorithms using the Naive Bayes� Support Vector
Machines� multi�layer Perceptron and k!NN classi�ers� Work in e�mail
text classi�cation has also been undertaken by some researchers in the
context of automated e�mail document �ltering and �ling� Cohen �Co�
hen� 
���� learned rule sets based on a small number of keywords in the
e�mail� Sahami et al �Sahami� 
���� focused on the more speci�c prob�
lem of �ltering junk e�mail using a Naive Bayesian classi�er and incor�
porating domain knowledge using manually constructed domain�speci�c
attributes such as phrasal features and various non�textual features�
In this paper we investigate methods for the multi�topic machine

learning of an authorship attribution classi�er using e�mail documents
as the data set� We focus on the problem of authorship attribution of e�
mails and not e�mail document categorisation� i�e� not the classi�cation
of e�mail messages for topic categorisation etc� We incorporate various
document features such as structural characteristics and linguistic evi�
dence in the learning algorithm� We study the e�ect of multiple e�mail
topics on the discrimination performance of authorship attribution� For
example� can an author be identi�ed in the context of di�erent e�mail
topics- That is� we wish to investigate the degree of orthogonality exist�
ing between e�mail authorship and e�mail topic content� We �rst intro�
duce the �eld of authorship categorisation in Section � and� more specif�
ically� e�mail authorship categorisation in Section �� We then brie y
outline the Support Vector Machines learning algorithm in Section 
and present the database of e�mail documents used in the experiments
together with the experimental methodology in Section �� respectively�
Validation of the method is then undertaken by presenting results of
categorisation performance in Section �� Finally� we conclude with some
general observations and present future directions for the work in Sec�
tion ��

�� Authorship Categorisation

Formally� authorship attribution or categorisation is the task of de�
termining the author of a piece of work� In particular� we are interested
in categorising textual work given other text samples produced by the
same author� We assume that only one author is responsible for pro�
ducing the text ! contributions by� or text modi�ed by� multiple authors
are not considered here �though� as we describe later on� e�mails with
labeled text from other authors are included in our analysis��
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Authorship categorisation is a subset of the more general problem
called �authorship analysis� �Gray� 
����� Authorship analysis includes
other distinct �elds such as author characterisation and similarity de�
tection� Authorship characterisation determines the author pro�le or
characteristics of the author that produced a piece of work� Example
characteristics include gender� educational and cultural backgrounds�
language familiarity etc� �Thomson� ���
�� Similarity detection calcu�
lates the degree of similarity between two or more pieces of work without
necessarily identifying the authors� Similarity is used extensively in the
context of plagiarism detection which involves the complete or partial
replication of a piece of work with or without permission of the original
author� We note� however� that authorship categorisation and author
characterisation are di�erent from plagiarism detection� Plagiarism de�
tection attempts to detect the similarity between two substantially dif�
ferent pieces of work but is unable to determine if they were produced
by the same author�
Authorship analysis has been used in a small but diverse number of

application areas� Examples include identifying authors in literature� in
program code� and in forensic analysis for criminal cases� We brie y
outline the work undertaken in each one of these areas�
Perhaps the most extensive and comprehensive application of author�

ship analysis is in literature and in published articles� Well�known au�
thorship analysis studies include the disputed Federalist papers �For
example� �Mosteller� 
��� and �Bosch� 
����� and Shakespeare�s works�
the latter dating back over many years �see� for example� where at�
tempts were made to show that Shakespeare was a hoax and that the
real author was Edward de Vere� the Earl of Oxford �Elliot� 
��
���
In these studies� speci�c author features such as unusual diction� fre�
quency of certain words� choice of rhymes� and habits of hyphenation
have been used as tests for author attribution� These authorial fea�
tures are examples of stylistic evidence which is thought to be useful
in establishing the authorship of a text document� It is conjectured
that a given author�s style is comprised of a number of distinctive fea�
tures or attributes su�cient to uniquely identify the author� Stylometric
features ��style markers�� used in early authorship attribution studies
were character or word based� such as vocabulary richness metrics �e�g��
Zipf�s word frequency distribution and its variants�� word length etc��
However� some of these stylometric features could be generated under
the conscious control of the author and� consequently� may be content�
dependent and are a function of the document topic� genre� epoch etc��
Rather than using content�dependent features� we employ features de�
rived from words and�or syntactic patterns since such features are more
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likely to be content�independent and thus potentially more useful in dis�
criminating authors in di�erent contexts� It is thought that syntactic
structure is generated dynamically and sub�consciously when language
is created� similar to the case of the generation of utterances during
speech composition and production �Crain� 
����� That is� language
patterns or syntactic features are generated beyond an author�s con�
scious control� An example of such features is short� all�purpose words
�referred to as function words� such as �the�� �if�� �to� etc� whose fre�
quency or relative frequency of usage is una�ected by the subject matter�
Another example syntactic feature is punctuation which is thought to
be the graphical correlate of intonation which is the phonetic correlate
of syntactic structure �Chaski� 
����� As punctuation is not guided
by any strict placement rules �e�g�� comment placement�� punctuation
will vary from author to author� Chaski �Chaski� ���
� has shown that
punctuation can be useful in discriminating authors� Therefore� a com�
bination of syntactic features may be su�cient to uniquely identify an
author� According to Rudman� over 
���� stylometric features have been
proposed �Rudman� 
����� Tweedie et al also list a variety of di�erent
stylometric features �Tweedie� 
����� However� no set of signi�cant style
markers have been identi�ed as uniquely discriminatory� Furthermore�
some proposed features may not be valid discriminators as� for example�
prescriptive grammar errors� profanities etc� which are not generally
considered to be idiosyncratic� Just as there is a range of available sty�
lometric features� there are many di�erent techniques using these fea�
tures for author identi�cation� These include statistical approaches �e�g��
cusum �Farringdon� 
����� Thisted and Efron test �Thisted� 
������ neu�
ral networks �e�g�� radial basis functions �Lowe� 
����� feedforward neu�
ral networks �Tweedie� 
����� cascade correlation �Waugh� ������� ge�
netic algorithms �e�g�� �Holmes� 
������ Markov chains �e�g�� �Khmelev�
������� However� there does not seem to exist a consensus on a correct
methodology� with many of these techniques su�ering from problems
such as questionable analysis� inconsistencies for the same set of authors�
failed replication etc�
Program code authorship has been researched by some workers in the

context of software theft and plagiarism� software author tracking and
intrusion detection� For example� software author tracking enables the
identi�cation of the author of a particular code fragment from a large
set of programmers working on a software project� This can be useful
for identifying authors for the purpose of e�ecting upgrades to software
and software maintenance� The authorship of a computer virus or tro�
jan horse can be identi�ed in a similar manner �Spa�ord� 
����� By
examining peculiar characteristics or metrics of programming style it
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is possible to identify the author of a section of program code �Oman�

����� in a similar way that linguistic evidence can be used for cate�
gorising the authors of free text� Program metrics such as typographical
characteristics �e�g�� use of lower and upper case characters� multiplicity
of program statements per line� etc��� stylistic metrics �e�g�� length of
variable names� preference for while or for loops� etc��� programming
structure metrics �e�g�� placement of comments� use of debugging sym�
bols� etc�� have been employed �Krsul� 
�����Krsul� 
����Sallis� 
�����
The forensic analysis of text attempts to match text to authors for the

purpose of a criminal investigation� The forensic analysis of text gener�
ally includes techniques derived from linguistics or behavioural pro�ling�
Linguistic techniques usually employ common knowledge features such
as grammatical errors� spelling� and stylistic deviations� These tech�
niques� contrary to popular belief� do not quantify linguistic patterns
and fail to discriminate between authors with a high degree of preci�
sion� However� the use of language�based author attribution testimony
as admissible evidence in legal proceedings has been identi�ed in many
cases �Chaski� 
����� The textual analysis of the Unabomber manifesto
is a well�known example of the use of forensic linguistics� In this case�
the manifesto and the suspect bomber used a set of similar characteris�
tics� such as a distinctive vocabulary� irregular hyphenations etc� �Crain�

�����Foster� ������ Techniques based on scienti�c evidence of language
have not� to the authors� knowledge� been used in court proceedings�
Pro�ling is based on the behavioural characteristics contained within an
author�s text� For example� educated guesses on the type of personality
of an author based on particular sequences of words are employed in
pro�ling studies�
E�mail documents have several characteristics which make authorship

categorisation challenging compared with longer� formal text documents
such as literary works or published articles �such as the Federalist Pa�
pers�� Firstly� e�mails are generally short in length indicating that cer�
tain language�based metrics may not be appropriate �e�g�� vocabulary
richness�� Secondly� the composition style used in formulating an e�
mail document is often di�erent from normal text documents written by
the same author� That is� an author pro�le derived from normal text
documents �e�g�� publications� may not necessarily be the same as that
obtained from an e�mail document� For example� e�mail documents are
generally brief and to the point� can involve a dialogue between two or
more authors� can be punctuated with a larger number of grammatical
errors etc� Also� e�mail interaction between authors can be frequent and
rapid� similar to speech interactivity and rather dissimilar to normal
text document interchange patterns� Indeed� the authoring composi�



��


tion style and interactivity characteristics attributed to e�mails shares
some elements of both formal writing and speech� Thirdly� the author�s
composition style used in e�mails can vary depending upon the intended
recipient and can evolve quite rapidly over time� Fourthly� the vocabu�
lary used by authors in e�mails is not stable� facilitating imitation� Thus
the possibility of being able to disguise authorship of an e�mail through
imitation is potentially high� Furthermore� similar vocabulary subsets
�e�g�� technology�based words� may be used within author communities�
Finally� e�mail documents have generally few sentences�paragraphs� thus
making contents pro�ling based on traditional text document analysis
techniques� such as the �bag!of!words� representation �e�g�� when using
the Naive Bayes approach�� more di�cult� However� as stated previously�
certain characteristics such as particular syntactic and structural layout
traits� patterns of vocabulary usage� unusual language usage� stylistic
and sub�stylistic features will remain relatively constant for a given e�
mail author� This provides the major motivation for the particular choice
of attributes�features for the authorship categorisation of e�mails� as we
shall discuss in Section ��

�� E�mail Authorship Attribution

To date few studies in e�mail authorship attribution have been under�
taken� An initial study was undertaken by de Vel �de Vel� ����� where
e�mail authorship categorisation was investigated using a basic subset of
structural and stylometric features on a set of authors without consid�
eration of the author characteristics �gender� language� etc�� nor of the
e�mail topic and size� Anderson et al �Anderson� ���
� extended this
study and used a larger set of stylometric features and also studied the
e�ect of a number of parameters such as� the type of feature sets� text
size� and the number of documents per author� on the author categori�
sation performance for both e�mails and text documents� Some feature
types such as N �graphs �where N � � was used� gave good categorisa�
tion results for di�erent text chunk sizes but these results were thought
to be due to an inherent bias of some types of N �graphs towards content
rather than style alone �N �graphs are contiguous sequences of charac�
ters� including whitespaces� punctuation etc� � � �� They observed almost
no e�ect of the text chunk size on the categorisation performance� for
text chunks larger than approximately 
�� words� Also� they observed
that as few as �� documents may be su�cient for satisfactory categori�
sation performance� These results are signi�cant in the context of e�mail
authorship categorisation and computer forensics as they indicate that
satisfactory results can still be achieved with a small text size and a small
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number of available e�mails� Although Anderson et al concluded that
it is possible to categorise e�mail authors based on a small number of
e�mails and small text sizes� they did not consider other author attribu�
tion characteristics such as multi�topic categorisation performance� nor
author characteristics� More recently� in the context of e�mail author�
ship characterisation� Thomson et al have investigated the existence of
gender�preferential language styles in e�mail communication �Thomson�
���
�� The types of styles investigated included references to emotion�
provision of personal information� use of intensive adverbs� the frequency
of insults and opinions �it was hypothesised that the �rst three of these
features are characteristic of female authors whereas the last set of fea�
tures are male�preferential�� Using manual feature extraction and dis�
criminant analysis� Thomson et al claimed that they were able to predict
the gender of e�mail authors�
In this paper we extend the results of these investigations and study

the author attribution performance in the context of multiple e�mail
topic categories� We investigate the e�mail document feature types that
enable us to discriminate between e�mail authors independent of e�mail
topic� We use a publicly�derived e�mail corpus for our evaluation exper�
iments�

�� Support Vector Machine Classi
er

The fundamental concepts of Support Vector Machines �SVM� were
developed by Vapnik �Vapnik� 
����� The SVMs� concept is based on
the idea of structural risk minimisation which minimises the generalisa�
tion error �i�e� true error on unseen examples� which is bounded by the
sum of the training set error and a term which depends on the Vapnik�
Chervonenkis �VC� dimension of the classi�er and on the number of
training examples� The use of a structural risk minimisation perfor�
mance measure is in contrast with the empirical risk minimisation ap�
proach used by conventional classi�ers� Conventional classi�ers attempt
to minimise the training set error which does not necessarily achieve
a minimum generalisation error� Therefore� SVMs have theoretically a
greater ability to generalise� For further reading� see �Vapnik� 
�����
SVMs e�ectively enlarge the input feature space� using basis functions

such as polynomials� where better class separation can be achieved� In
some cases� the transformed feature space can be very large� SVMs
belong e�ect to the class of the more general basis expansion and regu�
larisation problem to which methods such as smoothing splines� multidi�
mensional splines �eg� MARS �Friedman� 
��
�� and wavelet smoothing
belong� Unlike many other learning algorithms� such as linear discrimi�
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nant analysis� the number of free parameters used in the SVM depends
on the margin that separates the data and does not depend on the num�
ber of input features� Thus the SVM does not require a reduction in
the number of features in order to avoid the problem of over��tting �see�
however� Section ��� This property is clearly an advantage in the context
of high�dimensional applications� such as text document and authorship
categorisation� as long as the data vectors are separable with a wide mar�
gin� Unfortunately� SVMs require the implementation of optimisation
algorithms for the minimisation procedure which can be computationally
expensive� A few researchers have applied SVMs to the problem of text
document categorisation using approximately 
����� features in some
cases� concluding that� in most cases� SVMs outperform conventional
classi�ers �Yang� 
�����Joachims� 
����� Drucker et al used SVMs for
classifying e�mail text as spam or non�spam and compared it to boost�
ing decision trees� Ripper and Rocchio classi�cation algorithms �Druker�

����� Bosch et al used a separating hyperplane based on a similar idea
to that of a linearly separable SVM for determining the authorship of two
authors of the formal articles published within the set of the Federalist
Papers �Bosch� 
����� Teytaud et al investigated di�erent SVM kernels
for author identi�cation �principally well�known French authors� and
language discrimination using N �graphs as the relevant features �Tey�
taud� ���
�� Diederich et al evaluated the performance of SVMs with
various features such as term frequencies� as well as structural features
such as tagword bi�grams using the German Berliner Zeitung newspaper
corpus �Diederich� ������ Multi�topic author attribution experiments
were also undertaken by Diederich et al� They obtained poor recall per�
formance results when using function word bi�grams� in apparent dis�
agreement with the assumption that function words minimise content
information�

�� E�mail Corpus and Methodology

The availability of the e�mail corpus was severely constrained by pri�
vacy issues and ethical considerations� Publicly available e�mail corpuses
include newsgroups� mailing lists etc� However� in such public e�mail
databases� it is generally quite di�cult to obtain a su�ciently large and
�clean� �i�e�� void of cross�postings� o��the�topic spam� empty bodied
e�mails with attachements etc�� corpus of e�mails� This is particularly
true when attempting to obtain an e�mail corpus matrix su�ciently pop�
ulated with multiple authors and multiple topics with no �or� at worst�
minimally� intersecting classes� For example� there should be minimal
content overlap between di�erent topics�
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Table �	�	 Summary statistics of the e�mail newsgroup and author corpus used in
the experiment�

Newsgroup Author Category ACi �i � �� � � � � �� Newsgroup
Category damn�ne galbraith gensch zaphy Total

AC� AC� AC� AC�

aus�tv ��� �� �� �� ���
aus�tv�buffy � �� � � ��
aus�film �� �� �� � ��
aus�dvd �� � ��� � ���

Author Total ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

The corpus of e�mail documents used in the experimental evaluation of
authorship categorisation contained a total of 
�
� documents sourced
from four public newsgroups and four native language �English� male
authors� Any cross�postings and o��the�topic e�mails were purged from
the corpus� The body of each e�mail document was parsed� based on an
e�mail grammar� and the relevant e�mail body features were extracted�
The body was pre�processed to remove �if present� any salutations� reply
text and signatures� However� the existence� position within the e�mail
body and type of some of these are retained as inputs to the categoriser
�see below�� Attachments are excluded� though the e�mail body itself
is used� A summary of the global e�mail document corpus statistics is
shown in Table ��
�
A number of attributes�features identi�ed in baseline authorship at�

tribution experiments undertaken on constrained topics �see �Anderson�
���
� and �de Vel� ������ as most useful for e�mail authorship discrimina�
tion were extracted from each e�mail body document� These attributes
included both style markers as well as structural features� A total of

�
 attributes� comprising 
�� style marker attributes and �
 structural
attributes� were employed in the experiment� These are listed in Ta�
bles ��� and ���� respectively� Note that M � total number of tokens
�i�e�� words�� V � total number of types �i�e�� distinct words�� C � to�
tal number of characters� and H � total number of HTML tags in the
e�mail body� Also� the hapax legomena count is de�ned as the number
of types that occur only once in the e�mail text�
We brie y clarify how we derive some of the attributes shown in Ta�

ble ���� Firstly� the set of short words in each e�mail document consists
of all words of length less or equal to � characters �e�g�� �all�� �at�� �his�
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Table �	�	 E�mail document body style marker attributes� Total of ��� features are
used in the experiment� See text for clari	cation�

Attribute Type� Ai �i � �� � � � � ����

A
� Number of blank lines�total number of lines

A�� Average sentence length

A�� Average word length �number of characters�

A�� Vocabulary richness i�e�� V�M
A�� Number of function words�M
A� to A���� Function word frequency distribution ���� features�
A���� Number of short words�M
A���� Count of hapax legomena�M
A���� Count of hapax legomena�V
A��
� Number of characters in words�C
A���� Number of alphabetic characters in words�C
A���� Number of upper�case characters in words�C
A���� Number of digit characters in words�C
A���� Number of white�space characters�C
A���� Number of spaces�C
A���� Number of spaces�Number white�space characters

A���� Number of tab spaces�C
A���� Number of tab spaces�Number white�space characters

A���� Number of punctuation characters�C
A��
 to A���� Word length frequency distribution�M �� features�

etc��� Only the count of short words is used as a feature� The short word
frequency distribution may be biased towards e�mail content and was
therefore not used in our experiments� Secondly� the set of all�purpose
function words ��a�� �all�� �also�� � � � � �to�� �with�� and its frequency
distribution is obtained and also used as a sub�vector attribute� The
number of function words used is 
��� Finally� a word length frequency
distribution consisting of �� features �up to a maximum word length of
�� characters� is employed�
Though our choice of attributes is speci�cally biased towards features

that have been shown to be able to e�ectively discriminate between
authors� rather than discriminating between topics� some of the style
marker attributes may have a combination of author and content bias
as� for example� hapax legomena �Chaski� 
�����
The requoted text position refers to the reply status of e�mail� A reply

text can generally be placed in any position in the e�mail document and
each line is usually pre�xed with a special character �e�g�� ����� In
our experiment� the position of requoted text allowed for � di�erent
possibilities �e�mail body text interspersed with the requoted text� e�
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Table �	�	 E�mail document body structural attributes� Total of �� at�
tributes!features are used in the experiment� See text for clari	cation�

Attribute Type� Ai �i � ���� � � � � ����

A��
� Has a greeting acknowledgement

A���� Uses a farewell acknowledgement

A���� Contains signature text

A���� Number of attachments

A���� Position of requoted text within e�mail body

A��� to A��
� HTML tag frequency distribution�H ��� features�

mail body text preceeded by requoted text etc��� Due to some e�mailers
using HTML formatting� we include the set of HTML tags as a structural
metric� The frequency distribution of HTML tags was included as one
of the �
 structural attributes�
To ensure all attributes are treated equally in the classi�cation pro�

cess� each attribute Ai is scaled as follows�

A
�scaled�
i � �Ai �Ai�min�SFAi

& LBAi

where the scaling factor is calculated as�

SFAi
�

UBAi
� LBAi

Ai�max �Ai�min

with Ai�min and Ai�max being the minimum and maximum values of the
attribute Ai� respectively� Also� LBAi

and UBAi
are the de�ned lower

and upper bounds of the scaled attribute� respectively �we have used
LBAi

� ��� and UBAi
� 
����

This produces a scaling factor and threshold value for each feature
and is applied to the training data and then saved to a �le so that they
can be used to scale any training data� In the Analyser package this
is all done by the PrepInput program� Experiments can be run as k�
fold cross validation tests where the scaling factors and thresholds are
calculated and used internally in the production of the scaled data or
the experiments can be run where one data set is used for training and
another data set can be used for testing� In the latter case� the scale
factors and thresholds have to be saved to a �le and that �le used in
production of the properly scaled test data�
The classi�er used in the experiments was the Support Vector Ma�

chines classi�er� SVMlight� developed by T� Joachims from the Univer�
sity of Dortmund �SVMLight� ���
�� SVMlight is an implementation of
Vapnik�s Support Vector Machines� It scales well to a large number of



���

sparse instance vectors as well as e�ciently handling a large number of
support vectors� In our experiments we explored a number of di�erent
kernel functions for the SVM classi�er namely� the linear� polynomial�
radial basis and sigmoid tanh functions� We obtained maximal F� clas�
si�cation results �see below for the de�nition of F�� on our data set with
a polynomial kernel of degree �� The �LOQO� optimiser was used for
maximising the margin�
As Support Vector Machines only compute two�way categorisation�

Q two�way classi�cation models were generated� where Q is the number
of author categories �Q �  for our e�mail document corpus�� and each
SVM categorisation was applied Q times� This produced Q two�way
confusion matrices� The SVM classi�er was trained on the aus�tv e�mail
document set �
� documents� and tested on the remaining �unseen� �
newsgroup topic sets�
To evaluate the categorisation performance on the e�mail document

corpus� we calculate the accuracy� recall �R�� precision �P� and com�
bined F� performance measures commonly employed in the information
retrieval and text categorisation literature �for a discussion of these mea�
sures see� for example� �Witten� ������� where�

F� �
�RP

�R& P �

We note in passing that the recall value is a more indicative performance
metric than precision for authorship attribution in computer forensics�
as it e�ectively measures the impact of false negatives�
To obtain an overall performance �gure over all binary categorisation

tasks� a macro�averaged F� statistic is calculated �Yang� 
����� Here�
NAC per�author�category confusion matrices �where NAC is the total
number of author categories� NAC �  in our experiment� are computed
and then averaged over all categories to produce the macro�averaged

statistic� F
�M�
� �

F
�M�
� �

PNAC

i�� F��ACi
NAC

where F��ACi is the per�author�category F� statistic for author category
ACi �i � 
� �� � � � � NAC��

F��ACi �
�RACiPACi

�RACi & PACi�
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Table �	�	 Per�author�category PACi
� RACi

and F��ACi
categorisation performance

results �in �� for the four di
erent author categories �i � �� � � � � ��� The newsgroup
aus�tv is used as the training set �see text��a

Author Category� ACi �i � �� � � � � ��

Newsgroup damn�ne� AC� galbraith� AC�

Category PAC�
RAC�

F��AC�
PAC�

RAC�
F��AC�

aus�tv�buffy ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����
aus�film ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����
aus�dvd ���� ���� ���� � � �

aThe symbol !�� in a matrix cell indicates a small number or non�existent e�mail data�

Table �	� �continued�

Author Category� ACi �i � �� � � � � ��

Newsgroup gensch� AC� zaphy� AC�

Category PAC�
RAC�

F��AC�
PAC�

RAC�
F��AC�

aus�tv�buffy � � � ���� ���� ����
aus�film ���� ���� ���� � � �
aus�dvd ����� ��� ���� ����� ���� ��

	� Results and Discussion

We report our results presenting the per�author�category F� statistic
for the Support Vector Machines �SVM� classi�er� The results are dis�
played as a newsgroup�author performance matrix as shown in Table ���
As observed in Table ��� results indicate that� in general� the SVM

classi�er combined with the style markers and structural attributes is
able to discriminate between the authors for the di�erent newsgroup
categories� Discrimination of the authors for the individual aus�film
and aus�dvd newsgroups is consistently high� One exception in these
newsgroup category results is the low performance obtained with author
�zaphy� in the aus�tv�buffy newsgroup� In particular� a poor precision
but satisfactory recall performance is observed though� as noted previ�
ously� this trade�o� is perhaps not such a negative result in computer
forensics since a higher recall value at the expense of a lower precision
value is preferred to a low recall�high precision value scenario� This re�



���

duced F��AC�
performance value may be due to the similarity between

the training newsgroup set �aus�tv� and the test newsgroup� with some
of the attributes having a content�based bias� such as hapax legomena�
possibly biasing the categorisation towards the e�mail document topic
content rather than on its author� Classi�cation performance for authors
�damn�ne� and �gensch� is consistent and satisfactory across all of the
newsgroups� The performances for �galbraith� and �zaphy� are not as
convincing and further experimentation to understand the discrepancy
is required�
We also investigated the categorisation performance as a function of

word collocation and the type and dimensionality of the function word
vector attributes� The number of function words was increased to ���
�from 
��� and the set of these were split into two categories� namely
parts�of�speech �POS� words and others� It was observed that word col�
location� increased function word distribution dimensionality� and using
POS function words did not improve the author categorisation perfor�
mance across the di�erent newsgroups� In particular� the categorisation
performance worsened with increasing function word distribution size�
which seems to be at odds with the belief that SVMs are robust in high
dimensional settings �see also Hastie et al who show that the test er�
ror of an SVM can signi�cantly increase in the presence of additional
noisy independent features compared with additive and adaptive spline
models �Hastie� ���
���

� Conclusions

We have investigated the learning of authorship categories from multi�
topic e�mail documents� We used an extended set of predominantly
content�free e�mail document features such as structural characteristics
and linguistic patterns together with a Support Vector Machine learn�
ing algorithm� Experiments on a number of e�mail documents gener�
ated by di�erent authors on a set of topics gave promising results for
multi�topic and multi�author categorisation� though some author cat�
egories produced better categorisation performance results than other
categories� We also observed a reduction in classi�cation performance
with increasing function word dimensionality and no improvement with
word collocation�
There are several limitations with the current approach� Firstly� the

fact that some authors have a better categorisation performance than
other authors indicates that more identi�able author traits need to be
obtained� For example� we are investigating function word vector subset
selection in an attempt to identify the most useful function words for
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a given set of authors� Secondly� we wish to investigate a denser and
more orthogonal e�mail author�topic matrix for the e�mail corpus with
minimally intersecting classes to minimise any bias �eg� content bias� in
the authorship categorisation results� Some progress in this direction
has been achieved �de Vel� ���
�� Thirdly� more studies on the useful�
ness of speci�c N �graphs for author identi�cation should be investigated
as it is conjectured that� for example� certain bi�graphs incorporating
punctuation are e�ective author discriminators �Chaski� ���
�� Finally�
the number of author categories considered in our experiments at the
moment is quite small� Though it is not easy to obtain a su�ciently
large set of e�mails from multiple authors and multiple topics� we are
currently attempting to build up a suitable forensic database and test
our approach�
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